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“THE CANDY PROBLEM, SOLVED!”: WHITE CHILDREN AND WHITE PARENTS 
GRAPPLING WITH DYSCONSCIOUS WHITENESS 
Lindsay E. Olson 
Antioch University Seattle 
Seattle, WA 
During an amplification of the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement, white children and parents 
have faced multiple interruptions to their protective territory of dysconscious whiteness—an 
uncritical approach to a structural status quo that favors white lives. Through semi-structured 
activities and interviews with ten children ages 3 to 9 and nine of their parents who observed 
these activities, I discovered a parent – child subsystem of dysconscious whiteness. White 
children and parents revealed aspects of this subsystem by grappling with dysconscious 
whiteness (grappling) as they struggled to avoid implicating skin color in resource inequality. 
Through grounded theory analysis of the process of grappling, I uncovered six tenets of a 
curriculum of whiteness, two parenting assumptions, and two parenting myths that motivated and 
stabilized children’s behavioral strategies for solving a problem of resource inequality. The 
relational interaction of children and parents affected the psychological tension between 
children’s strategies and parents’ reactions to those strategies. This relational dynamic is 
particularly salient to understanding white racial/ethnic socialization and children’s social 
cognition about race and whiteness during early childhood. This dissertation is available in open 
access at AURA, http://aura.antioch.edu/ and Ohio Link ETD Center, https://etd.ohiolink.edu/ 
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I recall a moment on the playground with a childhood friend when I was barely four years 
old. I stood at the top of a slide, eager to feel the rush of air and the surge of my stomach as I 
would “woosh” to the ground. My friend, who was blond, fair-skinned, and male had just 
reached the bottom of the slide when he pivoted and began to climb back up the slide for another 
turn. I felt confused. I looked around for a clue as to what our parents would make of the 
injustice of this moment; alas, they were smiling and laughing at the comedy of two children 
negotiating power in a zero-sum situation. I had no language to describe my felt sense of 
disempowerment, only a resounding wail. As my friend reached the top of the slide, he saw my 
anguish and began to explain why it was ok for him to take another turn since he was already 
there, and he might as well go again.  
Although I have recently become more conscious of my female social identity and the 
implications this has for how I navigate the world and how the world navigates me, this early 
slide interaction mediated by social privilege had a lasting effect on my internalized oppression 
as a female in a society which privileges males. Now that I have the language and the power of 
age intersecting with my white and able-bodied identities, I believe a burden of incremental 
social change is on me. I hope to affect early childhood environments for children whose social 
identities do not convey ascribed at birth by working to increase children’s consciousness of 






CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
Guideline 8. Psychologists seek awareness and understanding of how developmental 
stages and life transitions intersect with the larger biosociocultural context, how identity 
evolves as a function of such intersections, and how these different socialization and 
maturation experiences influence worldview and identity. (American Psychological 
Association, 2017, p. 5) 
The Socialization of Power 
No empirical theory for conceptualizing a child’s consciousness of social privilege and 
power exists in current education or psychology literature. Yet, as I witnessed with my friend, 
children observe, encounter, and navigate social situations rife with social power dynamics on a 
daily basis and are attuned to the outcomes of these dynamics (Gülgöz & Gelman, 2017). 
Although it is easy to assert children merely observe and recapitulate these processes of social 
power from adults, more recent exploration of children’s role in racial socialization suggests 
children also simultaneously reinvent such dynamics within child-specific contexts (Hagerman, 
2016). My friend’s application of his gender socialization to a playground encounter would 
suggest as much. What other teachable moments do parents, educators, and policy makers 
overlook because there is little professional evidence-based guidance to address these 
socialization processes and their potential effect on children, their peers, and ultimately social 
structures?   
The Veil 
The problem of social power confrontations is not new: “The world-old phenomenon of 
the contact of diverse races of men is to have new exemplification during the new century,” 
wrote DuBois (1996, p. 189) at the turn of the 19th century. In 1903, Dubois originally 




world of white1 men. Within the Veil, a Black man sees both the world of the white man outside 
and his own inner world where he comes to understand his “double-consciousness, this sense of 
always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others” (DuBois, 1996, p. 12). The white man 
need never recognize nor see beyond the Veil, for it secures him and centers the world in his 
singular self-consciousness.  
DuBois’ Veil draws attention to the ideological construct of social privilege which 
ascribes material power and social benefit to groups in society based on the meaning of their 
membership in certain identity categories like race, class, gender, sexual orientation, or age. 
Most significantly, DuBois highlights what is both the burden and the boon of                   
double-consciousness of the Black individual. Consciousness of self through the eyes of the 
group in power offers a bridge between individual identity and structural outcomes of that 
identity that is both painful and protective. Recognition of the pain that comes from a structural 
imbalance of power by naming the problem of inequity would allow for that inequity to be 
addressed. However, without the recognition of that inequity by individuals whom that inequity 
benefits, the Veil remains. 
Across these multiply intersecting categories, Black and Stone (2005) offer a definition 
of social privilege: 
 
1 Kimberle` Williams Crenshaw (2011) footnotes the history of written capitalization of racial groups as it relates to 
implicit power assignation to explain the use of “white” rather than “White.” Crenshaw purposely uses “white” to 
signify and highlight the different and unparalleled history of being “Black” by contrast. Crenshaw specifically 
suggests in a comparison of white and Black: “Of the myriad differences is the fact that while white can be further 
divided into a variety of ethnic and national identities, Black represents an effort to claim a cultural identity that has 
historically been denied” (p. 1255). Although this present study describes a handful of white people recognizing the 
historical and current implications of being white in the process of transmitting whiteness while concurrently 
denying whiteness, the denial that is part of white dysconsciousness is a contributing factor in the denial of the 
history of being Black that Crenshaw describes. I have chosen to adopt the same usage of “white” as Crenshaw so as 




First, privilege is a special advantage; it is neither common nor universal. Second, 
it is granted, not earned or brought into being by one’s individual effort or talent. 
Third, privilege is a right or entitlement that is related to a preferred status or 
rank. Fourth, privilege is exercised for the benefit of the recipient and to the 
exclusion or detriment of others. Finally, a privileged status is often outside of the 
awareness of the person possessing it (McIntosh, 1992; Robinson &         
Howard-Hamilton, 2000). (p. 244) 
Beyond a dichotomous category which confers social privilege or oppression in a single domain, 
it is important to understand the “intersections, intricacies, and influence” (Black & Stone, 2005, 
p. 243) of identities from multiple domains which confer privilege and oppression 
simultaneously and which contribute to an individual’s reality. Intersectionality theory 
(Crenshaw, 1989) specifically explains the unique experience of an individual from their 
multiple social identities, which cannot be compared to another individual’s based on a single 
shared identity domain. The uniqueness of this experience has applications and consequences for 
the social treatment and structural outcomes of an individual based on those intersecting 
identities. Thus, the compounding effect of privilege is unique and distinct from the effect of 
privilege in any single domain. That privilege is actively exercised to the detriment of others 
demonstrates a painful aspect of social privilege which many people avoid by overlooking the 
Veil.  
 As relates to social privilege, Helms (2017) has argued that although whiteness has a 
superordinate effect on social identities and social oppression, there is a tendency for white 
scholars within psychology to focus more on racism as an ideology to be changed and eliminated 




structure. In a review of the literature on the origin, meaning, and applications of racism, 
Bonilla-Silva (1997) outlines the limitations of the view of racism as a purely ideological 
construct. When viewed as purely ideological, racism can be blamed for individual behaviors 
without anchoring to “a racialized social system” (Bonilla-Silva, 1997, p. 467), such that efforts 
to target racism can protect the privilege of the group that has been assigned to the superordinate 
racial category.  
A purely ideological view of racism neglects the structural outcome of this racialized 
social system: “difference in life chances” (Bonilla-Silva, 1997, p. 470) between whites and all 
other races at the individual (micro), social (meso), and political and economic (macro) levels of 
society. Attachment of meaning to a phenotypic characteristic by social, economic, and political 
forces leads to identification with a thus racialized group as well as hierarchical outcomes at 
these levels based on the racialized interactions between these groups (Omi & Winant, 1994). 
Omi and Winant call this process of social group categorization “racial formation.” Racism, then, 
comprises the interactional rules between socially categorized groups that maintain a system of 
differential valuing of life based on race. Because these rules manifest in every aspect of the 
interactions between racialized social groups, which are most easily witnessed on an individual 
level, it is easy to describe racism as just irrational thinking and behavior or a static remnant of a 
historical phenomenon. But racism is neither. Racism takes on a real and organizational quality 
that directs life outcomes within a racialized society. 
Members of such racialized groups reinforce or contest this hierarchy based on their 
group identification. In the case of individuals who do not identify as part of a group but who 
nonetheless possess the characteristics of that social group, these individuals can still reinforce 




(1997), contestation of hierarchy is necessary for changing that hierarchy. Thus, individuals who 
only target racism as an ideology that directs discriminatory attitudes and behavior and therefore 
social oppression overlook the racialized hierarchy in which whites have been assigned a 
superior social meaning. Efforts to change an ideological aspect of the hierarchy does not change 
the hierarchy. 
Similarly, changing a white individual’s beliefs about oneself as a member of the white 
social group does not change hierarchy. As A. E. Lewis (2004) points out, many whites do not        
self-identify as white. Truly, the experience of being white is not universal even for individuals 
who identify as white, for the same reasons discussed earlier that being Black or being a Woman 
are not generalizable experiences, but unique based on the intersections of multiple identities 
(Crenshaw, 1989). However, lack of self-identification with a racial group can thwart efforts to 
increase awareness of a racialized social system among racialized actors in that system when 
those actors can claim that because they do not identify as having race, there is no such thing as 
race. A. E. Lewis (2004) problematizes this thwarting.  
A. E. Lewis builds on Bonilla-Silva’s (1997) delineation of a racialized social system that 
includes racism and color-blindness as ideological aspects of that system to highlight the 
importance of both an organizational belief system (ideology) and the material reality that that 
ideology reproduces. External ascriptions of racial categorization are arguably more important 
than any individual’s identification (or not) with a racial category for the life chances of 
individuals within that group. But racial ideology—the felt sense of groupness or not—and the 
material outcomes of social grouping are intertwined in everyday meaning-making (A. E. Lewis, 
2004). This everydayness is how race gets performed and perpetuated as a social hierarchy, 




meanings that arise out of these everyday performances is important to challenging the hierarchy 
that is reinforced by those meanings and performances, especially for the group with racialized 
power and the security to eschew racial self-identfication within a racialized social system: 
whites.     
In spite of a significant history of scholarly discourse within psychology which 
recognizes whiteness as the foundation of this racialized social system (e.g. Clark & Clark, 1940; 
Helms, 2008, 2017; Helms & Carter, 1993; Jones, 2010; Katz & Ivey, 1977; Leach et al., 2002; 
Neville et al., 2013; Sue et al., 1992) and which has urged applications of this recognition within 
psychological research and practice, integration of these studies in applied settings of 
psychology—where psychologists and psychological research could affect change to social 
groups’ life outcomes—is much more recent (e.g., Abaied & Perry, 2021; Atkins et al., 2017; 
Salter & Haugen, 2017; Spanierman et al., 2017; Spanierman & Smith, 2017). According to 
Alice McIntyre (2002), whiteness is “a system and ideology of white dominance and superiority 
that marginalizes and oppresses people of Color [sic], ensuring existing privileges for white 
people in the United States” (p. 31). As an ideology and system, whiteness is often perpetuated 
by communities, teachers, and spaces that employ learning models fueled by what Bonilla-Silva 
et al. (2006) term “white habitus” (p. 229), and what Allen (1999) calls “the hidden curriculum 
of whiteness” (p. 1). It is an aspect of the profession of psychology to influence both these spaces 
and the learning models employed within them for promoting human welfare. I believe, then, 
that it is incumbent on psychologists, and especially white psychologists, to recognize how 
whiteness affects the material outcomes of individuals’ lives within these spaces and to adapt 
psychological practices based on this recognition in accordance with the American Psychological 




Children and the Veil 
Empirical studies in psychology are often restricted from access to child spaces both for 
protection of children as a vulnerable population and due to multiple gatekeepers who manage 
access to childhood environments. This restriction has limited psychology’s understandings of 
how racial categories are socialized within the home, neighborhoods, and local communities of 
young children. Socialization studies have instead come more from the realm of sociology.  
Complicating Bonilla-Silva’s (2014) notion of white socialization as an “uninterrupted” 
process that “conditions and creates” (p. 152) whiteness through unidirectional acquisition of 
attitudes, perceptions, sensations, and emotions related to race, Hagerman (2016) discovered that 
children in fact “interpretively reproduce” (p. 68) racism and whiteness. Drawing on Corsaro’s 
notion of “interpretive reproduction” (Corsaro & Fingerson, 2003, p. 129), Hagerman suggests 
children build on the ideology and structural system of racism and whiteness by re-interpreting 
the “stories about the way the world works” (M. Lewis, 2003, p. 32) that their communities, 
teachers, and parents convey and model.   
Protecting the Veil: The Curriculum of Whiteness 
 For sociologists, psychologists, and educators alike who aspire to understand how racism 
and whiteness persist and especially the effects on the groups that racism and whiteness benefit, 
Hagerman’s (2016) study of white habitus directly among adolescents within the context of 
family and home life was unprecedented. Because there is little impetus and significant 
emotional and social consequence (Bergkamp et al., in submission) for groups outside the Veil to 
see either their “groupness” or its material effects, the subjectivities of groups in power have 




2004, p. 624). Inherent to the system of whiteness is the Veil, which guards against investigation 
of white spaces and institutions and the processes, patterns, and policies that stabilize them.  
The education scholar Joyce King (1991) described the Veil’s general protective quality 
as a state of “dysconsciousness,” or “an uncritical habit of mind (including perceptions, attitudes, 
assumptions, and beliefs) that justifies inequity and exploitation by accepting the existing order 
of things as given” (p. 135). Applied to racism and whiteness, dysconsciousness is “not the 
absence of consciousness… but an impaired consciousness or distorted way of thinking about 
race as compared to, for example, critical consciousness” (King, 1991, p. 135). King asserts that 
whites are aware of racism, but that this awareness allows whites to both exempt themselves as 
racist actors and minimize or deny the racialized process of advantaging whites socially and 
economically. The sociology scholars Eduardo Bonilla-Silva and Amanda Lewis echo this 
evasion from the implications of a racialized social system. Furthermore, King (1991) links 
dysconsciousness to moral and ethical social functioning by noting that dysconsciousness 
“involves a subjective identification with an ideological viewpoint that admits no fundamentally 
alternative vision of society” (p. 135). 
This overlooking of alternative explanations for the current social structure has been 
studied extensively as “colorblind” racial ideology (see Bonilla-Silva, 2002; Coates, 2007; 
Hagerman, 2016; A. E. Lewis, 2004; Neville et al., 2013). An ideology is easily left unanalyzed 
when it seems to explain disparities in “resources so they appear to be the natural if not 
inevitable outcomes—the way things are supposed to be” (A. E. Lewis, 2004, p. 634) and 
confirms the belief “that those denied power, access, or visibility must, by definition, have 
earned their exclusion and oppression because of some personal defect” (Black & Stone, 2005, p. 




evasion of differences in racial identity to explain differences in power and life outcome within a 
racialized social system. A major task of this present study was to make more apparent not only 
these rules of white dysconsciousness as they are reproduced and reworked in child–parent 
interactions but also the role these rules play in the persistence of whiteness.   
New manifestations of these rules of social dominance will continue to emerge and 
maintain the long-standing material structure of privilege and oppression if these structures are 
superficially repaired or the rules remain outside critical awareness as they evolve in new 
contexts (Bonilla-Silva, 1997). For example, a lack of consciousness of white racial identity frees 
a white person from both recognizing themselves as a recipient of the benefits of racism and 
from responsibility for dismantling racism (McIntyre, 1997). Critical education scholars Gloria 
Ladson-Billings and William F. Tate IV (1995) recognized the importance of disrupting this 
“dysconscious conviction” (p. 57) and attachment to oppressive rules of whiteness within 
educational contexts. Hagerman (2018a, 2018b) has applied this disruption to the context of 
white parenting during middle childhood and adolescence. Disrupting whiteness by revealing the 
rules that organize and maintain dysconsciousness in general has cross-contextual implications 
for critical social justice. Just as dysconscious whiteness perpetuates racism, dysconscious social 
privilege perpetuates oppression in the form of multiple Isms (e.g., sexism, heterosexism, 
ableism, nationalism; Helms, 2017; Tajfel et al., 1971).  
The Case for Critical Social Justice in Early Childhood  
According to Thomas et al. (2014),  
A social justice orientation perspective emphasizes societal concerns, including issues of 
equity and justice, self-determination, interdependence, and social responsibility (Bell, 




are physically and psychologically safe and secure (Adams, Griffin, & Bell, 2007). (p. 
485)  
In an effort to turn attention to the Veil and the groups who benefit from it, critical social justice 
theory requires the descendants of societally empowered social groups to understand the history, 
culture, and ideology of their inherited social positions (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017). This goal 
emphasizes reflection as an integral component of critical consciousness as outlined by Freire 
(1999). By the time most educational organizations implement curriculum founded in critical 
social justice theory in undergraduate or graduate school, students have established a perspective 
of dominant social paradigms without critical analysis or self-reflection (Over & McCall, 2018). 
The coincidence of socialization to a racialized social system and self-awareness development in 
early childhood (D. J. Goodman, 2001; Over & McCall, 2018) provides an opportunity for 
effective early intervention for social justice.  
Piagetian developmental theory (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969) asserts children are egocentric 
in early childhood, a condition white adults have used to excuse themselves from providing 
critical social justice education because they assume children are unable to recognize constructs 
of race and difference (Kelly & Brooks, 2009; Park, 2011). In fact, more recent sociological 
reconceptualizations of Piagetian theory acknowledge children’s creativity and agency in 
appropriation and reproduction of adult social culture (Corsaro & Fingerson, 2003), suggesting 
children are much more attuned to contexts beyond themselves than adults might realize. 
Meanwhile, “families of color are not afforded this kind of innocence” (Beneke et al. 2020, para. 
2) as they discuss racism with their children much earlier than do white families, if white 
families do at all. In this way, families of color bear the burden of double-consciousness 




able to recognize these constructs (see Henward & Grace, 2016; Park, 2011). Scholars have 
advocated for a change to historical educational and research practices which align with an 
egocentric and innocent belief and perpetuate an educational, social, and political status quo yet 
are assumed to be developmentally appropriate (Henward & Grace, 2016; Park, 2011; Robinson 
& Jones-Diaz, 2005; Stoudt, 2009). Despite evidence children are constructing racial identities in 
middle childhood (Hagerman, 2016) and beginning to understand systems of difference and 
resulting power differentials in early childhood (Gülgöz & Gelman, 2017), neither pedagogy nor 
research has yet attended to processes by which young children under age 6 reflect on 
internalized constructs of privilege, much less the construct of whiteness.  
Anti-bias education (Derman-Sparks & Edwards, 2010) has emerged as the most widely 
adopted standard for social justice curriculum development in early childhood education. Since 
its crystallization in the 1980s, the premise of anti-bias education has been to promote positive 
racial attitudes. The first goal of anti-bias education is for children to demonstrate self-awareness 
of their social identities. Although this goal is valiant, anti-bias education focuses on “providing 
immediate practical advice for teachers or parents rather than on providing an in-depth 
description of how children make sense of racial and ethnic diversity in their day-to-day 
classroom experiences” (Park, 2011, p. 388). To this end, teachers are offered specific classroom 
tools to enhance positive self-identification and respectful interaction within a discourse of 
similarity and difference. This approach implies kindness, fairness, and respect are key to 
manage the potential discomfort of identifying individual difference. However, anti-bias 
education does not provide a framework for facilitating children’s reflections about the 




In effect, anti-bias education targets the color-based ideologies of “Invisibility of Race” 
and “Race as Taboo” while still capitulating to the ideologies of “Color-Evasion” and      
“Power-Evasion” (Helms, 2008, p. 12; Neville et al., 2013). Without this bridge between 
recognition of individual difference and the structural distribution of resources based on that 
difference, anti-bias education does not address internalized constructs of social privilege that 
contribute to hegemonic re-enactments of social power within naturalized social hierarchies 
(Bonilla-Silva, 1997). Neither does it facilitate a psychologically supported bridge between 
having white skin and developing a healthy approach to whiteness, as recommended by Helms 
(2008). Without attention to the historical, cultural, and ideological foundations of children’s 
inherited social positions, dysconciousness could be amplified over time and individual 
development.  
As an example of the potential outcome of unbridged social identity awareness and 
structural oppression, the historical and social context of the racial divide in power seems to be 
an abyss many white millennials can still ignore. In a study of millennial opinions of racism by 
Cohen et al. (2017), 48% of white millennials pointed to discrimination as just as much a 
problem for whites as it is for Black American, Asian American, or Latinx American persons. 
This thinking is an example of the myth of meritocracy, bolstered by personal narratives of 
morality (Ladson-Billings & Tate IV, 1995). The longer these attitudes go unanalyzed, the more 
vehement an individual’s defensive reaction when they are called out. The more vehement the 
defensive reaction, the more arduous the process of societal change for social justice (Ferber & 
Herrera, 2013). 
Absence of pedagogy for young children which builds on anti-bias to address 




to construct social systems unrestrained by the privileged identity shame of many adults. This 
shame originates from recognition of the oppressing nature of white privilege that accompanies 
unmodifiable white skin. Compared to guilt, which an individual experiences in response to their 
actions, an individual experiences shame in response to a characteristic or situation of the self, 
both of which are beyond individual control (Bergkamp, 2010; Brown, 2006; Helms, 2008). 
Although children might develop their own shame about social privilege through peer 
interactions unrelated to shame and evasion enacted by parents and teachers, it is not empirically 
known how children at younger ages develop these self-schemas. An investigation of children’s 
process of negotiating the structural meaning of whiteness as or just before they begin school 
immersion could provide valuable information for social justice agendas.  
Attitudes Affecting Systems of Privilege and Oppression Emerge Before School  
Over and McCall (2018) discuss children’s preferences for members of their own social 
groups as a precursor to discriminatory behavior, suggesting a pattern of development that begins 
before school. Considering the tendency for explicit attitudes to change over time while implicit 
attitudes remain constant (Baron & Banaji, 2006), this pattern could be further evidence that 
implicit bias and prejudice are ingrained with increasing age. Parents influence their children’s 
implicit attitudes and explicit biases through parenting style and subtle prejudice from age 3 
(Pirchio et al., 2018), thus potentially putting early educators for social justice at a disadvantage 
by the time children enter school. Early intervention is therefore necessary to prevent trajectories 
bolstered by the status quo as evidenced by Cohen et al. (2017). 
The goal of critical education and curriculum is to “expand one’s knowledge base and 
critical thinking skills, rather than protect our preexisting opinions” (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017, 




positionality in current social contexts. According to Spanierman & Smith (2017),                  
self-awareness and self-application of social identity in a system of power and privilege is a 
necessary initial step of anti-oppressive action. Singular focus on the content and action of social 
justice without reflecting on the meaning and purpose of it perpetuates dysconsciousness. 
Currently popular anti-bias education curriculum could be incomplete without facilitating 
awareness of the implications of social identity. 
The Importance of Social Privilege Identity Studies 
Research in social psychological processes has pinpointed the importance of the 
development of both social identity and consciousness of the implications of that identity to 
critical consciousness for both majority and minority group members (Helms, 2017; Quintana & 
Segura-Herrera, 2003; Thomas et al., 2014; Watts et al., 1999). Yet, there is currently no 
empirical study from the perspective of a young child with multiple majority memberships of 
their consciousness of social identity privilege and the associated power that can both perpetuate 
and dismantle corollary systems of oppression.   
What research there is on adult and child identity has largely focused on the singular 
domain of ethnicity and ethnic minorities, with a noted exception from Helms & Carter (1993) 
who developed White Racial Identity Theory. Similarly, psychology research has mostly focused 
on the impacts of racism and other societal power dynamics to individuals experiencing 
oppression, rather than the concomitant privilege that perpetuates it. In White Kids: Growing Up 
With Privilege in a Racially Divided America, Hagerman (2018a) states,  
Overall, there are no studies to my knowledge that examine white racial socialization as it 




particular social contexts, or interrogate race privilege as it intersects with class privilege 
in the everyday racial meaning-making processes of children. (p. 17) 
Racial identity development (Helms, 2008) and its intersections with development as a 
social being, understanding of institutional racism, and white privilege and continual              
self-reflection about positionality are necessary precursors to anti-racist action (Spanierman & 
Smith, 2017). Compared to psychologists, sociologists and educators have consistently brought 
attention to whiteness and other social privileges as the historically invisible reinforcers of 
racism and other forms of oppression (D. J. Goodman, 2015; Johnson, 2018; A. E. Lewis, 2004; 
McIntosh, 2012). Still, little empirical research in psychology has illuminated the process of 
meaning-making of social privilege as a broad construct in adults (Bergkamp et al., 2019), much 
less in children. According to Stoudt (2009), “Infrequent are empirical efforts to understand 
privileged statuses on their own terms as lived identities and functional institutions 
systematically connected to the many inequalities experienced by others” (p. 8).  
Implications of Social Privilege Identity Research for Education 
Social identity development is not only an important process for children to undertake, it 
is also important for teachers to understand in order to support “equal opportunity through equal 
achievement” (Aboud & Doyle, 1993, p. 47) and to “empower the disenfranchised to critically 
explore options for self and community development” (Watts et al., 1999, p. 256). Despite 
recognition of this importance, inquiry into socially privileged children’s social identity 
recognition and construction often focuses on school settings (e.g., Henward & Grace, 2016; 
Park, 2011; Van Ausdale & Feagin, 2001; Vezzali et al., 2017) and pedagogy related to social 
justice across educational levels (e.g., Collins, 2003; Derman-Sparks & Edwards, 2010; Kelly & 




Based in fear of disrupting children’s “natural innocence” (Kelly & Brooks, 2009, p. 207) and 
assumptions about developmental appropriateness and biological determinism based in Piagetian 
developmental stages, teachers have justified keeping “children separate from the public domains 
of active citizenry” (Robinson & Jones-Diaz, 2005, p. 6) despite a child’s “active role in the 
constitution and perpetuation of social inequalities through their perceptions of the world” 
(Robinson & Jones-Diaz, 2005, p. 5). To suggest children do not themselves contribute to and 
construct their own version of reality relegates children to mere inheritors of their future rather 
than co-creators of it. 
Implications of Social Privilege Identity Research for Families 
My review of the psychological and related literature evidenced no qualitative empirical 
studies that investigated the socialization of privileged social identities among children in early 
childhood and adults within the home and which also centered children in the analysis. This 
surprised me, considering family is a context which is the “initial point of entry” for children into 
a social system (Corsaro & Fingerson, 2003, p. 128). This was also surprising considering 
research suggesting that automatic appraisal processes occur among young children and that 
social categorization, group recognition, and group preference have been documented as early as 
3 months (Bargh, 2013)—long before school entry.  
Bargh (2013) outlines the history of diverse research in the area of conceptual 
development, highlighting that very early childhood experiences and interactions with the 
physical environment form the scaffold for later maps of abstract concepts that relate physical 
objects. This bridging of the material world to the conceptual or ideological world seems to also 
reflect what Bonilla-Silva (1997) and A. E. Lewis (2004) have described as the links between 




childhood origins of later attitudes and conceptual–organizational maps that direct human 
interactions with the physical world, and considering the evidence racism and whiteness are both 
a source and an outcome of these maps and interactions, early childhood environments—families 
especially—seem to be a good setting for research on the socialization of social privilege in 
general, and racial privilege more specifically.    
Summary 
There is little research on how white, affluent children make meaning of their multiply 
privileged social identities from age 3, when children begin to understand systems of difference 
and resulting power differentials (Bargh, 2013; Gülgöz & Gelman, 2017; Henward & Grace, 
2016; Over & McCall, 2018; Park, 2011). As active co-creators of the ideological and material 
meaning of social privilege and power (e.g., “I have a right to go down the slide twice in a row”), 
children’s present-moment perspectives ought to be included in the theoretical understanding of 
social privilege which will shape their learning and participation in oppressive social structures.  
This study centers children’s voices in a preliminary theory of children’s consciousness 
of privileged social identities. The results could be informative for parents, educators, and 
policymakers to more effectively address children’s needs during a potentially critical 
developmental period. Throughout this study, I participated in and interrogated young children’s 
understanding of and reactions to whiteness and the meaning they make of it. The results of this 
study could support changes to current educational, research, and parenting practices which are 
often assumed to be developmentally appropriate yet perpetuate an educationally, socially, and 
politically oppressive status quo (Henward & Grace, 2016; Hagerman, 2018a; Park, 2011; 





My participation in a research project focused on adult awareness of social privilege in 
part inspired my curiosity about the process children go through when navigating social power 
situations. This study by Bergkamp et al. (in submission) aimed to respond to Sue (2017a) who 
asked, “Describing a person’s racial awakening and awareness is important, but how does it help 
us explain why some White individuals transform and others do not?” (p. 712). We found 
obstacles and conducive factors which affected adult awareness and integration of privilege and 
heard reflections about experiences that often occurred in childhood. Throughout our analysis of 
the data collected from adults, I wondered what we would find if we could interview these adults 
at those points in their childhood. I wondered if children met with obstacles to awareness just as 
adults do, or if they might have an entirely different approach to navigating social privilege 
which, through socialization over time, affected what we were seeing with adults. 
At the outset, this study asked, how do socially privileged children make meaning of 
social privilege? As will be described in Chapter II which details the methodology and methods, 
this question was intentionally open-ended and broad to allow for theoretical sensitivity (Glaser, 




CHAPTER II: METHODOLOGY 
Guideline 2. Psychologists aspire to recognize and understand that as cultural beings, 
they hold attitudes and beliefs that can influence their perceptions of and interactions 
with others as well as their clinical and empirical conceptualizations. As such, 
psychologists strive to move beyond conceptualizations rooted in categorical 
assumptions, biases, and/or formulations based on limited knowledge about individuals 
and communities. (American Psychological Association, 2017, p. 4) 
Deconstructing Privileged Knowledge 
Developmental models have been the primary method for objectively describing what 
many scientists assume is a universal phenomenon of physical, cognitive, or identity growth in 
children. As Roediger (1998) described it: “Discussions of what it means to be human [stand] in 
for considerations of how racial identity influences white lives” (p. 4). Education—both about 
and for children—is based on these models and founded in a Eurocentric and colonial research 
tradition which privileges rational ways of knowing as universal and objective (Heshusius & 
Ballard, 1996). The predominant models of childhood development in mainstream psychology 
rely on quantitative, observational, and single-axis frameworks of knowledge for simplified and 
generalized methods of parenting, caring for, and educating children. For example, the Implicit 
Association Test (IAT; Greenwald et al., 1998) was an objective, quantitative, forced-choice tool 
which has been used to demonstrate infants’ preference for their own social group. Subsequently, 
some authors have interpreted implicit preference as negativity toward an out-group, and, 
therefore, “that intergroup bias is a natural predisposition of our evolved psychology (Baron & 
Dunham, 2015; Dunham et al., 2011)” (Pun et al., 2018, p. 1). However, Pun et al. (2018) 
demonstrated that infants with affinity for familiar social groups do not have a corresponding 
negative evaluation or attitude toward an unfamiliar group. Such findings invite researchers to 




rather than traditionally quantitative “what” questions about the supposedly universal phenomena 
of bias. 
Qualitative research and interpretivist approaches to knowledge, and the essential child 
along with them (Spyrou, 2018), were long relegated to the “less-than” in science. An 
interpretivist approach is a social justice approach, aimed at deconstructing the text and language 
children use as symbolic representations of their interactions with their environment (Corsaro & 
Fingerson, 2003). The goal of an interpretivist approach is to understand nonverbal forms of 
children’s knowledge that underly children’s (and often adults’) verbal communication and 
expressions of those experiences. There is concern for what is lost in quantitative studies because 
the affective and somatic processes of children do not often map onto adult language or adult 
tools of measurement. Thus, traditional developmental models that describe cognitive 
development in children capture what was familiar to psychologists like Erikson (1968) and 
Piaget and Inhelder (1969), but not necessarily what was fully relevant for children. In other 
words, although the in-the-moment affective experiences of children are equally important to 
their cognition, these affective processes do not figure highly in models of development because 
children’s ability to communicate these experiences verbally is perhaps not as nuanced as 
adults’.   
On the topic of science in generating knowledge, Heshusius and Ballard (1996) reference 
Jagger (1989): 
Not only has reason been contrasted with emotion, but it has also been associated with 
the mental, the cultural, the universal, the public, and the male, in other words, with 




associated with the irrational, the physical, the natural, the particular, the private, and, of 
course, the female and non-white racial groups. (p. 5)  
Perhaps a dialectical approach to understanding child development would be more helpful than 
existing methods. Shotter (2008) suggests a dialectical approach is a social constructionist one 
which emphasizes “both our making of, and our being made by, our own social realities” (p. 32). 
Further, a dialectical view of child development could honor the realities constructed within the 
relationship of adult and child and “take account of the enormous grasp of detail available to us 
in our ways of knowing how to make sense of the myriad events occurring around us, and our 
embodied ways of spontaneously reacting to them” (Shotter, 2008, p. 12). Empirical and 
theoretical literature about children’s knowledge related to social privilege consciousness is 
minimal, and interpretivist and constructivist approaches to contextualizing children’s social 
processes are not yet mainstream. Herein is an opportunity for a critical and constructivist 
methodology of interactive qualitative research with children.  
This chapter describes my research world view, influenced by my positionality and the 
aspirations of psychology as a field, and the methods I used in this study to address the historical 
misalignment in traditional developmental psychology and social justice work. I highlight this 
study’s philosophical assumptions in service of (a) disrupting complacency, via a critical and 
transformative epistemology, among parents, educators, and other adults as they affect the 
development of young children; and (b) imagining new possibilities for transmission of social 
knowledge and power attendant to children’s social privilege consciousness via constructivism 
and grounded theory. I have incorporated the APA Multicultural Guidelines to further illustrate 




Positivist/Post-positivist Paradigms and Colonialism 
My prior experiences, beliefs, attitudes, and values inform my research world view. I 
grew up in an areligious family with a single mother steeped in the positivist scientific 
methodology of microbiology. During my training as a chemist and environmental scientist, the 
colonialist positivist/post-positivist paradigm of objective cause and effect and concrete 
explanation drove me to uncover a “what” within an assumed correlation, detached from the 
realities of research participants (Charmaz, 2014; Smith, 2012). Before pursuing a degree in 
psychology, I sensed I was missing something in these settings of scientific inquiry. I was left 
asking additional “how” and “why” questions of professors and experts. Had I the ability to 
dialogue with the subjects of my positivistic research (genetically “knocked out” mice and 
bumblebees), I would have asked for their knowledge and how they came by it.  
Positivism provides some benefit to empirical inquiry. A positivist approach simplifies 
methods and illuminates relationships between tightly controlled independent and dependent 
variables. Positivistic research in part has helped to identify the statistical basis for social 
inequities. Quantitative correlational studies can show that in general a minority group is 
associated with a social outcome or phenomenon and can make attempts at explaining these 
correlations. The downside of relying solely on quantitative relationships is that results can 
become generalized and politically polarized, hindering further investigation of subjective and 
individual processes involved. Consequently, qualitative methods might lack generalizing power 
in spite of their relevance. Creswell (2014) suggests that equal use of quantitative and qualitative 
methods can help neutralize these weaknesses.  
In addition to excluding the perspective of the research participant, a positivist approach 




2003, p. 362) which influence the researcher’s questions and interpretation of observed 
phenomena. The irony of a supposedly objective positivist paradigm is that it instead “reflects 
the stance of its Eurocentric, patriarchal, financially comfortable practitioners and their converts” 
(Collins, 2003, p. 363). 
My positionality has influenced my questions and will influence my interpretation of 
results. As a white person who has only recently experienced growth toward critical 
consciousness of my whiteness, I believe social inequity is a problem which not only can be 
shifted, but ought to be shifted with grounded and comprehensive knowledge. As a white person 
and white psychologist-in-training who has often been dysconscious of whiteness, I run the risk 
of engaging in this work more to assuage the discomfort and shame I feel for the legacy of my 
heritage than to understand its meaning and implications. I enter into this project knowing this is 
always a possibility and accepting that my motivations will shift and develop over its 
implementation. I am also grateful for the conscientizing effect of my family heritage in the 
American South during the Civil Rights Movement, my mother’s and grandmother’s experiences 
of which they passed down to me. 
My academic experiences have also influenced my motivations for engaging in this 
project. My chemistry training taught me to always question results and to look to disprove 
hypotheses. My environmental studies training taught me to see the power of anthropomorphism 
on natural systems. These foundations set the stage for me to question a single reality and to 
assume interaction of multiple systems which could be influenced to produce a very different 
outcome. My educated brain is thus drawn to a dual critical and social constructivist approach to 
research. I believe knowledge can be co-created by multiple actors in an ecological system, and 




system more equitable for all actors. Psychology is my chosen route to affect this change because 
of its broad connections to development, family studies, sociology, and education, all of which 
are aspects of human ecological systems.  
While I primarily associate physical sciences with a positivist/post-positivist world view, 
psychology is not exempt from the hegemony of this paradigm. Not only has psychology 
historically strived for a place at the positivist altar, it has either centered or completely ignored 
oppressed and marginalized groups in its research methods. Centering has reified the 
pathologizing assumptions about such groups (Sue et al., 1992). Ignoring has similarly reified 
generalized assumptions about such groups.   
Sociology and education scholars have seemed to lead the charge in replacing oppressed 
groups within the scrutiny of research with privileged groups (Case, 2013; Mcintosh, 1990). In 
the last seven years, social psychology has advocated for contextual and applied research on 
social privilege, adopting the popular momentum of sociology and education (Case et al., 2012; 
McIntosh, 2012). Reflecting on Bargh’s (2013) synthesis of diverse research suggesting 
automatic cognitive processes and associations begin as early as infancy, these findings that 
children are attuned to their early physical environments refutes notions that all children share 
developmental patterns and processes. To the contrary, child development is highly contextual 
and intersectional (Crenshaw, 1989) as children observe and make conceptual associations 
within physical environments that are differentially structured based on racialized, genderized, 
and class-based social categories. Therefore, acontextual and universal application of 
developmental psychological research of childhood amounts to a biologically deterministic 
perpetuation of social hierarchies. That is, not acknowledging the effects of multiple contexts, 




individuals leaves room for interpretation that something inherent to that individual led to those 
outcomes.  
For research with children whom, as a group, society has historically and culturally 
marginalized, postcolonial theories aimed at understanding and disrupting “taken-for-granted or 
common-sense assumptions about childhood and what it means to be a child” (Robinson & 
Jones-Diaz, 2005, p. 1) provide an opportunity for children to contribute their interrelationally 
constructed knowledge to emerging theories of child development. Within the realm of 
postcolonialism, social constructivist and transformative worldviews proffer that knowledge is 
co-created and negotiated within a social and historical dynamic between participant and 
individuals.       
Shifting the Research Paradigm/World View: Critical and Transformative 
A critical epistemology is the foundation of this study, which presupposes social Isms 
(racism, sexism, classism, nationalism) are deeply entrenched in socialized power asymmetries 
(Bonilla-Silva, 1997; Salter & Haugen, 2017) and oppression-perpetuating processes of 
privilege. I take a critical approach in this project because I believe (a) inequity is not just a 
result of the intergenerational transmission of racist/sexist/classist attitudes, (b) children are not 
just passive recipients of these attitudes, (c) social inequity cannot just be “corrected” by 
changing these attitudes (Bonilla-Silva, 1997; Hagerman, 2016), and (d) in order to affect some 
change to structural inequity, research must focus on one of the main sources of its re-creation: 
children. A critical paradigm also builds on an interpretivist paradigm of socially constructed 
reality by examining the influence of power relations in both children’s interaction with power 




The researcher is not an objective observer of these processes but plays an active role in 
the construction and deconstruction of these asymmetries. Grounded theory lends itself well to 
this dual critical and social constructivist approach as a methodology for describing a child’s 
active meaning-making process, which might influence the ecological structures of parenting, 
education, and policy that perpetuate material and social boundaries between social groups: the 
Veil.  
Researcher Subjectivity  
Although I am not using a Critical Race Theory approach in this study of social privilege, 
I draw from Critical Race Theory’s triple definition of subjective as it relates to my subjectivity 
as researcher. I intend to be mindful of (a) my positioned perspective as a multiply-privileged 
white female as I observe, participate in, and record social constructs; (b) my non-neutrality of 
purpose to facilitate liberation of people with multiply privileged identities from internalized 
supremacy and the oppression intrinsically tied to and enacted by it; and (c) acknowledging my 
power and its limits in my capability to act upon the world in pursuit of justice (Lawrence, 
1995). The awareness and incorporation of positionality and perspectivity into the study required 
by critical epistemology enhances a transformative worldview based in social constructivism.  
 Social constructivism acknowledges the influence of my personal experiences as a 
researcher which I bring into conversation with children and other actors in a child’s ecological 
framework. Social constructivism also contextualizes my interpretation of observations from my 
personal and social identities and how these interact with the child’s. My positionality as an adult 
creates an inherent power dynamic between me as a researcher of child developmental processes 
and the child as participant. My perspectivity as a white adult female psychology student 




influence of my positionality and perspectivity as a researcher are assumed to affect my 
interactions with participants and inform interpretation and study outcomes; this influence will 
be discussed in Chapter III.  
A transformative worldview extends the social constructivist approach toward an action 
agenda to confront social oppression by potentially changing the lives of individuals engaged at 
all levels of the study (Creswell, 2014). A transformative worldview also defines a focal issue for 
the study, which for this study is dysconscious whiteness perpetuated by a lack of understanding 
of how children navigate whiteness in early childhood. The work I have done up to this point in 
my graduate career has already changed the way I both perceive and interact with the ecological 
structures around me related to the whiteness I embody. I intend the proximal and distal 
outcomes of this study to change others’ approach to whiteness and related structures of privilege 
and power. 
Some readers might be concerned that integrating a transformative worldview with 
classic grounded theory methodology jeopardizes the integrity of my data or implies an 
ideological foreclosure within the substantive area of privilege studies (Thornberg, 2012). 
However, grounded theory is compatible with a transformative world view. As a grounded 
theory analyst, I have foreshadowed the problem I have chosen to study by stating my belief that 
the process of conscious or dysconscious whiteness in early childhood needs to be understood in 
order to affect some change in programmatic, policy, and parenting paradigms, yet I have not 
stated or hypothesized how that process proceeds. I have identified a transdisciplinary problem 
and proposed a transdisciplinary methodology in the hope of contributing possible solutions 
emerging from the data (Glaser, 1978). I elaborate on my choice of grounded theory in a later 




Research Theory: Sociocultural 
Sociocultural theory emanated from the work of Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky 
(1978) who described cognitive processes in terms of their social, cultural, and historical 
contexts (Beneke, 2017). Vygotsky (1978) was instrumental in conceptualizing learning 
processes somewhat differently from American theorists of the same time period, and proffered 
the concept of cognitive scaffolding to describe how individuals learn from others with greater 
knowledge and skill. This scaffolding is flexible, as learning within various contexts happens 
through mutual construction and production of knowledge mediated by language. Social 
identities thus are constructed through socially sanctioned classification, categorization, and 
labeling which result in systemic privilege and oppression (Wetzel & Rogers, 2015).    
Just as children learn how to talk about social identities through cognitive scaffolding 
with parents, teachers, and peers, they learn “how not to talk about identity categories based on 
the kinds of topics and texts discussed by those around them” (Beneke, 2017, p. 52). 
Sociocultural theory underlies many assumptions of this study’s methods, which highlight the 
process of knowledge construction between a child and researcher and a child and parent.   
A Note About Ecological Theory and Intersectionality 
Ecological theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1979) is often the theory of choice for developmental 
researchers because it incorporates the inherent reciprocal interactions between an individual and 
the various persons, objects, and symbols at multiple levels of their environment over time (Roy, 
2018). Just as ecological theory provides a conceptual framework for positioning an individual 
within an interconnected web of environmental interactions, intersectionality theory provides a 
framework for positioning an individual within intersecting systems of social privilege and 




Settings-Level Research,” Roy (2018) suggested “intersectionality has yet to explicitly integrate 
a developmental perspective” (p. 59). Ecological theory similarly neglects the effect of 
interlocking systems of social privilege and oppression on an individual’s development. Between 
the two theories, a holistic and contextual approach to developmental theory might be possible. 
Both theories lend themselves well to the focal point of understanding the development of 
dysconscious social privilege within a transformative research paradigm as they contribute 
contextual information for a participant’s linguistic construction of reality within social 
environments and social identities (Timm & Eskell-Blokland, 2011). 
Although media and physical objects—what Scott and Bird (2019) term “more than 
human” (p. 110) actors—influence children at multiple ecological levels throughout 
development, this study evaluates a child’s immediate interactions with me and their parents as 
they negotiate and construct knowledge of systems of power and privilege. The goal of this study 
was not to comprehensively describe the development of conscious social privilege for all 
children within all contexts, but to offer the process of a few children with intersecting social 
privilege identities in the context of their home and parental environment which could transform 
multiple ecological levels associated with early childhood development.  
Integrating an intersectional framework (Crenshaw, 1989) that accounts for the unique 
experiences of individuals with multiple social identities that compound and/or complicate 
individual experience of oppression or privilege has challenged many researchers in the realm of 
identity development. Identity is often dismantled into discreet variables like race, gender, or 
socioeconomic status for the purpose of simplicity and evaluation of statistical significance 
(Velez & Spencer, 2018). The individual experience is lost when a single identity domain is 




connected to the unique intersection of domains, contexts, social (and power) positions” (Velez 
& Spencer, 2018, p. 78). Similarly, Helms (2017) cautions against ignoring “the superordinate 
power of Whiteness by focusing on one of the other subsidiary identities” (p. 718) and further 
notes, “Whiteness is so powerful that White people can determine when and under what 
conditions racism exists, as well as when it is necessary to supersede race and racism with 
multiculturalism or diversity” (p. 718). Cole (2009) suggests approaching research methodology 
through “layers of intersectional inquiry” (p. 176) by considering the diversity and individual 
perspectives of participants within a sample, the role of inequality (which in this case can 
manifest as power related to privileged social identities or lack of power, as I describe in the 
section on the Affective Fulcrum in Chapter IV, for example), and similarities among 
participants within a chosen category of study. This study used Cole’s suggested approach to 
incorporate intersectional theory, and assumed, per Helms, that whiteness is the driver of all 
social domain interactions. 
Intersectionality offers a unique perspective to developmental psychology methodology: 
it encourages “grappling with the opportunities and limitation of traditional scientific and 
methodological paradigms and collaborations” (Santos & Toomey, 2018, p. 11). Intersectionality 
may enhance the utility of grounded theory in a developmental context by illuminating the 
dialectical assets and liabilities of theory-testing. According to Santos and Toomey, traditional 
methods of developmental theory-building oversimplify the complexity of individual lived 
experiences and developmental processes. Whereas these traditional methods might have 
determined the tenets of intersectionality as developed by Crenshaw (1989) to be untestable, 
Santos and Toomey (2018) suggest new and varied methods incorporating intersectionality can 




meaning(s) individuals attach to, and how they experience social responsibilities in their lives,” 
(pp. 11–12)  as well as for “integrat[ing] with other dominant perspectives in the developmental 
sciences… in order to better understand identity development” (p. 12).  
Research Approach: Qualitative 
The American Psychological Association has recently taken up the task of creating 
standards for reporting qualitative research within the field (Levitt et al., 2018). This approach 
signifies the advancement and recognition of qualitative methodologies which were marginalized 
during a positivist era in psychology. During that time, qualitative research was frequently 
considered ancillary to quantitative research. Qualitative methods are now seen as substantive 
and independent, offering a scientifically legitimate means to gather empirical data. The basic 
characteristics of qualitative methods frame the components of this proposed study. Summarized 
from Creswell (2014), these characteristics are: 
• Direct data collection in the natural setting of the participants or processes of inquiry. 
• Researcher as the key instrument in developing and implementing study procedures. 
• Multiple sources of data inform categories and themes of the research. 
• Inductive analysis progresses to deductive analysis ultimately in service of induction. 
• Participant meaning-making is paramount to researcher or literature meaning-making. 
• Understanding of the issue emerges from the participant perspective of the issue. 
• Researcher reflexivity acknowledges how researcher background shapes the study. 
• The researcher attempts to capture complexities of a problem holistically. 




Research Strategy: Grounded Theory 
The purpose of grounded theory is to systematically create an interesting and catching 
theory from the discovery of basic social processes (BSPs) evinced by data. Theory creation is an 
emergent process which never ends and recognizes participants and analysts as continual         
co-contributors to the theory. As a project with a transformative research agenda, this study 
aspires to join the field of critical childhood studies in developing new ways of knowing “as a 
politically and ethically responsible act” (Spyrou, 2018, p. 198). The structuralist fantasy of an 
essential child in relation to an adult world ignores the messiness of both children’s subjectivities 
and researcher reflexivity. Keeping the world untidy (Thrift, 2008; as cited in Spyrou, 2018), 
leaving research narratives incomplete, and incorporating a relational understanding of 
knowledge production in childhood research helps to shift questions from “What capacities do 
children possess? to What capacities emerge out of children’s relational encounters with other 
entities” (p. 203). The researcher and child might together discover “how the child… manifests 
her beingness as a becoming” (p. 203). Grounded theory, for its explicit incorporation of the 
researcher as a subjective interactor in knowledge production, serves this study’s transformative 
and developmental (or becoming) purpose.  
Grounded theory originated as a method for sociological research and quickly 
demonstrated its utility for other disciplines. Grounded theory and its associated concepts have 
recently been applied in counseling psychology (e.g., Atkins et al., 2017; L. A. Goodman et al., 
2018; Spanierman et al., 2017) as well as early childhood education (e.g., Henward & Grace, 
2016; Manning et al., 2012). I chose grounded theory for a research strategy and approach to 
analysis because it aligns with a transformative social constructivist paradigm. Grounded theory 




interactive nature of knowledge construction. Grounded theory assumes a constant research 
process which not only fits how my brain processes information but also the continual 
production of research material which I have experienced in early childhood educational and 
psychological settings.  
The process of grounded theory occurs through a series of sequential coding                
sub-processes. From initial close analysis of the data (open coding) come open codes. Through 
conceptual grouping of the open codes (selective/axial coding) come conceptual codes. From the 
conceptual codes, the researcher inducts a core variable, which works to explain the data and to 
which all other codes and variables are compared through constant comparative analysis (Glaser 
& Strauss, 1967) and theoretical coding. At this stage of coding, open coding ceases and the core 
variable informs gathering of more data. Throughout the coding process, memoing occurs in 
parallel as an equally substantive source of theory. Memoing intends to capture in situ ideas, 
notions, and categories inspired by inquiry. Memos provide the structural framework for the 
emerging theory (Atkins et al., 2017; Glaser, 1978).  
As a research strategy, grounded theory is ipsative and periodically inductive and 
deductive. Thornberg (2012) makes a strong case for Glaserian grounded theory as a purely 
inductive approach, primarily to support his criticism of Glaser’s avoidance of extant literature in 
the substantive area of research. However, Glaser (1978) describes a conjunctive inductive and 
deductive process. Data collection, analysis, and theory generation co-occur throughout the 
research process and constantly inform one another. The analyst evolves with the data as the data 
evolve with the analyst. The data inform the emergence of codes, categories, and eventually 




data—including literature—to check the fit, work, and relevance of the emerging theory—a 
deductive process (Glaser, 1978).   
Grounded theory has four criteria which make it useful. The first is the fit of the data to 
the theoretical codes and categories. Data are not forced into categories which might have 
nothing to do with the experience or process represented by the data. Data which remains to be 
categorized is not discarded but used to modify and shape the existing categories or produce new 
categories. The second criterion is the work of the emerging theory. Because it is grounded in the 
data, the theory ought to work to explain the data and predict processes related to the open area 
of data collection in progress. The third criterion is the relevance of the theory to not only the 
data but also to subject areas outside the substantive area of inquiry. As with fit, the researcher 
ensures relevance by allowing themes to emerge from the data, rather than forcing categories and 
themes which may seem likely based on literature or specific interest. An underlying assumption 
of the criterion of relevance is that the growing theory is revealed by discovery of BSPs that are 
occurring both within and without the substantive area. What occurs in one data set is likely also 
occurring in infinite other data sets if what is discovered is a social process and not just a social 
unit. The fourth criterion is modifiability, which means the theory is constantly being re-
evaluated with the introduction of more data. A theory is never achieved, but is in a state of 
perpetual receptivity to new information from any source (Glaser, 1978).  
Within the dyad of data and analyst, theoretical sensitivity safeguards the emerging 
theory from contamination with “preconceived concepts that may not really fit, work, or be 
relevant” (Glaser, 1978, p. 31) to the data. Although literature may inform the general ideas and 
concepts which the analyst explores in the substantive field or interdisciplinary fields of inquiry, 




study grows progressively larger as new ideas and relevant concepts reveal themselves 
throughout the process of data collection, theoretical sampling, memoing, and analysis (Glaser, 





CHAPTER III: METHOD 
Guideline 3. Psychologists strive to recognize and understand the role of language and 
communication through engagement that is sensitive to the lived experience of the 
individual, couple, family, group, community, and/or organizations with whom they 
interact. Psychologists also seek to understand how they bring their own language and 
communication to these interactions. (American Psychological Association, 2017, p. 4) 
Constructing Understanding of Privilege 
In this section I describe the relevant details and procedures of the qualitative method that 
was devised to address the grand open question: how do socially privileged children make 
meaning of social privilege? I used a semi-structured interview punctuated by interactive 
activities highlighting situations in which social privilege and, more specifically, whiteness 
manifests in order to gather data from children and their parents. I then used the grounded theory 
approach described in the previous chapter to code and analyze the data for emergent categories 
and themes.  
Study Sample Population 
A perhaps unusual distinction from other studies in psychology with a transformative 
worldview is that this study sought children age 3–6 from primarily privileged social categories 
and who especially identify as white. In order to cast a wide net while also focusing on my 
intended demographic, I recruited white families of high income who have attained higher 
education and who have biological children attending schools in historically affluent 
neighborhoods of two moderate to large Western cities. In the course of recruitment, some 
parents volunteered and consented to the inclusion of their older children, which resulted in two 
participants aged 8 and 9, respectively, who were also interviewed for the study.       
Rationale for Sample Population  
This study aimed at young children’s constructions and consciousness of social privilege 




show strong intergroup biases and might not have yet developed negative attitudes toward      
out-groups (Pun et al., 2018). The age of the study sample was also a matter of convenience, 
when adults might first be able to understand the language children use in the process of 
constructing and becoming conscious of their social privilege identities.  
A key difficulty in understanding the development of social privilege consciousness is its 
multifactorial ecological influences. From before birth, family structures can determine the 
foundation and trajectory of a child’s personal and social identity development (Umaña-Taylor et 
al., 2014) and ultimately their contributions to structural inequities (Hagerman, 2018a). By 
gaining children’s perspective on dynamics of social power and privilege before or soon after 
they have entered school and had more diverse exposure to concepts rooted in hegemony 
(Manning et al., 2012), this study hoped to capture a child’s understanding of dynamics related to 
social privilege with minimal influence from peers and school environments. Umaña-Taylor et 
al. (2014) have attributed the influence of these social environments to identity development in 
middle childhood but not early childhood. At this earlier age, children are still significantly 
influenced by “experience of everyday living” (Van Ausdale & Feagin, 2001, p. 17), including 
observations of adult interactions and media.  
This study also focused on children because they have a unique quality compared to 
adults in that they experience age-related disenfranchisement daily. Through adult and especially 
parental interactions, children constantly come up against power and are experientially familiar 
with the oppressive dynamics of age privilege (McIntosh, 2012). According to a developmental 
theory of social privilege awareness in adults and teaching experiences from educators in the 
academic field of social privilege, an individual’s personal experience of social oppression can 




to the individual’s social privilege (Bergkamp et al., in submission; Ferber & Herrera, 2013; 
McIntosh, 2013). Because social identity locations might be merely identifications rather than 
embodied identities for young children (Umaña-Taylor et al., 2014), the possibility that children 
can contextualize an oppressive experience related to the social location of age prior to full 
development of that social identity could have implications for the developmentally appropriate 
stage-related tasks and material available to children. Identification without developed identity 
(Umaña-Taylor et al., 2014) could actually be a strength of children when confronted with 
inequity because it may circumvent vulnerability to the shame which adults experience 
(Bergkamp, 2010). Rather than fragilizing children, this study envisions children as equal actors 
in social constructivism. 
Recruitment 
Before the COVID-19 pandemic halted much in-person school attendance in the regions 
where I conducted my study, I had proposed to engage teachers using social justice agendas in 
their classrooms as points of contact for participant recruitment. As teachers and parents adapted 
to online school platforms or home-schooling processes, I turned to acquaintances from my 
personal contacts within private school communities to begin snowball and convenience 
sampling to recruit participants to the study. One of these contacts was well connected with and 
put me in touch with parents who were part of an anti-racist parenting reading group. Based on 
my dissertation committee feedback and personal experiences with parents’ reactions to a 
description of my study that used the term “social privilege,” I contacted families with a brief 
introduction to my project that highlighted a focus on “social fairness” rather than “social 




society.” Despite this approach within a pool of parents involved in the aforementioned         
anti-racist parenting group, only one of these parents agreed to participate in the study. 
Because I was investigating how power associated with white race has driven systems of 
privilege and oppression in this country, I excluded children with fewer than two dominant 
domains of social privilege and who were non-white as categorized by the social domain of race. 
There were several families who had biracial children who also had significant class privilege 
who expressed interest in my study, but whom I did not recruit. These families expressed 
understanding that I was most curious about the meaning-making process for white children as it 
relates to dysconscious perpetuation of whiteness and racism. 
Only two of the families I recruited agreed to reach out to other contacts of theirs to 
facilitate their recruitment to my project. Only one of the families provided contact information 
for another family who might be interested in participation in the project. None of these 
connections resulted in additional participants for the study. As a result of both my recruitment 
process and my interest in multiply privileged children, the sample was highly homogeneous 
with respect to race, class, ability, and national origin.  
Ethics of Research With Children 
Traditional childhood research has essentialized the child and children through universal 
and often linear developmental models. In so doing, research has removed children’s agency to 
share their knowledge as experts on their own lives (Dockett & Perry, 2011). A child is a part of 
the category “children” just as an adult is part of the category “adults” by relation to the social 
construct of age. In order to emancipate one aspect of the bounded knowledge of “children,” it is 




privilege which occurs through “children’s intra-action with the world and their ontological 
becoming” (Spyrou, 2018, p. 206).  
Informed Consent and Assent  
A child’s right to have their views taken seriously and their agency to influence social 
processes are not the same. The overlap of these constructs in childhood research follows a 
participatory rights perspective which prioritizes a child’s ability and right to make an informed 
decision about their participation in research. Although legally children require their parent or 
guardian to provide consent for them to participate in research, children can provide assent 
(agreement to participate), and conversely dissent, in a similar and parallel way to an adult who 
provides consent (Dockett & Perry, 2011). Dockett and Perry (2011) argue for four necessary 
elements of informed assent, summarized here: 
• provision of appropriate and accessible information, 
• promoting voluntary involvement, 
• recognizing children’s competence to make an informed decision, and 
• recognizing adult roles in enabling and responding to children’s actions 
(gatekeeping). 
Additionally, Dockett and Perry (2011) cite Noble-Carr (2006) in highlighting the importance of 
a safe environment committed to privacy and confidentiality and with an opportunity for the 
child to debrief with the researchers. Contextual knowledge and a strong relationship with a child 
can bolster the safety and privacy of an environment. Assent is notably an ongoing process in 
which participants can easily change and renegotiate the form and level of their participation. 
 Providing an opportunity for children to participate voluntarily and with sufficient 




own gatekeepers to research “by regulating their levels of participation in research (Danby and 
Farrell 2005)” (as cited in Dockett & Perry, 2011, p. 235), power imbalances related to 
researcher and parent positionality affect how children give assent and understand the 
consequences of dissent. The influence of this power differential can never be eliminated, but it 
can be minimized through attention to children’s multiple forms of expression and 
communication.  
Although I did not know most of the children who ultimately chose to participate in this 
research, snowball sampling through acquaintances and adults whom I knew seemed to facilitate 
an environment in which each child felt safe if not entirely comfortable. I provided visual, 
written, and verbal information to both child and parent(s) to explain the nature of the child and 
parent’s requested participation in research. Throughout data collection, I attended to physical 
and verbal modes of communication from the child on an ongoing basis regarding decisions to 
participate. No child chose to discontinue or rescind participation in the study even when I and 
they acknowledged their discomfort. This could have been due to my power as an adult that 
children may have been accustomed to, and which may have influenced their choice. It could 
have also indicated, as some children explicitly stated, that they welcomed the participation of an 
adult in open and exploratory conversation about concepts that they otherwise have little 
opportunity to discuss. 
Navigating Gatekeepers  
Gatekeepers moderate researcher access to child participants. Within the scope of this 
study, gatekeepers were parents and children themselves. The several parents who declined to 
participate cited that their children were not interested in the proposed activities. Only one parent 




A Note on Timing 
I proposed this study in December of 2019, following a thread regarding the origins of 
privilege awareness that I had picked up in the summer of 2018 (Bergkamp et al., in press). I did 
not predict either of the two major social moments that significantly affected my data collection: 
(a) the COVID-19 pandemic and (b) the amplification of the Black Lives Matter (BLM) 
movement and crystallization of what is being called a racial reckoning around the most recent 
and publicly visible murders of several Black individuals—Breonna Taylor, Michael Brent 
Charles Ramos, Dreasjon Reed, George Floyd—by police in the Spring of 2020.  
In order to protect the greater public health and particularly the health of my proposed 
population, I had to adapt to social distancing mandates by proposing to gather data as video 
recordings via the open platform of Zoom. In order to keep the type of data collected the same 
across all interviews in the event that any family was comfortable to meet in-person—whether in 
an indoor or outdoor space (with appropriate personal protective equipment)—I also collected 
video recordings of the interviews I conducted within participants’ homes. A few families were 
comfortable with me entering the family home using masks and/or face shields. This updated 
procedure was approved by the Antioch University Seattle Institutional Review Board (IRB). 
The greatest effect of this shift to my data collection was that parents were much more involved 
in the process of helping their children to get set up with the virtual interview. Luckily, parents 
had significant experience with this due to a similar shift to online preschool and school and 
therefore had an easier time of stepping away once their child was engaged with me. Not having 
the same experience as these parents, I took more time to adapt to the virtual set-up and to figure 
out how to record interviews so that I captured the child’s video frame throughout the interview, 




procedures due to the Zoom platform in the section on “The Candy Problem” Method later in 
this chapter. 
Although I had proposed this methodology in 2019 with certain questions about 
children’s consciousness of social privilege in general and whether they would know what it 
means to have privilege, like a good grounded theory study that adapted to current conditions, I 
revealed a somewhat related but much larger question about the core struggle children and 
parents engaged through this methodology and at this time. Related to the timing of this study, I 
began my doctoral program in 2016, at the end of America’s first Black presidency under Barack 
Obama and just before a presidency characterized by significant partisan division, derision, and 
media flooding about race in America. Although many people in the United States pointed to 
Obama’s presidency as evidence of a post-racial society, the significantly racialized backlash 
that accompanied Donald Trump’s campaign suggested quite the opposite (Terrill, 2017)—that 
the racialization of society had merely been lurking in dysconscious whiteness. Trump blasted 
through this Veil of dysconsciousness (DuBois, 1996; King, 1991) but the consciousness that 
resulted was far from critical and decidedly uncivil (Terrill, 2017).  
Although many white liberals in private conversation attribute the racial reckoning and 
amplification of BLM around the murders of several Black individuals in 2020 to this Trumpist 
incivility, as Terrill (2017) notes, the ideologies that became more explicit with Trump had been 
implicit for much longer. The #BlackLivesMatter movement was founded in 2013—during the 
Obama presidency—with the acquittal of Trayvon Martin’s murderer (Black Lives Matter, n.d.). 
I viewed the amplification of BLM just prior to my data collection not as an indicator of any 
resurgence of racism in America, but as an unveiling of whiteness in America, such that white 




white experience across class and gender lines that disrupted ideas about a post-racial society 
(Terrill, 2017).  
Because of this unveiling of whiteness, media coverage of BLM protests and the 
disruptions to white communities that BLM amplified affected my study in three main ways. 
First, it narrowed the scope of my entry into conversations with parents to racial privilege based 
on their experiences of local marches and media coverage. Thus, my question shifted from “how 
do children with social privilege make meaning of social privilege” to “how do white children 
make meaning of whiteness.” Second, I believe it broadened the scope of my data from 
conversations about one interactional frame between a Black character and white character in an 
activity that I proposed (see the Procedures section) to a collection of interactions within parents’ 
and children’s communities that disrupted their beliefs about how racism works beyond the 
individual frame I presented in the activity. Third, I also believe it affected the emotional tenor of 
conversations for me, children, and adults by shifting attention from me, as an interloper in 
family relationships potentially disrupting familiar ways of talking about race, to a social 
movement that had already begun to disrupt these relationships. I had some immunity from being 
the direct target of uncomfortable emotions that came up in conversation because I was not the 
original “instigator.” These shifts allowed me to discover that children and parents struggled with 
a dilemma, the dilemma of dysconsciousness (explained in Chapter IV), based on assumptions 
and myths that are rarely questioned organically in privileged spaces and often bolstered by their 
social environments and relationships. 
Although the dual social moment did not change the order of my proposed procedures, 
preliminary thematic outcomes of this study informed subsequent interviews with children 




on what emerged as an important process in the data, I minimized my use of the self-portrait that 
I had originally proposed to target general consciousness of the self via self-recognition (M. 
Lewis, 2003; M. Lewis & Ramsay, 2004). The self-portrait activity was a helpful introduction 
between me and the child, but it was not central to the main struggle that children and their 
parents engaged. Thus, the description of the procedure that follows reflects the adapted 
procedures. 
Data Collection Procedures 
Data was gathered as video recordings via the open platform of Zoom. For families that 
agreed to let me visit their home in-person, I retained in hard-copy the materials from two 
activities and subsequent semi-structured interviews I conducted within the participant’s family 
home in addition to the video recording. The procedures as described below took between 23 and 
68 minutes, with the longest single child–parent combined interview lasting 66 minutes. The 
length of each interview varied by the child’s level of engagement, the parent’s availability, and 
the number of children interviewed within the household. Over the course of the six family 
interviews I conducted, the average length of the interview with each child declined as I 
discovered patterns of what questions elicited the richest data.   
Procedures  
 A semi-structured interview with the child was punctuated by a few activities: 
1. Mirror/Virtual self-portrait. The first activity aimed to capture a child’s 
undirected experiences and descriptions of themselves through a self-portrait. 
The self-portrait provided information about the child’s recognition (or not) of 
their own skin color and whether they explicitly defined this without prompting 




During this first activity I asked, “How do you see yourself? What makes you 
‘you?’ Please draw a picture of yourself and include everything you think makes 
you special!” Because of the video recording setup, I directed the child’s 
attention to their personal image on the computer screen for reference. 
2. Incomplete cartoon. The second activity aimed to capture the child’s reasoning 
about the outcomes of an illustrated interaction mediated by racial privilege. I 
presented to children an incomplete cartoon depicting an interaction between two 
children with light pink skin color and dark brown skin color vying for an uneven 
number of resources (three pieces of candy on a table). I asked each child for 
their help to come up with an ending to the cartoon. The cartoon idea 
conceptually blends vignettes presented to young children (ages 3–9) by Gülgöz 
& Gelman (2017) illustrating social power concepts and cartoons presented to 
school age children (ages 6–12) by Leffler (1985) allowing children to describe 
their own coping strategies. This portion of the procedure came to be called “The 
Candy Problem” by one of the participants (see Appendix A for a depiction of 
how I created this on the Zoom Whiteboard that I shared with participants). I give 
a more detailed description of this aspect of the method below. 
3. Parent–child interview. After the process outlined above, I asked the child for 
permission to invite the parent to comment on what the child and I discussed. At 
this point in the interview, I stepped back from the dialogue to observe the 




“The Candy Problem”: Method 
 I invited children to collaborate with me on creating an ending to an unfinished cartoon. 
By asking the child to help me come up with an ending, I intended to give the child a sense of 
agency and investment in the project. I hoped this would minimize any ideas they might have 
about what I expected from them as an adult or whether there was a “right” answer. The cartoon 
was adapted with permission from the original work of Selin Gülgöz and Susan A. Gelman 
(2017).  
The unfinished portion of the cartoon illustrated two ungendered “kids,” named “Jeggie” 
and “Kwip,” one of whom is depicted with brown skin (whom I call the brown kid) and the other 
depicted with pink/white skin (whom I call the white kid), standing next to a table on which are 
three pieces of candy. I introduced the frame of the cartoon without mention of skin color or any 
other information about social identification.  
As I introduced the cartoon, I said to children: “There were two kids at a party, Jeggie 
and Kwip. At this party, there was a table with three candy bars, and Jeggie and Kwip were 
trying to decide who would get what candy. Who do you think got what?” I followed the child’s 
lead with their initial solution to this open question for a few minutes. Based on their solution, I 
eventually asked them why they chose that solution (e.g., “Why do you think [character] got 
[however many pieces]?”). If children did not distribute all of the candy after my first question, I 
then redirected their focus to the unequal conditions of the cartoon by asking, “What should we 
do with the third piece of candy?” If children still did not distribute the last piece to one of the 
characters, I asked them to choose who got the last piece of candy. I then drew the child’s 
attention to the difference in skin color between the cartoon characters by asking, “Do you think 




final condition of the cartoon activity, I asked children to imagine themselves as one of the 
characters at the party by identifying which character, Jeggie or Kwip, they thought they were 
most “like.” I then asked how, if at all, this might affect their original solution to distribution.  
Parents were either in the periphery or not present during the child’s collaboration with 
me on the cartoon. Parents generally did not intervene unless there were technical complications 
with the virtual interviews, or, as I describe in Chapter IV, unless their child said something that 
surprised or motivated them to ask more questions themselves. If the available parent had not 
already entered into the conversation by the end of the cartoon activity, I invited that parent to 
join a conversation with their child about the child’s process of finding an ending to the cartoon. 
I intended to elicit children’s reactions to racial inequality with the cartoon activity. I 
hoped to target their understanding of their subjective role as privileged actors within an 
interaction characterized explicitly by racial difference based solely on what could be seen in the 
cartoon. Although I initially conceived of The Candy Problem with the intent to see how children 
would distribute uneven resources when asked, “Who got more candy,” I changed this question 
to “Who got what?” My intention in changing the question was to allow children more creative 
license, and to see how they might respond to the potential for inequality before then responding 
to the expectation of inequality.   
Role of the Interviewer 
Throughout the interviews I conducted with both the children and parents in this project, 
I approached my role with an intention to uncover participants’ thinking, not to explicitly change 
it. I directed children’s thinking through open questions (as described in the previous section on 
the method) with the intent to learn more about how they would respond to questions that, in 




the tone and framing of my questions so that I minimized any unintentional expression of an 
expectation about how the child might respond. This approach was bolstered by the clinical work 
I was doing for my internship 50 hours per week: seeing and treating child patients with serious 
mental illness in an inpatient psychiatric hospital and consulting with their parents. I was 
learning in my clinical training how to balance the needs arising from a family’s experience with 
my reactions to that experience. Although the families I interviewed for this project were not 
patients and I was not providing psychological consultation, I could not separate my clinical 
therapeutic approach from my interview stance. Readers who have completed a clinical 
internship will likely understand this intertwining of personal and professional “self,” especially 
during training. 
In the interviews for my dissertation project, the child and even the parent responses 
often surprised me, in spite of my efforts to be aware of my expectations. I was grateful for the 
video recordings I had collected, which I reviewed following each interview in order to 
transcribe the conversation. During my review of each video recording, I reflected on my 
reactions, noting how my tone or facial expression affected the interaction, which is difficult to 
capture in written transcripts. 
Data Richness 
Although I initially encountered some skepticism from my committee that I would be 
able to gather sufficient data to answer my question and I feared that the data I gathered from 
young children might not be rich enough to adequately meet the aims of my proposed project, 
both I and my committee members were pleasantly surprised. The scope of this project was 
ambitious even before the COVID-19 pandemic further limited my access to child participants. 




community of the white children and parents who participated in this project, the data were more 
than enough to answer the question about how these white children made meaning of their 
whiteness. The findings also indicated patterns that could be generalizable beyond this subset of 
liberal, upper-class, white parents and children, which could be investigated in future studies. I 
do not believe it was coincidental that I and my theoretical analysis reached saturation around the 
time I collected my final interview. Glaser (1978) emphasizes practicality in reaching theoretical 
completeness, with consideration for the emotional and psychological saturation of the analyst as 
well as the explanatory power of the theory. Once the theory I built sufficiently explained the 
behavior represented in the data, I felt satisfied to say that I was done with analysis and that other 
analysts and potential theorists ought to investigate these findings and compare the theory to 
others.  
Data Analysis 
Grounded theory methodology guided data analysis and theory development. The 
researcher is the “main instrument of analysis” (Bergkamp, 2010, p. 24) in grounded theory. As a 
qualitative strategy, grounded theory expects researcher positionality and perspectivity will 
influence data collection, analysis, and theory generation. In order to manage the subjectivity and 
power asymmetry (Salter & Haugen, 2017) inherent to the method and researcher–child 
relationship, once I started data collection and analysis, I engaged in a reflective process with 
peers from the research group that originally sparked my dissertation inquiry. This group of 
colleagues gave initial feedback and reactions to my early data, helping me to refine my 
procedures. In a later consultation with this group, three colleagues also each coded transcripts 
from three or four of the total ten interviews and discussed their open codes with me in a 




my conceptual perspective on the data. The outcome of this collaboration was that all colleagues 
generally agreed on those categories that had emerged at that point in the analysis. I also 
frequently consulted Glaser’s (1978) Theoretical Sensitivity during analysis to ensure fidelity to 
grounded theory methodology.  
My first step in analysis was writing a memo of my experience of the interview following 
each interview. My goal in this was to document my personal reactions as evidence of the way I 
had been changed and affected by the interaction with children and their parents. These         
post-interview memos were also one among other means of capturing “what is not obviously 
stated” (Glaser, 1978, p. 56) within the data. My second step was to transcribe each video 
recording into a written transcript as soon as possible following the interview. My own 
psychological and emotional readiness to return to my data affected the timing of this, but the 
window between collection and transcription narrowed considerably (from a week or more to a 
few days) as I found a rhythm and my clinical schedule changed to allow more time at the end of 
my work day. This process of transcribing helped me get closer to the data and recall the 
nonverbal cues and expressions that accompanied the interview dialogue.  
Through the constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), I then examined 
each transcript of my individual interviews sequentially, developing open codes from             
line-by-line reading, stopping to write memos along the way, and comparing subsequent 
interviews to those previous. I did this coding process in the Dedoose desktop application. Once 
I finished open coding each transcript, I returned to the transcripts, video recordings, and my 
written memos of my experience of the data (Charmaz, 2014; Glaser, 1978). This began the 
selective coding stage of analysis as I sorted and assessed patterns and similarities among the 




multiple instances of the code “refusing the frame” indicated a broader category of “refusing.” 
As I discovered these categories, I reassessed the fit of the data with the open codes, the fit of the 
open codes to the emerging categories, and the work of the emerging categories to explain the 
data. When I encountered codes that did not seem relevant to the emerging categories, I returned 
to my question, asking whether the code was perhaps answering some ancillary question. If the 
open code still did not yet seem relevant to the categories that had emerged, I set it aside until the 
theoretical coding stage.  
Once I entered the theoretical coding stage, I had a collection of categories that 
demonstrated a progressive process, although I did not know at that point what that process was 
or how each of the categories fit together. Some of those categories, like “refusing” and 
“explaining,” remained as they were. Other categories like “protecting” had a superordinate 
quality that explained a larger quality of the emerging process. As I structured these categories 
into an emerging hierarchy that both described what was happening and explained why it was 
happening, it became clear to me that some codes that initially seemed irrelevant to the initial 
categories were either answers to questions other than the one I was asking of my data, or they 
were more descriptive of what was happening rather than accounting for the “basic problem and 
process” (Glaser, 1978, p. 57) of the social circumstances. For example, the initial open code, 
“choosing crayon to represent self” was linked to a data excerpt in which a participant decided to 
switch from markers to crayons during the self-portrait activity. Related to my question, “How 
do white children make meaning of whiteness?” the potential answer, “with crayons” did not 
seem to be entirely relevant. However, the code fits with an overall interpretation that children 
use the tools they have at hand to bring definition to their experience and that those tools have 




example of how seemingly disparate codes did in fact fit with the emerging categories, even if 
they were still distantly related to the core category of “grappling” (which I describe in Chapter 
IV) that eventually came through the data.  
Building on the theory developed through research with adults (Bergkamp et al., 2019), I 
compared the emergent categories of this new data set from children to the themes that emerged 
from the adult data set. Although the purpose of this project was not to compare and modify the 
findings from adults, the similarities I found between the two processes indicated the relevance 
of the data in this dissertation project to related social processes.  
Although I had hoped to consider the complexity of each child’s and parent’s 
intersectional identities and the compounding effect of privilege in this country (Cole, 2009; 
Jones, 2010), these additional identities did not figure highly in the interviews. Overall, the 
general process that emerged was grounded in whiteness, not only because skin color was the 
only visible difference between the characters in the cartoon, but also because whiteness is 
dominant in my own perspectivity and in the lives of the participants. On just one or two 
occasions, I or a parent explicitly reflected on assumptions about each character’s gender, which 
met no response from the child and which I did not follow-up on due to the richness of 





CHAPTER IV: FINDINGS 
Guideline 4. Psychologists endeavor to be aware of the role of the social and physical 
environment in the lives of clients, students, research participants, and/or consultees. 
(American Psychological Association, 2017, p. 4) 
The Candy Problem, in Five Acts 
In this chapter, I present the findings of this project. I will present them to you in five 
acts, as in a play. These acts will define the Setting of the participants, the Struggle in which they 
engaged, how the Situation and context affected their struggle, how I and parents Supported their 
strategies for resolving their struggle, and the Stakes children and parents face when trying to 
reimagine the system they both participate in and perpetuate. 
The unique personalities of each of the participants and the relationship that we 
developed was an aspect of how these five acts came to be relevant for understanding the 
findings of this project. The children, parents, and I constructed and negotiated whiteness 
together. I will introduce the participants next with their age at the time of the study, any siblings 
they had, and their parents. I have changed all names to protect their privacy.  
The Players: Introducing the Participants 
There were 19 individual participants involved in this study, 10 of whom were children 
and nine of whom were those children’s various parents. All of the participants were white,  
able-bodied, and of upper socioeconomic class. All of the parents of the children in this study 
identified as heterosexual and cis-gender to their sex assigned at birth. Although the children 
were not explicitly asked about their identified gender, they each engaged with the activities in a 
way that either explicitly or implicitly conveyed that they also embodied a cis-gender identity to 
their sex assigned at birth at this point in their development (e.g., a female child drawing herself 




Tess is female, age 5. She has one older brother who did not participate in this study, and 
her parent is Karl. Tess was curious and also somewhat shy. She was responsive to my questions, 
asking several clarifying questions herself, and was usually smiling during our interactions. Karl 
was similarly inquisitive. He was engaged in a reading group for white parents and was 
enthusiastic about participating in the study when he heard about the topic. Tess and Karl live in 
a historically upper middle-class, mostly white neighborhood within the city limits of a large 
city. Karl also grew up in the same geographical region in which he currently lives and his 
family is wealthy. Karl shared that none of Tess’s friends are Black and her exposure to people 
of color is through one family friend and Indian parents of some of her classmates. Karl was 
explicit in identifying that Tess’s exposure to Black representation is through media, but that 
none of these sources center a Black character. 
Eliza is female, age 5. She has two older siblings and one younger sibling, none of whom 
participated in this study. Her parent is Bethany. Eliza was talkative and independent. She was 
often leading our discussion, easily offering examples of her own experiences related to my 
questions. Bethany was similarly outgoing. She described herself as coming from a “women’s 
rights” and “scientific” perspective and demonstrated vulnerability in sharing her own 
experiences related to my questions about parenting. Eliza attends a private, religiously-affiliated 
school. Eliza identified that she knows one student from school who has brown skin, but that she 
is not friends with this person. Eliza and Bethany live in a suburban neighborhood commuting 
distance to a large city’s growing downtown area. 
Nile is male, age 3. He has two older sisters, Peri and Lucy, both of whom participated in 




understand some of my questions and his responses were strongly influenced by his older sisters 
at the beginning of our interview.  
Peri is female, age 6. She is the older sister of Nile, the younger sister of Lucy, and the 
middle daughter of Britney and Matthew. Peri was even-tempered and willing to engage with my 
questions with an eye toward kindness. 
Lucy is female, age 9. She is the oldest participant in this study and although she was not 
initially expected to participate for being outside the offered age range, she requested to 
participate and her parents consented. Lucy is the oldest sister of Nile and Peri, the oldest child 
of Britney and Matthew, and she clearly takes initiative in those roles. She seemed to have a 
strong affinity for justice. Lucy identified that she has a handful of acquaintances from school 
with brown skin because she has made efforts to include them in her free play at school. 
As the mother of the last three children, Britney was gentle and attentive, especially to 
Nile as she encouraged him to speak up and think for himself despite the influence of his older 
sisters. Matthew was more removed than Britney from his children’s engagement with the study, 
but he showed interest in and willingness to answer my questions. Britney and Matthew grew up 
within the same geographical region in which they and their children currently live. They were 
both raised in wealthy white families and have maintained that wealth for their own nuclear 
family. Britney and Matthew are related to someone Matthew identified as “half-Black” by 
marriage. They and their children live and attend school in a predominately white suburb of the 
large city nearby. 
Andy is male, age 3 (“almost 4”). He has one older sister who did not participate in this 
study and his parent is Krystal. Andy was the most enthusiastic of all the participants. He often 




and also redirected when the interruptions became too great, exemplary of her status as a teacher 
in the public school district where her older daughter attends public school. Krystal noted that 
she regrets the social isolation of COVID because she usually wants Andy to have exposure to 
racial diversity through the local preschool. She also explained that he and his older sister grew 
up with “baby dolls” with both brown and white skin, and that she has been intentional about 
curating the books and media in their house to reflect a racially diverse society. Andy and 
Krystal live in the same neighborhood as Tess and Karl. 
Tyler is male, age 5. His older sister, Summer, also participated in this study. His parents 
are Sheryn and Tim. Tyler was inquisitive and creative, and at times skeptical and wary of my 
questions. Tyler identified that he had not noticed if there were children at his school who looked 
like the brown kid in the cartoon, but that his friends look “the same” as Tyler. Tyler was highly 
physically active during our interview, although this did not seem to prevent his participation or 
comprehension of my questions.  
Summer is female, age 8. When she overheard the activities in this study as they were 
described to her brother, she opted to participate as well. Her younger brother is Tyler and her 
parents are also Sheryn and Tim. Summer was very thoughtful, curious, and open to share her 
experiences with and understanding of topics related to my questions. Summer had created a 
“Black Lives Matter” sign that was displayed in the family’s front window. Summer identified 
that she had two friends that looked like the brown kid in the cartoon. Sheryn, her mother, had a 
graduate degree and was in a high-level position of a company she co-founded. Sheryn was 
observant and accepting of her children’s unique styles. Tim, Summer’s and Tyler’s father, 




related his own understandings about race to his childhood growing up in the American South. 
This family lived in a predominately white neighborhood of a mid-sized city. 
Webber is male, age 5. His younger brother is Hart and his parents are Derek and Tara. 
Webber was cautious and measured, applying his creativity and what his father described as his 
“little engineering mind” to what Webber coined “The Candy Problem.” 
Hart is male, age 3. His older brother is Webber and his parents are also Derek and Tara. 
Hart was shy but ultimately straightforward. Similar to Sheryn and Tim, Derek and Tara 
appeared to have different levels of understanding related to social justice and the BLM 
movement. Tara frequently finished Derek’s sentences when he struggled to find a word for what 
he meant. Derek often justified his children’s behavior without question while Tara was more 
open to consider the reasons for her children’s behavior. This family lives within an unusually 
diverse neighborhood of a large city and both Webber and Hart attend public preschool within 
this neighborhood. Derek and Tara described their children’s teachers as a “Black woman, 
Hispanic woman, and an Asian woman,” who often send home newsletters for parents to 
understand their social justice approach in the classroom. 
The Setting: White Parenting Territory  
The social unit of a white parent and a white child was the core unit in this study. This 
unit is an example of a white space or “territory,” which demarcates “the normative ordering of 
people, things, and relationships” (Allen, 1999, p. 20). I stepped into this territory when I stepped 
into participants’ homes, whether physically or virtually. The territory of white parenting holds 
significant power over what is observable, not only to parents, but also to participants invited 
into their territory, like me. Within a territory, Allen (1999) describes the complex phenomenon 




ideas, and emotions)] are perceived as controllable and in need of control” (p. 20). Figure 4.1 
shows the frame of white parenting territory in which the behavioral strategies for solving The 
Candy Problem occurred and its relationship to dysconscious whiteness. 
Figure 4.1 
White Parenting Territory and Dysconsciousness 
 
Many white parents exhibit territoriality in racial/ethnic socialization (RES) practices 
(Loyd & Gaither, 2018) that perpetuate dysconscious whiteness. Parents control what they talk 
about (or do not talk about) and how they talk about it with their children. Generally, parents do 
not discuss ideas that are part of the normative ordering within their territory, because parents do 
not perceive that these ideas need to be controlled. Although the parents of the children I set out 
to interview were not centered in this study, their presence and their power to create and 
delineate a territory significantly influenced my understanding of them and their children. For 
example, Karl, neatly summarized the struggle that the white parents in this study faced: 
I have lots of questions. You know, big questions about how do you address these types 
of difficult topics [like racism and whiteness]? I think it's, uh, common amongst, I'm just 
gonna say, people that I know and myself to not identify these types of [racial] 
differences. Um, because it's so, um, it's difficult to talk about it and to feel like you're 




which I know is a false one, but that if you don't talk about [racial difference] then it's 
kind of colorblindness notion. Um, so, I think we as parents are, um, are aware of the 
need to understand disparities and inequity, but don't know how to talk to kids about it. 
 
Karl highlighted a goal of many of the parents in this study that is likely generalizable to most 
parents—parents want to do the “right” thing for their children and for shaping the society in 
which their children live. Karl, like the other white parents in this study, was starting to shape the 
territory he and his child live within by not yet talking about race.  
Other than describing his struggle as “difficult,” Karl did not explicitly name his 
emotional experience motivating his avoidance. The emotionality that was physically conveyed 
throughout interactions such as this one is a key factor in the strategies that children and parents 
used to manage their discomfort and ultimately protect dysconscious whiteness, as I will 
demonstrate shortly. Before that, however, Karl’s explanation of the struggle of these white 
parents brings me to the first instance of interactional rules that often directed both children’s 
and parents’ behavior throughout this project. These interactional rules are part of a curriculum 
of whiteness (Allen, 1999) that was outside the awareness of white parents, children, and me 
throughout this study until my analysis. I will introduce a few tenets of this curriculum of 
whiteness as I present the qualitative data to demonstrate their power to direct behavior.  
Comfort and Control  
A major aspect of white parenting territory is the ability to control what happens within 
it. Parent choices related to what to control are often motivated by experiences of comfort. Thus, 
two main tenets that often guide all other tenets related to whiteness within white parenting 
territory are control and comfort. The tenet of comfort is the implicit expectation that white 
people ought to be comfortable in all settings at all times, which undergirds white fragility 




able to control their and others’ experiences related to race in all settings at all times. This tenet 
of control is two dimensional. It encompasses both an attitude of rugged individualism—that “I 
am my own person”—and the opposite—that “I am not my own person, someone else is in 
control” of determining (for example) the “right” thing to do, as Karl alluded to. This tenet 
allows a white person to decide when to (not) take responsibility for enacting whiteness.  
As the two implicit tenets of the curriculum of whiteness that were revealed in this study 
(Figure 4.2), the tenets of comfort and control were particularly exposed following moments 
when dysconsciousness faltered. Both parents and children in The Candy Problem exemplified 
the tenet of comfort in physical indicators of tension that preceded strategies to reduce that 
tension or push away ideas that conflicted with familiar ideas. Parents and children similarly 
demonstrated the tenet of control when they made attempts to change a situation or explain a 
situation in a way that avoided race. This was yet another example of the power of white 
parenting territory to keep whiteness dysconscious. The behavioral strategies that followed 
moments of faltering indicated that the implicit tenets of comfort and control generally 
influenced when the other tenets more explicitly directed children’s behavioral strategies in this 
project. These more explicit tenets are more proximal to the behavioral strategies that children 
and parents engaged for grappling with dysconscious whiteness, while comfort and control are 
more foundational. I describe these tenets as they relate to the strategies during the upcoming 





The Curriculum of Whiteness and the Tenets of Comfort and Control 
 
The Struggle: Grappling With Dysconscious Whiteness in Three Stages 
As the children in this study interacted with me and the activities I presented, the 
behavioral strategies they engaged to solve The Candy Problem emerged in three stages. Each 
stage encompassed behavioral strategies to resolve the dilemma of dysconscious whiteness that 
was progressively revealed during the interactions within this study. The dilemma of 
dysconscious whiteness represented the choice to explicitly name skin color as a condition of 
inequality, thereby illuminating whiteness (consciousness) or to continue to avoid, minimize, and 
refuse skin color as a condition of inequality, thereby evading whiteness (dysconsciousness). 
Each strategy was behaviorally representative of at least one of the tenets of the curriculum of 
whiteness. I will describe these tenets throughout the three stages of grappling that follow: 




The Eagerness Stage  
Children are eager to repair or equalize the problem of racial inequality without talking 
about race. Webber summarized this eagerness when he stated, “The candy problem, solved!” 
early on in our conversation, conveying an emotional relief at finding a solution to his identified 
problem. The children in this study quickly identified the problem of the unequal            
resource-to-recipient ratio when they first encountered The Candy Problem. When asked how 
they might distribute the three available pieces of candy between the two characters in the 
cartoon, children eagerly engaged in either of two strategies to solve the problem of an odd 
number of resources: repairing or equalizing.  
Repairing. Repairing is an uncritical and seemingly habituated behavioral response to a 
perceived potential imbalance, primarily of emotions secondary to imbalance of resources. 
Implicit in this strategy is a position of power from which to distribute resources. Children who 
engaged in repairing chose to do what I coded as The Nice Thing by giving more candy to the 
brown kid in the cartoon without naming the skin color of that character. This strategy was 
characterized by an immediate response from the child and an accompanying appearance of 
satisfaction with their solution. Tess (age 5), demonstrated repairing:  
Lindsay: Who got more candy bars? 
Tess: Uh, Twip [the brown kid]. 
Lindsay: Ok, you think Twip got more candy bars?  
Tess: [nods head] 
 
As did Nile (age 3): 
Lindsay: So, what should we do with the one remaining piece of candy? Who should get 
it do you think? 





And Eliza (age 5): 
Eliza: So, Jeggie [the brown kid], he should get the MnMs and then the person who's 
gonna get this, is this one [Kwip], and then this one, they're gonna, they have no already, 
so [Jeggie]'s gonna aside [decide], so he asides that [Jeggie] gets two. 
 
And Peri (age 6): 
 
Lindsay: So, [Peri], how do you think Jeggie [the brown kid] and Kwip [the white kid] 
should divide the candy? Who should get what? 
Peri: Um, Jeggie should get the M&Ms and Kwip should get the KitKat. 
Lindsay: Ok, so Kwip gets the KitKat and Jeggie gets the M&Ms, just like that, is that 
what you want? [moves candy to characters] And what do we do with the Twix? 
Peri: Um, [pause] give it to Jeggie. 
 
Like these children, Lucy and Andy also used the repairing strategy in their solutions to The 
Candy Problem during the first stage. 
As a characteristic of the Eagerness Stage, children who engaged repairing seemed to 
expect that I or their parents would be proud of them for repairing. This expectation of praise 
indicated that children have perhaps been habituated to what Helms (2017) notes is the 
polarization of white behavior into “good” and “bad” (p. 720) as an aspect of the pseudo 
independent schema of white racial identity theory. This exemplified the first tenet of a 
curriculum of whiteness that I came across in this study that seemed to direct children’s 
behaviors. Peri explains: 
Lindsay: Ok, what if Jeggie actually did get the two pieces, why do you think that would 
happen? 
Peri: Um, because they want to treat um Jeggie nicely. 
 
Peri’s commentary on her repairing strategy suggests that she thought giving more candy to 
Jeggie was the nice thing to do. When I asked whether the skin color of the characters had 
anything to do with her “nice” strategy, Peri later noted that it did, because she believes it is not 




Niceness. The tenet of niceness is the “pay no attention to the person behind the curtain” 
tenet. It is the first line of defense for dysconscious whiteness. The tenet of niceness motivates 
strategies to convey individual “niceness” and therefore “goodness” in the hope that other faults 
will go unnoticed or be forgiven. Helms (2008) described the outcome of this tenet as a schema 
that there are “good” and “bad” white people, which is often played out in the pseudo 
independent stage of white racial identity and in the aftermath of racial microaggressions (Sue, 
2017b). In these capacities, this tenet relates to a dialectic of intent versus impact and guilt versus 
shame that some white people struggle to integrate. Claiming that one’s intent was to do no harm 
does not negate the harmful impact of one’s behavior. This tenet obscures a key requirement of 
consciousness, which is the understanding that one’s behavior, which might induce guilt, does 
not make one’s self, which might induce shame (Bergkamp, 2010; Brown, 2006; Helms, 2008). 
Like Peri, children in The Candy Problem often adopted this tenet in their initial responses to 
uneven resources. However, unlike Peri’s, children’s strategies usually shifted away from this 
tenet as soon as those strategies were questioned. Among those children who used repairing, the 
expectation of praise for being “nice” also suggests the power of the tenet of niceness to motivate 
this behavior across the white lifespan, which is reinforced by parents, teachers, and institutions 
(for explication of this process in teacher training, see Hayes & Juarez, 2009).  
When I asked parents who did not observe their children during the cartoon activity how 
they thought their child might have responded, many parents were surprised by the repairing 
strategy. However, the ways in which parents commented on their children’s behavior suggested 
similarities between what the parent valued and how the child acted. For example, all of 
Matthew’s children used repairing unbeknownst to him. Yet, their strategies to counteract the 




discomfort of the harmful implications of whiteness for people of color. When asked what he 
made of his children’s repairing behavior, Matthew reveals what his strategy is to counteract the 
emotional discomfort of acknowledging whiteness:  
[W]e haven't had the conversation about, you know, using our privilege to help people 
that are underprivileged yet, or at least unless they picked up on [children’s mother] and I 
talking about it. 
 
By asserting that privilege needs to be used as a tool to help people without privilege, Matthew 
affirmed the tenets of control and niceness as an antidote to racial stress, which his children also 
enacted by repairing in The Candy Problem. By assuming that his children would not pick up on 
his valued anti-racism strategies without him directly sharing with them, Matthew also 
demonstrated his attachment to the tenet of innocence. 
 Innocence. The tenet of innocence is the belief that white children are “too young” to 
understand race and racism. This tenet motivates white parents’ exclusion of children from 
conversations about race and racism, in blatant contrast to Black parents’ instruction of Black 
children about race and racism as early as (if not before) they can talk (Beneke et al., 2020). This 
tenet also serves to scapegoat Black children and families as hypersensitive when racism is 
implicated in violation of the tenet of comfort. The tenet of innocence is also used to scapegoat 
teachers or other adults as having unreasonable expectations when they offer information to or 
ask questions of white children about white identity and behavior. Webber’s father, Derek, 
exemplified this when reacting to my interactions with his child about skin color difference and 
the strategy his child used to “solve” the problem of inequality. This interaction will come up 
later, in Stage 3. 
By repairing, children enact a savior complex founded on the tenets of control and 




other adults in power view giving more candy to someone else, and particularly someone 
“underprivileged,” as a positive if not entirely productive solution to inequality. This condition 
offers comfort to the child. Parents also expect children to be in the position of power that would 
allow them to control the distributions of resources. What looks like a child’s disappointment 
tolerance for getting less candy is a strategy to protect the child’s self-image, self-efficacy, and 
perceived value in the eyes of their parent or other adult. 
The strategy of repairing is an example of how interpersonal behavior is often reinforced 
without interrogating the purpose of that behavior or its relationship to higher ecological levels 
of whiteness. The repairing strategy is an attempt at restorative justice on an interpersonal level 
without naming whiteness or racism or the ability to articulate motivation for restorative justice. 
Niceness becomes a tool without true leverage for the problem to which it is applied. This is 
essentially Empty Advocacy (Bergkamp et al., in submission). 
When I asked each child who used repairing why they chose this solution, the appearance 
of satisfaction that appeared following repairing faded. Pressure to explain their choice of 
resource inequality that favors the brown kid pushed children into the stage of Earnestness, 
which I will share after the other strategy that occurred during the Eagerness Stage. The other 
strategy that occurred during the Eagerness Stage and preceded Earnestness was equalizing. 
Equalizing. Equalizing represents a slight behavioral shift toward consciousness from 
the strategy of repairing. This strategy was characterized by a clear pause before the child 
suggested one or more solutions that would equalize the distribution of resources. Children who 
engaged in equalizing were more wary of the potential emotional consequences of their implicit 
power and, as a result, more calculating in their response. Implicit in the strategy of equalizing is 




repairing, equalizing is a strategy to protect oneself from implications and others from the effects 
of racism. However, children place less emphasis on kindness and being “nice” with this strategy 
than with the strategy of repairing. 
Webber (age 5) immediately demonstrated equalizing in his approach to The Candy 
Problem: 
Lindsay: Who do you think got what? 
Webber: [long pause - many different facial expressions] Um, he got, the, the, um, Kwip 
got the orange [piece of candy], Jeggie got the red [piece of candy].  
Lindsay: Ok, so Kwip got the orange one, like that? And Jeggie got the red one. Is that 
what you said? 
Webber: Yeah. 
Lindsay: Ok. Who gets the [yellow packet of candies]? Who gets the yellow one? 
Webber: [long silence] 
Lindsay: Does anybody get the yellow one? 
Webber: Maybe they can tear the yellow one in half and then they can each have the 
same amount of [candies in the yellow packet]. 
 
In this example, Webber tried what all children who engaged in equalizing did at first by leaving 
one piece of candy on the table. Webber recognized that each “piece” of candy was not 
necessarily discreet and tried to maintain his equalizing approach by “splitting” the yellow 
packet of candies so the volume of candy was evenly divided. As this exchange continued, I 
pushed Webber to consider how he might distribute all of the candy without breaking it up.  
Lindsay: Oh, maybe they could tear it in half and each have the same amount of [candies 
in the yellow packet]. Hmm, ok. Well, what if we can't split it, what if we can't tear it in 
half? 
Webber: [long pause] I don't know. Wait for someone else to have it. 
Lindsay: Hmm. Wait for someone else to have it. Ok, well [Webber], if Kwip gets the 
orange one, and Jeggie gets the red one, how does that make Kwip feel do you think? 
How is Kwip feeling? 
Webber: Uh, because Jeggie- because the red is bigger than the orange. 
Lindsay: So how is Kwip feeling? 
Webber: I don't know. Kwip gets the big, Kwip [also] gets the [yellow packet]. 
 
Webber demonstrated how magnetic equalizing was when I asked how each character would feel 




representing the red candy was slightly larger than the shape representing the orange candy. 
Although he said he did not know how the characters were feeling, Webber’s commitment to 
distribute the candy equally by changing his response indicated some recognition that at least one 
child might judge the distribution as unequal based on candy volume and feel disappointed. As 
with repairing, equalizing the candy by refusing to distribute the third piece of candy or using a 
strict volumetric approach also makes the kid look like a "good" person because nobody can 
seemingly argue against what seems to be equally distributed based on parity. 
 Parity. The tenet of parity is the expectation that a “higher power” has determined or will 
determine what is “equal” and therefore “right” related to the distribution of resources in social 
situations. The tenet of parity prevents an individual from reflecting for oneself why inequality is 
an issue and how whiteness has perpetuated conditions of inequality. According to Google 
Dictionary (2021), parity is  
The state or condition of being equal, especially regarding status or pay; the value of one 
currency in terms of another at an established exchange rate; a system of providing 
farmers with consistent purchasing power by regulating prices of products, usually with 
government price supports. (para. 1)  
More than just equality, parity is equality that is controlled or regulated within a system. While 
the denotation of parity is equal distribution of power, the connotation is manipulable control of 
power by a governing entity, regardless of the justness of that entity. For the children in this 
study, they embodied the power to govern equality within the conditions of The Candy Problem. 
However, throughout the project, children frequently demonstrated a desire to check that the 
adult in the room also agreed with their distribution. In these cases, the governing entity often 




sources, including other parents, media, school, and political institutions. Linked to the implicit 
tenets of comfort and control, parity applies not just to physical resources (the candy in the 
cartoon) but also to the emotional experience of children, parents, and the characters in the 
cartoon. 
Returning to the behavioral strategy of equalizing, Tyler (age 5) similarly engaged 
equalizing by leaving the yellow candy on the table, but rather than committing to this strategy 
when challenged, he showed some ambivalence about what to do next. 
Lindsay: Who is going to get what candy? 
Tyler: [moves red to Jeggie and orange to Kwip.] Then who would get that [remaining 
yellow candy]? 
Lindsay: That's a good question. Who do you think would get it? 
Tyler: [initially moving to Jeggie (the brown character), twice, before changing mind and 
moving it to Kwip's side (the white character)]. 
Lindsay: You'd give it to Jeggie - oh, ok, you'd give it to Kwip? 
Tyler: Ok, but now Jeggie, I think he's asking if they can share the [yellow candy]. 
 
Tyler and only one other participant (Hart, age 3) gave the third piece of candy to the white 
character when instructed to distribute all of the candy. However, the equalizing strategy still 
pulled Tyler to recognize that the character with less would be disappointed with this 
arrangement. 
 To defray this tension of unequal distribution, Andy (age 3) employed another aspect of 
the equalizing strategy: 
Lindsay: Well, [Andy] I have a question, because first you said that [the brown kid] 
should get the two bars and [the white kid] could get the MnMs, right? 
Andy: Yeah, but I got an idea. We solved the mystery now. So they could share the bars 
and someone else could have the MnMs. 
Lindsay: Ok, that sounds like a pretty good idea, I think. 
Andy: But that someone could be someone named Carl. 
 




To summarize the equalizing strategy, children who engaged in equalizing chose to 
distribute candy using imaginative solutions that went outside the cartoon’s problem frame. The 
four primary solutions children used were: (a) leaving one piece of candy on the table, (b) 
creating a third character, (c) creating a fourth piece of candy, and (d) measuring and balancing 
the volume of candy. Children who chose the first solution often did so in tandem with the 
second solution to ease the tension created by an uneaten piece of candy at a party.  
Equalizing was the “default” category for nearly all of the participants in this study. 
Participants who initially engaged in equalizing frequently committed and returned to this 
strategy despite shifts in the parameters of the cartoon activity (e.g., the candy cannot be split). 
When children reverted to equalizing, they did so by refusing the shifted frame of the cartoon. 
Refusing will be explained in more detail in the upcoming stages.  
Repairing and equalizing are particularly motivated by emphasis on parity. Repairing and 
equalizing convey a reliance on structural power to set the standard for interactions related to 
race-based resource distribution. Little cognitive or emotional effort are required when relying 
on an external standard of conduct, which explains children’s eagerness to engage in these 
relatively easy strategies. For children in this study, their parents were the primary conduit if not 
also the primary source for this structural parity.  
Children who engaged in repairing were more comfortable identifying the skin-color 
difference between the cartoon kids when I asked them about their strategy than were children 
who engaged in equalizing. Children who engaged in equalizing avoided skin color as a defining 
characteristic of the cartoon kids for much longer, and some did not incorporate skin-color into 
their reasoning at all. Although this comfort was represented during the Earnestness and 




Eagerness Stage. No children who used repairing or equalizing positioned themselves as having 
white skin-color during the Eagerness Stage.  
The Eagerness Stage was the first of three that occurred within white parenting territory. 
The tenets of comfort and control generally directed the two strategies within this stage, as did 
the tenets of niceness and parity. The tenet of innocence was introduced when parents 
commented on their children’s strategies within this stage, strategies that often surprised those 
parents. These components are represented in Figure 4.3. 
Figure 4.3 
Two Strategies of the Eagerness Stage and Three More Tenets  
 
The Earnestness Stage  
My questions to children about their choices from the Eagerness Stage and my 
challenging them to distribute an odd number of resources represented a deviation from the 
curriculum of whiteness. No child initially gave more candy to the white kid, and I took an 




the skin color of the cartoon characters. When the reality of inequality settles (Figure 4.4), 
children attempt to assert the curriculum of whiteness in earnest. Pressure to articulate the 
reasons for repairing or equalizing in light of the emotional consequences of unequal distribution 
of resources stressed the children’s attachment to dysconsciousness. A child’s attempts to 
reassert dysconsciousness with limited cognitive tools to make sense of racial inequality that had 
not been verbalized characterized the Earnestness Stage. 
Figure 4.4 
The Reality of Inequality 
 
During this stage, children tackle a problem they have not likely been asked to 
meaningfully tackle before. As Tara (Webber’s and Hart’s mother) pointed out: 
Because, like listening to [our children] at preschool, being fair, their sense of like justice, 
of like, everyone gets a turn or whatever, is pretty strong like how [Hart] said oh well we 
need two and [both Webber and Hart are] really stuck and they have to make a decision 
and they don't know how to do that. Because at school, [the teachers] make it- [the 
students] all come in an uproar about [unequal distribution of a resource] and the teachers 





Tara highlights here how adults shape the experience of children within their territory. The tenets 
of comfort and control are exemplified by adult’s inadequate tools for explaining inequality 
beyond an accidental distribution that can quickly be fixed. Bethany also highlights the likely 
conditions that lead to older children and adults having insufficient language to describe race and 
racism as anything more than interpersonal behaviors. Hagerman (2018a) observed among 
children age 10–13 what Bonilla-Silva (2018) termed “rhetorical incoherence” (p. 91) among 
adults when explaining what they know about race and racism. I also saw this among the 
children in The Candy Problem. 
For example, while she was reflecting on her repairing strategy, Lucy (age 9) shared her 
understanding of the importance of racial equality with me based on her observations of her 
peers: 
Lucy: I think I learned that [it is better to be nice to people who look like the brown kid] 
because, um, you shouldn't be a racist and not give other people that are dark-skinned a 
hard time. 
Lindsay: Mm, ok. When do you think you realized that, or when do you think you 
thought that was important? 
Lucy: I think I thought that was important when, I noticed that, um, when uh Kwip [the 
white kid] got two pieces and Jeggie [the brown kid] got one. 
Lindsay: And have you seen that happen before in real life? 
Lucy: Uh, yes. 
Lindsay: When have you seen that happen? 
Lucy: One time, on a, oh at a birthday party, one person got in their goodie bags, I think 
this was an accident, but one person that was dark-skinned, when they opened their 
backpack every, their goodie bag, every other person got five pieces of candy, and that 
person only got four. 
Lindsay: Oh, wow, so they actually did get fewer pieces of candy. And you said you 
thought it was an accident? 
Lucy: Yeah. 
Lindsay: Ok, huh, how did that make that person feel? 
Lucy: I think it made that person feel sad because they only got four. 
Lindsay: Ok, and what happened then? Did someone share with that person? 
Lucy: Well, um [the parents chaperoning the party] had a big box of candy that they 





Lucy contradicts herself here. On the one hand, she explains that being generous and doing The 
Nice Thing is meant to counteract being “racist,” which means giving “other people that are 
dark-skinned a hard time.” On the other hand, while describing the origins of her belief, she 
describes an incident of unequal distribution of candy to a friend who was “dark-skinned” as “an 
accident.” Although Lucy evaluated that the adults at the party did not intend to single-out this 
friend, she seems to conflate the effect of this accident with her friend being given “a hard time.” 
When parents, teachers, or adults in positions of power always “fix” the problem of inequality as 
the adults around Lucy did—including myself, as I suggested someone might share candy with 
that person—we miss an opportunity to reflect on the curriculum of whiteness and provide 
language that more effectively explains inequality, racism, and their overlap. 
 For example, in this exchange with Lucy, she is demonstrating both an interactional rule 
that she has internalized in reference to her peer interactions and that rule’s power to affect 
material outcomes for her peers, in the form of candy distribution. I might have asked Lucy to 
elaborate on her belief that being racist means “giving people that are dark-skinned a hard time,” 
following up with questions about how she thinks being “nice” to people who don’t look like her 
is different. I could have also asked her to reflect more on her description of the unequal situation 
at the birthday party as a “mistake” and how this relates to her belief about racism. Although I 
personally resonate with Lucy’s evaluation that the unequal candy distribution was a “mistake,” 
this real-life situation provides an opportunity to discuss how beliefs about racial power can be 
perpetuated in the everyday interactions and “mistakes” of inequality that occur even without 
intentions to give someone “a hard time.” Ostensibly, that child that Lucy described very likely 
had a “hard time” reconciling getting less candy than the white kids at the party with her own 




even though the white parents distributing the candy might have made a “mistake,” Lucy clearly 
identified the otherness of her peer while avoiding her own whiteness—a manifestation of 
wildcard color-neutrality. 
Despite their good intentions to approach inequality in earnest, children often embody 
their white racial privilege in their attempts to “fix” inequality. What I saw among children 
during the Earnestness Stage was a manifestation of the duality of privileged empowerment that 
Hagerman (2018a) describes: 
On the one hand, these kids have very good intentions: they want to fight against injustice 
as they see it and speak out on topics important to them… They recognize their 
privileged position and want to use that status to make a difference… On the other hand, 
rarely do any of these children think seriously about ways to reduce their own privilege 
or consider strategies for challenging white racial power. Instead, these kids genuinely 
believe that as white, affluent people they can and will save the world for everyone else. 
(p. 194) 
Perhaps slightly different from the kids in Hagerman’s study, the children in The Candy Problem 
did not explicitly indicate an awareness of their privileged position when I asked them what they 
thought it meant to have white skin. Their behavior during The Candy Problem demonstrated 
that privilege.  
The Earnestness Stage made clear how white children in The Candy Problem asserted 
power to reify the tenets of control and comfort, especially through wildcard color-neutrality. 
Wildcard Color-Neutrality. The tenet of wildcard color-neutrality is both the 
minimization of racism into circumstantial or characterological conditions and the ability for 




benefit. The tenet of wildcard color-neutrality is exemplified in this social moment of racial 
reckoning that, in addition to temporarily affecting changes to implicit bias (Sawyer & Gampa, 
2018), has commoditized “wokeness.” A white individual may recognize race and skin-color 
difference as a proxy for “wokeness” during a social movement (such as Black Lives Matter) but 
still be exempt from having “race” themselves in order to maintain neutrality against being 
“racist” by appearing to be “color conscious.”  
This seemingly contradictory approach to racial messaging among parents involved in 
white socialization as described by Abaied & Perry (2021) is likely a manifestation of what has 
been observed among children as the adaptation of racial ideology to fit evolving social contexts 
and demands (Hagerman, 2018a; Loyd & Gaither, 2018). In other words, this circularity of racial 
logic represents both the adaptability and the potential limits of racial ideology to sustain a 
system of whiteness. This tenet is an example of “the fallacy that only non-Whites ‘have’ race” 
(Burton et al., 2010, p. 453) and of the power that whites have to determine when and in what 
contexts race and whiteness apply (Helms, 2017). The name of this tenet conveys the complex 
“wildcard” nature of what has previously been described as “colorblind” racial ideology 
(Bonilla-Silva, 2002; Helms, 2017; Neville et al., 2013) that can be applied in any situation, at 
any time, without logical justification. Both children and their parents in The Candy Problem 
used this tenet to simultaneously avoid identifying whiteness as an overarching power system 
and identify the race of other groups as something worth attending to. 
 During the Earnestness Stage, children demonstrated the tenet of wildcard               
color-neutrality as they engaged in the strategies of distancing, explaining, or refusing. Although 




Stage, the affective quality of these strategies in the Earnestness Stage is less intense than in the 
final stage of Revelation. 
Distancing. The first strategy that followed my clear deviation from dysconscious 
whiteness by forcing inequality or an explanation for inequality aligns with the tenet of 
innocence. Following moments of cognitive and affective dissonance (Bergkamp et al., in 
submission) at the limits of their cognitive tools, children often demonstrated distancing to make 
sense of their emotional experience with the reality of inequality. During the Earnestness Stage, 
children usually employed what I coded as the I Don’t Know (IDK) Escape or Turning Away 
solutions to resolve their dissonance before either shifting to explaining or moving on to 
refusing.  
Tess (age 5) employed the strategy of distancing with the IDK Escape: 
Lindsay: Why do you think Twip [the brown character] got more candy bars? 
Tess: I don't know. 
Lindsay: No? Ok. Why do you think Kwip [the white character] got just one candy bar?  
Tess: I don't know too. 
 
Tess was using “I don’t know” to give herself some time to gather a reasonable explanation for 
her repairing strategy. An adult questioning why she gave the brown kid more than the white kid, 
rather than praising her for “sharing” before moving off the topic, seemed to give her pause.  
Lindsay: Ok it's kind of a hard question. So, here's another question for you- 
Tess: Maybe because he's older [points to Twip] 
 
Just as I was about to find another way to query her about possible differences between the 
characters, Tess interrupted to offer her explanation. This led us to the next strategy of 
explaining. 
Explaining. Explaining represents a reassertion of dysconscious whiteness and bolstering 




inequality. It is a strategy to create emotional parity where it would not normally exist in real 
life. In response to the emotional consequences of imbalanced resources that participants 
identified during the Eagerness Stage, children circumstantially attribute qualities to the 
characters that avoid any possibility of racialized intent in the circumstance of unequal 
distribution of resources, whether they did The Nice Thing or I asserted the reality of inequality. 
When the options of equalizing and repairing are not available, children attempt to justify an 
unequal distribution and avoid hurt feelings by explaining.  
For example, Tess employed explaining to circumstantially attribute her choice of candy 
distribution to the age of the character to accommodate the tenets of wildcard color-neutrality 
and parity after a period of distancing. But when I queried her further, she returned again to 
distancing to gather her thoughts.  
Lindsay: Oh, maybe because Twip is older? 
Tess: Mhm. 
Lindsay: Oh, ok. Why do you think Twip is older? 
Tess: I don't know why he's older. 
Lindsay: Does he look older? 
Tess: Mhm. 
Lindsay: Hmm, what makes him look older? 
Tess: See how they have different shirts? 
Lindsay: Oh, they have different shirts? Ok, yeah. So maybe because they have different 
shirts, does that make Twip older? 
Tess: [nods head] 
 
In the cartoon that I showed Tess, not only did Jeggie and Kwip have different skin color, 
they had (to my evaluation) subtly different patterns on their shirts. When I questioned her     
age-based explanation for repairing, she again used circumstantial attribution to explain her 
evaluation that the brown kid was older than the white kid, using an indicator of difference less 
distinct than skin color. In this example, Tess demonstrated the cyclical nature of each of the 




then returning to distancing when she encountered another limit of her understanding based on 
the curriculum of whiteness. 
Like Tess, Eliza (age 5) also used explaining to justify her distribution. When asked 
about her choice to do The Nice Thing, Eliza employed both circumstantial attribution and 
saving face to explain the situation: 
Eliza: They were asiding [deciding] who's going to get which to which, so he [pointing to 
Jeggie, the brown character] eenie-meenie-miney-mo and he picked [Jeggie] gets the both 
and [Kwip, white character] gets one. So, it's gonna be easy. 
Lindsay: So Jeggie got two and Kwip got one. How do you think Jeggie feels about that? 
Eliza: He feels happy! 
Lindsay: Ok, 
Eliza: Because he likes candy! 
Lindsay: Oh, ok.  
Eliza: This one doesn't really like candy.  
Lindsay: What's that? 
Eliza: This one, over here [Kwip, the white kid] doesn't like candy so much. 
Lindsay: Ok, how does Kwip feel about getting just one piece of candy? 
Eliza: He feels fine because he doesn't really like candy. 
 
Eliza strictly avoids any explanation for her solution that explicitly references skin color 
difference. Instead, she attributes some power to Jeggie, the brown kid, to initiate a seemingly 
random method of distributing the candy to make the distribution “easy” by avoiding any 
implication of racial preference. When Kwip, the white kid, is left with just the one piece, she 
offers—unprompted—that Kwip “doesn’t really like candy” and therefore “feels fine” with 
getting less. Eliza attributes the emotional balance in the situation to Kwip’s character and his 
resulting preferences. 
After Eliza moved into the Earnestness stage when I questioned her use of repairing, I 
presented an unequal distribution of resources that favored the white character and asked her 
why this might be.  





Eliza: sa-, I would just, I don't know! [laughing nervously] I don't know how to do. 
Lindsay: Huh, well let's think about it for a second, what would you do? How might you 
feel? 
Eliza: I think [not understandable] is fine with me. 
Lindsay: You think what's fine with you? 
Eliza: A little sad because Jeggie doesn't get any more and Kwip gets the most. 
Lindsay: Ah, a little sad because Jeggie doesn't get any more and Kwip gets the most, 
yeah. 
Eliza: Or maybe you could make Jeggie, I mean Kwip bigger and then he would be his 
big brother, he would get two, and then that would be his little brother, that would be 
easier.  
 
Eliza applies a familiar case of circumstantial attribution (if one kid is bigger it must be because 
he is an older brother) to this situation. The ultimate goal is to explain the brown kid getting 
fewer pieces of candy than the white kid without implicating racial difference, an explanation 
that Eliza finds “easier.” When children find they do not have the cognitive framework to explain 
inequality of resource distribution that favors whiteness and the resulting emotional toll in a way 
that fits with the tenets of parity or niceness, they turn to strategies that maintain coherence with 
the tenet of wildcard color-neutrality.  
Both parents and children use characterological and circumstantial attribution to explain 
what whiteness values as “good” behavior. The children in this study explained the behavior of 
the kids in the cartoon. The parents in this study explained the behavior of their children. 
Matthew, for example, explains that Nile likely gave more candy to the brown kid in the cartoon 
because he “is a naturally generous kid, so he's always sharing.” Matthew is employing 
characterological attribution to explain his child’s use of repairing. Karl used circumstantial 
attribution to explain why the brown character might get fewer pieces of candy than the white 
character, without knowing that Tess in fact gave the brown character more: 
Karl: [breathes in] Hmm. Well, I can tell you what happens between [Tess] and her 
brother. 
Lindsay: Yeah? 




Tess: [My older brother] gets more candy than me. 
Karl: Yeah, and how do you feel when that happens? 
Tess: Mm, ok. 
Karl: You do? You're never sad when he gets more candy than you do?  
Tess: [shakes head]. 
Karl: Oh. 
 
Karl uses circumstantial attribution of a sibling power differential to explain why the brown 
character might get less candy than the white character without implicating skin color difference. 
Meanwhile, Tess uses characterological attribution to explain why this circumstance would not 
bother her, thus creating emotional parity despite candy inequality. Tess is also likely using 
characterological attribution from her younger female position compared to her brother and 
father to protect the power differential that defines these significant attachment relationships. 
 Refusing. Not all children in this study returned to explaining after a period of 
distancing. For some children, pressure to explain the seemingly inexplicable reality of 
inequality that favors the white kid is intolerable and children did what I coded as Refusing the 
Frame by refusing the conditions of inequality that I introduced. As a strategy for grappling with 
dysconsciousness, refusing aligns with the the tenet of parity as children try to re-assert control 
over distribution of resources in The Candy Problem. Refusing is an attempt to get back to the 
conditions of the earlier Eagerness Stage (Figure 4.5).  
Tyler (age 5) used both the IDK Escape and Turning Away before shifting to refusing 
when I questioned his solution: 
Lindsay: How do you think Jeggie's [the brown kid] feeling about this? 
Tyler: [whispering] Sad. 
Lindsay: You think he's sad. How do you think Kwip [the white kid] is feeling about 
this? 
Tyler: Hm. [pause] Happy. 
Lindsay: Happy, you think Kwip's happy to get the two pieces of candy? 
Tyler: Mhm. 
Lindsay: Oh, ok. How do you feel about this? 




Lindsay: Kind of hard to say isn't it? Hmm, you want to think about it for a little bit? 
How would you feel? 
Tyler: [moving away from the cartoon, looking uncomfortable] I don't know. 
Lindsay: Well, [Tyler], I noticed you started to move the [yellow candy] over here first 
[to Jeggie, the brown character]. What were you thinking about when you did that? 
Tyler: Uh, I moved it over here. 
Lindsay: You moved it over here eventually, right. 
Tyler: Ok, but then they decided that they just want to leave it right there. 
Lindsay: Oh, they just want to leave it on the table? 
Tyler: Yeah. 
 
Tyler became demonstrably avoidant of me and the cartoon when I asked him how he felt about 
his solution. When I tried to investigate his initial wavering about whether to do The Nice Thing 
by moving the third piece of candy toward the brown kid, Tyler re-engaged with the activity to 
assert his final resolution that the third candy would go to the white kid. Tyler then quickly 
shifted focus to an equalizing strategy and ultimately refusing the mandatory distribution that I 
had imposed.  
Some children demonstrated the full range of strategies during the Earnestness Stage. 
After distancing and explaining, Eliza attempted to get back to the Eagerness Stage, where she 
acknowledged she would feel “happy,” by refusing: “Or if we could split [the third piece of 
candy] they would be happy. I would be happy about that.” 
Children and parents, separately but in parallel, confront the impossibility of doing no 
harm during the Earnestness Stage (Figure 4.5). Recognition of this impossibility is discouraging 
and often results in parents feeling stuck and unsure of what to do next. White parents have 
greater experience than children with the strategy of explaining to overcome this frustration. 
While parents are explaining, their white children tend to develop similar strategies to manage 





Three Strategies of the Earnestness Stage and the Final Tenet 
 
The next stage of the process of grappling reveals the reality of racial inequality beyond 
the possibility of interpersonal inequality based on circumstantial happenstance or 
characterological preference. It calls attention to the borders of the territory of white parenting 
and the limits of parental control over children’s adaptations of the curriculum of whiteness to 
unfamiliar social territories. I shifted children into this stage when I asked whether they thought 
the unequal distribution of candy had anything to do with the skin color of the characters. I called 





Introducing the Reality of Racial Inequality 
 
The Revelation Stage  
Revelation of the incongruity of the curriculum of whiteness with reality and the 
relational risks associated with relinquishing the curriculum of whiteness presents children and 
parents with a critical choice. They can either maintain dysconscious whiteness or consider 
critically conscious whiteness to make sense of both their history and potential legacy. The 
implication of unequal distribution of resources based explicitly on race presents a multi-faceted 
challenge for children. Still attached to dysconsciousness and the curriculum of whiteness, 
children face a crisis of protection. Once the possibility of a race-based distribution of resources 
is verbally revealed, children can no longer protect themselves and their peers from the 
implication of racism without significant cognitive effort that exacts an even more intense 
emotional toll via interaction with their parents. I did not observe the complex emotional process 
that occurred between children and parents in this study until I named skin-color difference 




Children and parents considering which path to take when presented with an opportunity 
to critically question their attachment to the tenets of whiteness is the defining characteristic of 
the Revelation Stage. Although a child or parent might be willing to question these tenets, 
willingness to question does not guarantee questioning. Furthermore, questioning of the tenets 
does not guarantee consciousness. In this stage, children and parents have an opportunity to 
reflect on implications of their behavior for the maintenance of their privileged positions and the 
oppression of others, but opening both cognitively and emotionally to that opportunity is not 
guaranteed. Children and parents respond to the revelation of racial inequality with three main 
strategies that either protect dysconscious whiteness by bracing, distancing, or refusing or 
relinquish dysconscious whiteness by opening. No new explicit tenets were exemplified by the 
strategies in this stage, although the tenets associated with distancing and refusing recurred. 
Bracing. The strategy of bracing focuses on protecting primary attachments. Bracing is 
distinct to the intersection of children and parents in the context of The Candy Problem. Children 
physically brace for the emotional impact of the implication of race-based distribution on their 
parents. Meanwhile, parents physically brace for the emotional and psychological impact of the 
implication of racism on their child that they fear. As a response to stepping out of the realm of 
the curriculum of whiteness, bracing showed up in this study as a purely physical strategy to 
prepare for what might come next. It was as if children were being pulled internally by the tenets 
of comfort and control. In some cases, a child’s anticipation of being corrected by their parent 
when the child said something that did not fit with the curriculum of whiteness triggered bracing. 
Similarly, anticipation of amplified discord between two parents who were grappling with their 
own dysconscious whiteness triggered bracing. In this situation, the negotiation of a mother’s 




white parents also grappling with whiteness. Bracing indicated for all of the children in this 
study that they perceived the safety of their relationship to their parents to be at stake when 
venturing toward critical consciousness of whiteness. 
Summer (age 8), who was quite comfortable discussing with me her thoughts about the 
possibility of unequal distribution of resources based on race, became visibly uncomfortable 
when I invited her father to join the conversation to explicitly address his own comfort with 
concepts of race and racism: 
Lindsay: And [Summer] was telling me about her experience at school talking about 
racism and then asking [her] mom, like "what does this word mean?" So, I'm wondering, 
from your parent perspective, does this sound like a familiar conversation that you've had 
with your kids? 
Tim: Mhm. [pause] 
Lindsay: Or, what do you make of how [Summer] has solved this problem? 
Tim: Yeah, I think, I mean we always, we encounter this kind of thing a lot, you know 
just between [Summer and her younger brother, Tyler], kinda what's, what's the easy way 
to make everyone feel like they've gotten their equal, equal share, right? 
Lindsay: [chuckling] You're smiling [Summer], is that because it sounds very familiar to 
you? 
Summer: Yeah. 
Lindsay: Yeah. Ok. And is the goal to, because [Summer] was saying that she would 
really like for everyone to feel happy and to feel kind of comfortable and like they got 
what was fair. 
Tim: Yeah. 
Lindsay: Is that kind of the conversation? 
Tim: For sure, yeah I think, that idea of fairness is definitely a, you know, something that 
we've always, as soon as [Tyler] was old enough to, you know, have an opinion 
[laughing] you know, and, so yeah. 
Lindsay: Well, another one of the questions that I was asking [Summer] was how it feels 
to talk about this, if it feels comfortable, if it feels uncomfortable, if you'd like to talk 
about it more? 
Summer: Uh, I don't really know, it kind of feels like, I like doing it. 
Lindsay: You like talking about [racism]? 
Summer: Yeah. 
Lindsay: Do you feel like you get opportunities to talk about it as much as you want? 
Summer: Mmm, probably. 
Lindsay: Yeah? Probably? Ok. So, I think in general, part of my project is just thinking 
about how adults navigate conversations about race, and equality and fairness, and black 
skin and white skin, and how that impacts, like, from a parent perspective, maybe what 




hear from your perspective, Dad, like what sort of conversations do you feel comfortable 
to talk about and, [noticing Summer physically shifting] you know, [Summer] if you at 
all feel uncomfortable with this, uncomfortable with me talking with Dad about it, that's 
ok and I would want you to tell me that and we can stop at any point. Would it be ok if I 
ask your dad more of these questions? 
Summer: [hesitatingly] Yeah. 
Lindsay: Is that ok? 
Summer: Yeah. 
Lindsay: Do you want to be in here while we talk about it? 
Summer: Uh, mm, I kind of want to go out a little bit now. 
 
Summer demonstrated a common theme among the children in this study. When children 
were less familiar with a parent’s mention of race in conversation, they show increased 
discomfort when that parent enters the conversation. In the above exchange, I also demonstrated 
some anxiety about making the transition from talking with Summer to talking with her father, 
with whom I had never spoken until he joined our conversation about racism. There is a distinct 
possibility that my own emotional responses to this transition between children and parents 
affected children’s responses, as I was a common factor across all of the interviews. However, 
the fact that both my anxiety and children’s perceptible discomfort were common to that 
transition suggests that the emotional valence of communication between an adult and child 
likely precipitates bracing. Webber (age 5) articulated this discomfort along with bracing in 
response to his mother’s questioning of his discomfort. 
Lindsay: [Webber], how are you feeling right now talking about race with your parents? 
Webber: Nervous. I'm nervous a lot. 
Lindsay: You're nervous about it? What are you nervous about, do you think? 
Webber: [while holding picture up in front of face] Talking to new people that I haven't 
heard in a long time, or I've never met. 
Lindsay: Yeah, you feel a little bit shy talking to people you've never met? I bet 
especially about race. What if I weren't here, what if you were just talking to your parents 
about people with black skin and brown skin and white skin? How would you feel? 
Webber: Happy because I know them a lot. And they just called me after the nanny day. 
Tara: Hey, [Webber], can I clarify, which means to make sure I understand you, is it 
more nervous about talking with- 





Derek: Hey mom's asking you a question. 
Tara: Is it more nervous talking- 
Webber: Where's the red? 
Tara: Hey, [Webber]-  
Webber: I'm focused on trying to draw this. 
Tara: Got it, can you listen while you're drawing that part? Is it more nervous talking with 




Webber: Ok so I made it- look I made the lights [back to drawing]. 
Tara: Oh, nice. 
Lindsay: [Webber], do you ever worry that you might say something wrong? 
Webber: Not, uh, n- I don't know. 
 
In this exchange, Webber demonstrated not only bracing with a clear shift in his attitude 
following a line of questioning from his mother, but also distancing by focusing his attention on 
drawing and then putting his drawing between himself and the camera. Tara similarly 
demonstrated bracing in her reaction to Webber’s “both,” which revealed to her that Webber 
experiences anxiety related to conversations about race despite her and Derek’s best efforts to 
integrate media representative of diversity into their household. For the children in this study 
who demonstrated bracing, they did so only after we had invited their parent to comment on their 
responses to The Candy Problem. The above exchange between Webber and his mother, Tara, is 
indicative of new movement in the family’s relationship to the curriculum of whiteness. 
Together, they have encountered the Affective Fulcrum—a point at which recognizing the effect 
of one’s whiteness on another individual, and especially the effect between parents and children, 
is unavoidable. After this point in their conversation, they shifted focus to other topics while I 
was still present. Whether they chose to engage in conversations about race differently because 
of this encounter is not something I was privy to in the course of this study.     
Distancing. Distancing looked much the same during the Revelation Stage as during the 




cognitive or affective dissonance (Bergkamp et al., in submission). As Webber demonstrated 
with bracing in conversation with his parents, he also employed a strategy of distancing by 
holding a drawing between himself and the camera. This example indicated his use of distancing 
to create both physical and psychological distance between himself and the source of the 
dissonance he was experiencing. 
Refusing. Within the Revelation Stage, refusing was a method for achieving the same 
goal of reverting to an earlier stage as during the Earnestness Stage. However, when the 
possibility of distribution of resources based on skin color is explicit, children can either 
explicitly refuse this frame or co-opt the frame of skin color to justify the distribution that does 
not assign value to skin color. Andy demonstrated refusing that incorporated denial of race-based 
distribution prior to re-asserting the frame of equality: 
Lindsay: Do you think that it has anything to do with the fact that Twip has brown 
colored skin and that Jeggie has more tan-colored skin? 
Andy: Cause, cause they, cause when they were … born they had colored skin. 
Lindsay: Cause when they were born, they had that colored skin, that's right. And do you 
think that should make a difference about who gets what candy? 
Andy: No. 
Lindsay: No? Ok, tell me why. Can you tell me why? 
Andy: Cause, cause, cause, cause their grownups saw them and they saw that the mother 
had two babies and it was Jeggie and Twip. 
Krystal and Andy’s sister: [giggling a little in background] 
Andy: And Jeggie got- got, so Jeggie got, so Jeggie had more tan-colored skin and Twip 
had, has, like, black skin. 
Lindsay: Ok, and so they, they both have the same parents, is that what you're saying? 
Andy: Mhm. 
Lindsay: Hmm, ok. And do you think that that should make a difference, [Andy], who 
gets what candy? 
Andy: No, that's not the, that's not. 
Lindsay: No, it shouldn't make a difference? 
Andy: Yeah. 
Lindsay: What, how would that make you feel if you knew that Jeggie got two pieces- 





Andy took a detour in his refusing strategy when asked to explain why he did not think skin 
color should make any difference to the distribution of candy. He seemed to apply logic that he 
was familiar with, but that did not demonstrate comprehension of the conservation of 
biologically-based skin tone as Piaget and Inhelder (1969) might have predicted. 
Webber (age 5) applied a method of refusing that was a little more shocking to the adults 
around him, but, like Andy’s strategy, demonstrative of the Piagetian preoperative stage of 
development in which children do not yet grasp the concept of conservation of immutable 
qualities of an object or person. Webber applied his best effort to prevent any race-based 
distribution of resources with a strategy of refusing that modified one of the characters: 
Lindsay: Do you think that the fact that Jeggie has darker skin than Kwip has anything to 
do with who got what candy? 
Webber: Hmm. That's a hard answer. I cannot do this. 
Lindsay: Hmm, it's a hard question, it is. Well, what would you say if they did? 
Webber: Mmmm. [long pause]. I think you could reverse his colors, to kind of like, 
brighter colors.  
Lindsay: Oh, so make Jeggie look lighter than Kwip, or as light as Kwip? 
Webber: Light as Kwip.  
Lindsay: Ok. Huh. So, we could change the color of Jeggie's skin? 
Webber: Yeah. 
Lindsay: What, how do you think that would make Jeggie feel? 
Webber: Happy? 
Lindsay: You think it would make him feel happy? Ok. How do you think it would make 
Kwip feel? 
Webber: Happy because they would be the same whiteness. 
Lindsay: Ok, and how would it make you feel? 
Webber: Then it's bet-, it's better. 
 
Webber directly targeted what he identified as the primary issue in the cartoon—that the brown 
character could have gotten less than the white character because of skin color. Throughout The 
Candy Problem, although I made significant effort to avoid any language or affect that would 
convey judgement or value to any outcome, subtle framing of my questions as in the exchange 




internalized normalization of white skin. Similarly, Webber is responding to a value he has 
internalized that people having the “same whiteness” is “better.” What Webber does not realize 
are that his methods for resolving the issue of unequal distribution of resources based on race by 
changing the brown character’s skin color translate to white-washing. Webber’s choice seems to 
indicate a preference for other white kids, who would be part of Webber’s in-group.   
The children of Britney and Matthew demonstrated an exception to the pattern of 
reverting to equalizing under the pressure of explaining race-based distribution. Their approach 
to refusing was consistent and unwavering. When reflecting on her repairing approach to The 
Candy Problem, Peri (age 6) demonstrated an attachment to the tenet of niceness: 
Lindsay: Ok, what if Jeggie [the brown character] actually did get the two pieces, why do 
you think that would happen? 
Peri: Um, because they want to treat, um, Jeggie nicely. 
 
Like her younger sister, Lucy (age 9), who had already observed her younger brother and sister 
tackle The Candy Problem, also explicitly shared that she chose repairing because “people with 
dark skin are bullied so we should treat them nice.” Notably, Lucy and her younger siblings (Nile 
and Peri), were all dedicated to repairing throughout the stages of grappling. Peri’s position on 
the possibility that the brown character got only one piece of candy because of his skin color 
demonstrates this family’s attachment to the good-bad dichotomy and what appears to be some 
immunity against destabilization of the curriculum of whiteness: 
Lindsay: Do you think that Kwip might have gotten the two pieces of candy and Jeggie 
might have gotten the one piece of candy because Kwip had white skin and Jeggie had 
brown skin? 
Peri: Um so, if Jeggie got one piece and because he had dark skin that wouldn't be right 
to treat him. 
Lindsay: It wouldn't be right to treat him that way? 
Peri: Just because he has dark skin. 





Lindsay: Ok, ok. So, if it happened this way, that Kwip got two pieces, the [yellow piece] 
and the [red piece] and Jeggie got the one piece, just the [orange piece], why do you think 
that would happen? What do you think would explain that? 
Peri: Um, that um, it's not right to treat a dark skin like that. 
 
Peri seemed to be stuck on her beliefs about race-based distribution of resources without being 
able to articulate why “it’s not right.”  
An alternative approach to refusing during the Revelation Stage looked like explaining 
from the Earnestness Stage. This approach to refusing achieved a similar goal of reducing shame 
or any emotional discomfort in the characters. After I introduced the possibility of inequality due 
to skin color difference, the children adapted this strategy to account for skin color difference. 
Nile (age 3) demonstrated this type of refusing during this stage when I asked him if he thought 
his repairing distribution (the brown kid had two pieces and the white kid had one piece) had 
anything to with the cartoon kids’ skin color: 
Lindsay: So, [Nile], do you think that it has anything to do with the fact that Jeggie has 
brown skin and Kwip has white skin? 
Nile: Mmm, because they have white skin and brown skin. 
Lindsay: Do you think that's maybe why Jeggie got two pieces of candy and Kwip got 
one piece of candy? Does that have anything to do with it? 
Nile: Yeah, because the yellow candy looks like white and the other candy looks like 
brown. 
Lindsay: Oh, ok, so the color of the candy sometimes kind of matches the color of their 
skin, is that what you're saying? 
Nile: Yeah.  
 
Eliza (age 5) also engaged in this sort of categorical reasoning when I asked her about her 
repairing strategy: 
Lindsay: [D]o you think it had anything to do with the fact that Jeggie has brown skin 
and Kwip has white skin? 
Eliza: [long pause] No? 
Lindsay: Ok.  
Eliza: [goes back to drawing] 
Lindsay: That's a tough question huh? Do you think it should have anything to do with 
the fact that Jeggie has brown skin and Kwip has white skin? 




Lindsay: Can you say that again? Maybe tell me where should I put the candy and then 
explain why. 
Eliza: Why not you move all the dark ones to him because he has dark skin and all the 
white ones to him. 
Lindsay: Ok, so move all the dark pieces of candy you mean? 
Eliza: Mhm, to the one who has dark skin. 
Lindsay: Ok, so which ones are the dark pieces of candy? 
Eliza: The orange and the red, but the yellow is whiter. 
 
Like Nile and Eliza, Tyler (age 5) also used this approach to the refusing strategy during the 
Revelation Stage after a period of distancing. All three of them seemed content using this 
strategy after racial inequality was introduced, specifically in the context of their use (or 
consideration as with Tyler) of the repairing strategy. 
 These children covertly favored the brown kid without suggesting that they personally 
preferred the brown kid, but rather that the brown kid’s skin color matches two of the candies 
and not the third. If I had heard this reasoning at the start of The Candy Problem, I might have 
believed that these children did not understand the implications of a racial distribution that 
favored the brown kid. However, that this reasoning surfaced well into my conversations with 
the kids and only after I had brought up skin color difference suggests to me that this 
categorically concrete reasoning was not a part of their cognitive process when they were first 
deciding how to distribute the candy. For me, the later timing of this reasoning suggests that 
children were using an affective reasoning process to evaluate the situation based on how they 
thought the brown kid might feel, rather than a concrete categorical process to evaluate the 
situation. 
Opening. The solution of opening was the only solution that incorporated a shift into 
critical consciousness for both parents and children—even if it was only temporary. Children and 
parents engaged in opening by asking questions of each other and of me, by relating the solutions 




life, and by expressing interest and curiosity to learn more—sometimes by asking if I could stay 
and talk with them longer or come back another day. Opening was a rare strategy among the 
children in this study. Summer demonstrated opening when she related her understanding of 
racism to an exchange she observed at a pet store: 
Lindsay: Ok. Well [Summer], do you think [the unequal distribution of candy] has 
anything to do with the fact that Kwip has white skin and Jeggie has brown skin? 
Summer: Maybe. 
Lindsay: Hmm. Have you seen that happen before? 
Summer: Mmm, not really that exact thing, like, I've seen white people being, not being 
very kind to black people, because I was once at the pet store and the white guy worked 
there, and two black g- people wanted a, some parrots, um, wanted like, like a parrot, 
and, and, um, and then the white, I didn't really, couldn't really tell, like, he wasn't really 
being very nice to them about it.  
 
Summer related strongly to her perception of what sounds like implicit bias. By noting that she 
“couldn’t really tell,” she is hedging her evaluation of the exchange, but she is demonstrating a 
developing awareness for the emotional overtones of interracial interactions. Despite repeatedly 
demonstrating his discomfort with my questions by distancing and refusing throughout our 
interview, Tyler also wanted me to return with more questions. As we were transitioning to the 
interview with his older sister, Tyler stated, “Yeah, so you can have more questions with me.” I 
also heard from Karl that Tess asked if I would be “coming back to play” the day after our 
interview. 
Parents in this study demonstrated opening as often as the children in this study. In 
response to some minimizing comments from Derek, Tara explained why her sons might enact 
dysconscious whiteness:  
Tara: Because, like listening to them at preschool, being fair, their sense of like justice, of 
like, everyone gets a turn or whatever, is pretty strong like how he said oh well we need 
two and they're really stuck and they have to make a decision and they don't know how to 
do that, because at school they make it, they all come in an uproar about it and the 
teachers make it fair, or we make it fair, you know?  




Tara: We're not like, oh you get two and you get one, you have to choose why that's the 
case. And so, the sense of fairness is there but the sense of that it's not fair in real life for 
other people is not. And they're like, wait why? Ok. And I do think there is probably 
underlying even though we do talk about race, I think there is underlying well like oh, I'm 
light-skinned, and I guess if I had to, I'd rather have more candy. I'm sure there is, you 
know, that subconscious-  
Lindsay: Yeah.  
Tara: Like, [laughing]  
Derek: yeah, I think-  
Tara: But them saying what that means or feels to them, I don't know if they know what 
that is yet, you know? 
 
Tara’s acknowledgement that her sons exhibit a “subconscious” preference for themselves in 
spite of their parental efforts to bring race into conversations within their home was the most 
reflective comment about whiteness of any of the parents in this study. Tara is likely accurately 
identifying that her sons might not be able to articulate what whiteness means but that they enact 
it nonetheless. Tara highlighted the disconnect between behavior that teachers and parents often 
reinforce as “fair” and what happens outside the territory where raising white children occurs. As 
the final strategy of the Revelation Stage, opening represents a shift toward the consciousness 





Four Strategies of the Revelation Stage 
 
The Affective Fulcrum  
During the Revelation Stage, children and parents were the closest to venturing out of 
white parenting territory and into the sphere of consciousness compared to any other stage. This 
is where the Affective Fulcrum often determined whether they would remain within white 





The Affective Fulcrum 
 
Eliza demonstrated an encounter with The Affective Fulcrum: 
Lindsay: I'm just curious, because I talked to your mom a little bit, and it sounds like you 
have talked a little bit about race and different skin colors, and kind of how people look 
different from you, what do you think it means to have white skin? What do you think 
that means? 
Eliza: [makes sound of "I don't know"] 
Lindsay: Hmm. 
Bethany: Any words, do you have any thoughts about it?  
Eliza: [shakes head no] 
Bethany: No thoughts? Do you think about it? 
Eliza: [inaudible] 
Bethany: You don't think about it? 
Lindsay: It's kind of a tough question. How does it make you feel, when I ask you about 
what it means to have white skin? 
Eliza: [silent] 
Bethany: [looking at kid, laughs] Confused? 
Lindsay: You don't know? Ok. I could see you kind of furrowed your brow a little bit, 
and you maybe kind of moved backwards. I wonder if it makes you feel uncomfortable? 
Does it make you feel uncomfortable? 
Eliza: I feel like I'm getting warm. 
 
Recall that Eliza was very talkative throughout the rest of our interview. This was the 




not necessarily cognitively bridged her observations of skin color to the socialized concept of 
race, but she is perhaps still responding to the abstracted concept of race based on emotional and 
affective indicators of race. Her mother is also conveying surprise that Eliza has “no thoughts” 
about being white at this point in the interview. It is this collision of adult affect with child affect, 
which Eliza describes as a feeling of being “warm,” that seems to suddenly shut down the 
conversation.  
I experienced tension between Tara and Derek in this interaction as they jostled for who 
could most appropriately explain their sons’ behavior. I think Webber also experienced this 
tension, which amplified the importance of his decision to engage in refusing when he 
encountered the Affective Fulcrum as he observed his parents. 
In another instance of opening, Bethany particularly demonstrated how the emotional 
experience of an encounter with the Affective Fulcrum informed her parenting choices:  
[My family and I] went to [the grocery store] and we ran into one of my husband's 
friends, who had just adopted a boy and he was African American, a little infant, um, and 
my son started signing, "he's a monkey," um [pause] and thankfully, the lady didn't know 
the sign for that [laughing], and I was like, horrified, and I'm like, oh my gosh my son, 
doesn't get out. [Laughing]. So, I was like, “clearly I'm messing something up here.” So, 
you know, we're not doing what we need to do, so and, and it's not like we went out of 
our way after that point, but it was definitely eye-opening to go like, ok, so my son sees a 
little Black boy and thinks that he's a little monkey, not a little person. So, I'm like, "what 
does he think he could be?" this is so like, I don't know, we don't watch television, like I 
don't know what this is [that is] happening, was it a book? Was it in a book somewhere? I 
don't know. So, even that, I still couldn't figure out what was happening. So, as time's 
gone on, you know, the kids'll bring [skin color and race] up, they'll just bring it up in 
random conversation, they're very honest at this point, and sometimes they'll just say like, 
you know, I don't understand this, and, so we're like, "well, people are different" so, um. 
 
Bethany was sensitive to her youngest son categorizing a “little Black boy” among other figures 
with brown skin that he had been exposed to. Bethany felt “horrified” that her son’s behavior, 
which was uncomfortable for her and potentially for the other family who did not notice her 




was behaving in what she assumed was a racist way induced an emotional discomfort that 
motivated her to consider how she has been perpetuating racism. Bethany encountered the 
Affective Fulcrum, at which point her shame at her son’s behavior caused her to question her 
own behavior and motivated consciousness of her and her son’s whiteness. In so doing, Bethany 
seemed to move rapidly through the schemas of Disintegration and Pseudo-Independence on to 
the Immersion/Emersion schema (Helms, 2008).  
Bethany’s schematic movement suggests she is actively grappling with the fit between 
her beliefs about race and her values as a parent. In this way, a critical exposure (Bergkamp et 
al., in submission) has brought Bethany to the Affective Fulcrum and an opportunity for opening. 
Bethany relating to “the monkey story” in the course of our conversation about racial talk in her 
home demonstrated her willingness to share a private and vulnerable encounter with the 
Affective Fulcrum, suggesting that the shame she experienced might not stop her from seeking 
support for critically conscious parenting. However, responding to her children’s questions about 
race with “well, people are different” represents an attachment to the tenets of wildcard       
color-neutrality and comfort that will most likely perpetuate dysconsciousness. 
From an intersectional perspective (Crenshaw, 1989), the parents and children in this 
study who approached opening often had experiences with power and privilege from a socially 
oppressed rank. When I introduced the participants, I mentioned that Bethany identified she 
came from a “women’s rights” perspective. Sheryn shared with me that her daughter, Summer 
(age 8), was currently exploring a similar women’s rights perspective and applying this to the 
BLM movement. Although Tara and Derek were the only parents I saw interact with each other, 
Tara struck me as having an egalitarian approach to her and Derek’s parenting roles. Although I 




with oppression, when I interviewed Tess (age 5), Karl was the only father in the study who was 
at home alone with his two children. This could mean he is in a position to be a part-time      
stay-at-home dad, or that he had more flexibility than his wife during the pandemic to be 
available to his kids. Karl was also the only parent who was part of a white parent reading group 
for social justice.   
Like Bethany’s curiosity about how she could be “messing this up,” Karl noted that he 
had “a lot of questions” about the “right” way to talk about race with Tess, and without overt 
defensiveness he acknowledged that he is not sure about her “sensitivity” to conversations about 
race. Karl expressed appreciation for resources that I offered on addressing whiteness and racism 
at this age (Beneke et al., 2020; Hagerman, 2017), but he did not follow up with further 
comments or questions. Karl was the parent at the beginning of this chapter who had described 
the dilemma parents in this study faced by wanting to raise white children who would do no 
harm, without doing harm as parents in that process.  
Although many of these parents want to raise anti-racist children and are engaging in 
practices that they feel align with a social justice perspective, most parents still did not talk about 
race, and no parents talked about whiteness. Their fear of making a mistake, of saying the wrong 
thing, of being a “bad” parent or a “racist” parent was still too great to overcome dysconscious 
whiteness. Most of the parents in this study were open to discussing issues of racism and social 
fairness because they were willing to participate in my study. Like their children, though, they 
did not seem to have the tools (knowledge, language, comprehension) to effectively achieve their 
goals. In part, dysconscious whiteness prevents parents from accessing these tools. In part, 
dysconscious whiteness leads some parents to believe they are effectively fighting for justice by 




have seen throughout this section on The Struggle is that these tools are not enough, and in fact, 
there is a paradoxical reinscribing of dysconscious whiteness that occurs through their use.   
Dysconsciousness Protects Against Emotional Discomfort 
Through the behavioral strategies that children engaged throughout the three stages of 
The Candy Problem, I saw that children and parents were grappling to protect the familiarity and 
comfort of dysconscious whiteness. I was an interloper into their white parenting territory, and 
although it was not my intent to challenge white children and parent beliefs, I challenged the 
curriculum of whiteness by merely asking questions related to inequality and racial inequality. 
This next section presents the primary concern of parents who are questioning whether to 
introduce their children to concepts of race and whiteness. This concern sets up the dilemma that 
BLM has amplified for parents, from which white parents seek protection. This section also 
highlights the rigidity of dysconscious whiteness and its resistance to intervention. This rigidity 
protects white parents and children and illuminates what is at stake for them to relinquish it. I 
will revisit these stakes in the final part of this chapter when I reflect on their implications for 
white children and parents engaged in grappling.  
Dysconscious whiteness has always been protective for privileged parents and their 
children – not only protective of the intergenerational transmission of whiteness from which they 
benefit but of their self-images as “good humans” and “good parents,” (i.e., “not racist”). 
Sociologist Margaret Hagerman (2018a) highlighted a protective strategy among pre-adolescents 
negotiating discomforting discussions about race, noting “their primary concern is protecting that 
sense of moral superiority and defending themselves against any possible accusations of racism” 
(emphasis added; p. 169). Like the children in Hagerman’s study, children in this study used 




their Black peers from the assumed pain of racial discrimination, and (c) their primary 
attachments to parents by doing something their parents value. Parents often engaged in similar 
strategies of protection while reinforcing their children’s protecting behavior. 
As a behavioral strategy among parents, dysconscious whiteness is motivated by shame 
and fear. The prospect of accurately educating oneself and one’s children about the structures of 
power that legitimize the social status quo and benefit white parents and children is both 
ashaming and frightening. Ashaming, because accurate education requires self-recognition of the 
effect of whiteness on a broad social value system and responsibility for one’s enaction of 
whiteness as a white person. Frightening, because (a) accurate education highlights the tenuous 
historical foundations of white RES strategies and the lack of alternative strategies, (b) parents 
assume their white children will experience the same amount of discomfort and shame that they 
do as white parents, and (c) white parents assume that if their young children experience as much 
shame as they do, their children will be irreparably psychologically damaged. There is no social 
scaffold that acknowledges either the shame of white parents confronted with the dilemma of 
dysconscious whiteness or the terror of white parents who might choose to step away from 
dysconscious whiteness.  
Part of what has made dysconscious whiteness so redoubtable is this lack of social 
scaffolding on multiple ecological levels. Like white parents in this study, white psychologists 
face the dilemma of dysconscious whiteness. However, unlike white parents, white psychologists 
have an organized body of peers who can systematically challenge whiteness. Although having 
such an organizational scaffold does not guarantee critical reflection and consciousness, it offers 




psychology to prepare white psychologists to become white allies, Derald Wing Sue (2017a) 
noted:  
We do not provide them with the strategies and skills needed for antiracist interventions; 
and we do not prepare them to face a hostile and invalidating society that pushes back 
hard, forcing them to either readopt their former White biased roles or maintain their 
silence in the face of White supremacist ideology and practice. (p. 713)  
White parents are in a parallel training role for their white children, yet what is the parallel 
training structure for parents that might offer oversight of their struggle with this dilemma of 
dysconsious whiteness?  
A white parent’s attempts at resolution of this dilemma can perpetuate the Protecting 
Paradox (Figure 4.9). The Protecting Paradox is self-perpetuating because behavioral avoidance 
of ashaming and frightening situations decreases the likelihood that either parents or their 
children will experience the situations that create the conditions for critical consciousness. 
Parents wanting to simultaneously protect their child from potential psychological “damage” at 
the implication of white supremacy and protect acquaintances, peers, and neighbors from 





The Protecting Paradox Box of Dysconsciousness 
 
The paradox that the avoidance of racial difference that many of the parents engaged in 
this project had a twofold effect. First, avoidance inadvertently introduced to children an 
affective experience related to race and whiteness when parents react with their own discomfort 
to implications of racism. Most parents inaccurately assume children are not cognitively capable 
of processing concepts like race (Sullivan et al., 2021). So, parents do not provide children with 
the cognitive tools (i.e., language or history) to make sense of that affective experience. Then, 
children adopt and adapt the affective response of their parents in their own encounters with 
racial difference. The second effect is that, avoidance harms acquaintances, peers, and neighbors 
by invalidating Black and white experiences. White parents and children might be protected from 
discomfort by avoiding talk of race, but at the cost of an unexamined social system that favors 
white lives (Abaied & Perry, 2021). The momentum of this paradox and the intensity of the 




Summarizing The Struggle 
In this section, I introduced the participants in The Candy Problem and illustrated the 
interactions I observed and participated in during The Candy Problem. The analysis of these 
interactions revealed the major findings of this study. Core to this project was the process of 
grappling with dysconscious whiteness—which I called grappling for short—around which 
emerged all of the other findings. The behavioral strategies I observed in aggregate across all 
participants illuminated the higher-order process of grappling. From my interrogation of what 
motivates and sustains grappling, I began to understand the patterns of interactional rules that 
guided children’s behavioral strategies. These unstated rules—six in total that I           
observed—became the tenets of the curriculum of whiteness. This curriculum was a major 
stabilizing aspect of the protective nature of white parenting territory that children and parents 
grappled to stay within. Grappling is the focal point that illuminated the rest of the parent–child 
subsystem of dysconscious whiteness.  
Defining Grappling. The Oxford English Dictionary (2021) defines “to grapple with” as, 
among more esoteric denotations of struggle against an enemy, “c. To encounter hand to hand; to 
battle or struggle with” and “e. esp. To try to overcome (a difficulty, etc.); to try to accomplish, 
take in hand (a task etc.); to try to deal with (a question, etc.); to try to solve (a problem, etc.)” 
(paras. 16, 18). Although children were not physically battling “hand to hand,” there was a 
physical quality to their reactions that indicated the externalization of an internal struggle. 
Conceptualizing the struggle of both children and parents, separately and together, with 
the construct of dysconscious whiteness as grappling, I intended to illuminate the often-private 
experience of emotional distress, frustration, and re-evaluation when confronting the depths of a 




manifesting between parent and child, a dyad that intertwines individual identities and 
existences, amplifies the struggle’s significance. But grappling is not exclusive to children and 
parents. 
Grappling is an inclusive process that anyone in a position of responsibility to provide 
for, educate, or protect white and multiply-privileged children, or even who might interact with 
white children in a context of power can engage in. Grappling applies in this study to what white 
children and parents do with fictional characters and each other. Grappling was also what each 
child and I, a white adult stranger, did together. One parent also spoke to a very similar 
manifestation of the process of grappling that occurred for these white children and their teachers 
at school. Glaser speaks to the transcendent nature of Basic Social Processes (BSP, Glaser, 
1978), like grappling, such that they are independent from the substantive area of study and 
discipline in which the grounded theory analyst discovers them.  
The Oxford English Dictionary definition of the term did not seem to adequately capture 
the emotional struggle to re-evaluate one’s attachments to behavioral strategies that protect one’s 
ego and identity in the context of a primary attachment relationship. I felt a similar struggle as I 
searched for a word to describe and simultaneously explain that experience. I had a fleeting 
memory of reading an erudite definition of “grappling” that motivated a thorough search through 
my library. I perused nearly twenty articles from education, sociology, law, and counseling, all 
of which used the word “grappling,” but none of which explicitly defined it beyond its 
connotation.  
I found two examples from the literature that most resonated with the affective quality of 
the process I witnessed in this study. Martinez (2015) described the “’shame’ and ‘guilt’” that 




771) as part of the uncomfortable process of “grappling” with privilege. Similarly, L. A. 
Goodman et al. (2018) described the multi-stage “process of intertwined intellectual and 
emotional struggle” they termed “Internal Grappling” that aspiring social justice advocates 
experienced throughout their work (p. 132). From these articles and the several others I perused, 
I gleaned the qualities of: intent to make the “right” or a “good” choice, being thwarted in this 
intent, descent into introspection, critical identity analysis, identity negotiation, shame, grief, and 
motivation for transformation which I felt describe the multiple facets of the struggle that 
children and their parents engaged throughout our interactions.   
The territory of white parenting, the six tenets of the curriculum of whiteness, and the 
sense of protection that these offer set the stage for grappling with dysconscious whiteness. I was 
invited into this setting to interact with white children and their parents and to observe their 
interactions. This is the context that BLM and the Trump presidency disrupted and in which The 
Candy Problem took place. 
The Situation: Parenting for Critical Consciousness After a Moment of Racial Reckoning 
The recent moment of racial reckoning has drawn back the Veil of dysconsciousness 
(DuBois, 1996; King, 1991) to reveal for white parents the reality of racial inequality that is an 
outcome of social processes, patterns, and policies of race-based resource distribution in the 
United States. The moment tests parents’ attachment to dysconscious whiteness as they grapple 
with the shame of unmodifiable white skin color and the whiteness that often accompanies it. 
The moment also particularly tests parents’ assumptions about both racism and what their young 
children know and can comprehend related to racism.  
Even young white children sheltered from interaction with children of other races based 




BLM movement through media, local BLM demonstrations, or their parents’ conversations. 
Because of this exposure, a parent’s choice to either keep themselves and their children 
comfortable or change their dysconscious behavior is no longer so easy. White parents wanting 
to raise critically conscious children face the dilemma of dysconscious whiteness. The dilemma 
of dysconscious whiteness has always been between experiential avoidance of and experiential 
approach toward understanding whiteness. Experiential avoidance of understanding whiteness 
invalidates both Black and white experiences and threatens Black lives while favoring white 
lives. Experiential approach toward understanding whiteness validates Black and white 
experiences, induces white shame and guilt, and offers a path toward antagonizing whiteness 
while developing a healthy white identity (Helms, 2017). The choice between avoidance and 
approach has often been temporarily complicated by social movements (Sawyer & Gampa, 
2018) as media and extra-parental information sources make parental avoidance more difficult. 
This choice has not previously been investigated in situ with children and parents in the midst of 
that temporary complication.   
Thus, this racial reckoning sparked by both the BLM movement and the Trump 
presidency revealed what I likely could not have on my own. Within this social moment, I 
witnessed 10 white children’s eagerness and earnestness to “fix” racial inequality with the tools 
they had to hand. I also witnessed their revelation of the limits of both those tools and the 
masters that provided them (Lorde, 1984). Children’s struggle was not just by dint of the 
limitations of their tools, but more importantly because they perceived that the way in which they 
(often creatively) applied these tools was not what their parents had hoped for and therefore 
threatened the relationship with their parents. The process of grappling was demonstrated by 




interactions within this study nudged them simultaneously toward consciousness and away from 
their parents’ protection and the curriculum of whiteness. 
The Support: Parents Modeled Dysconscious Whiteness 
With an understanding of The Struggle and grappling to reconcile the dilemma of 
dysconscious whiteness, I will now shift to describing what bridges the curriculum of whiteness 
to the strategies children used. Parents were the primary gatekeepers for the children in The 
Candy Problem, dictating where they went to school, who they spent time with, and what media 
they accessed. Although I gathered some information on children’s access to diverse sources of 
racial information, I only observed the interaction between white children and their white 
parents. This interaction between white children and their parents strongly influenced children’s 
behavioral strategies for grappling with dysconscious whiteness. In this section, I describe two 
parenting Assumptions and two parenting Myths that I distilled from the data. These 
Assumptions and Myths explain the alignment of children’s strategies with the curriculum of 
whiteness.   
Children’s strategies for grappling in this study were built on the curriculum of whiteness 
their parents modeled. Most of the parents in this study did not openly discuss whiteness and 
race with their children, either because they were not sure where to start, or because they 
assumed their children were not old enough to understand racism or unequal power because, as 
cognitive concepts, they are “too old” for children.  
For example, Derek used explaining to minimize the potential harm of Webber’s choice 
to change Jeggie’s skin color as part of the Revelation Stage:  
I think he had a hard time processing the feelings? I think it was a little bit too, too old for 





Karl addressed my questions about talk of race in the home, noting,  
We haven't had a lot of specific conversations about—about differences between people. 
Um, and so, I'll be honest I don't know what [Tess’] sensitivity level is to that.  
 
Matthew was also befuddled as to why his son chose to do The Nice Thing: 
Matthew: I couldn't tell you why he would pick one or the other though, just [because] I 
don't think he has, we haven't had the conversation about you know using our privilege to 
help people that are underprivileged yet, or at least unless they picked up on [mother] and 
I talking about it. Um, so, I probably wouldn't read too much into it honestly. I'd like to 
take credit for good parenting, but it's probably at least partially random. 
 
Whether it was explicit (like Derek), or implied (like Karl and Matthew), what parents in 
this study meant by “too old” was likely that parents believe (per the tenet of innocence) the 
concept of race is too abstract for their children’s current cognitive level. The curriculum of 
whiteness protects this irony of racism—an abstract concept made concrete through processes, 
patterns, and policies but still obscured by assumptions that racism is manifested only in 
individual behavior. The default behavior based on this tenet is for many white parents to avoid 
talking about race and racism so they can deny responsibility for any “racist” behavior from their 
child. Although this is not an intentional scapegoating, it again demonstrates the limits of white 
parents’ tools to appropriately educate their children about race and whiteness at a time when 
children are in fact quite ready for it (Over & McCall, 2018; Sullivan et al., 2021). 
Thus, like Karl, Matthew, and Derek, parents who assume children do not pick up on 
these processes, patterns, and policies of whiteness often behave counterproductively to their 
anti-racist goals. White parents following the tenet of innocence set children up to come up with 
their own concrete reasoning (e.g., "he must be older") for inequality based on pre-existing 
categories with which they are familiar (Goode, 2001). In this way, parental strategies to protect 
their children and themselves from implications of racism in actuality protect dysconscious 




Parents Cling to Two Assumptions Inherent to Dysconscious Whiteness 
I found two main assumptions that I distilled from my analysis which motivate parents to 
protect dysconscious whiteness for themselves and their children. I call the first assumption, 
racism is any behavior related to race that is “weird” or bothersome to anyone, or the Racism 
Assumption. This first assumption is linked to the tenets of comfort, innocence, and wildcard 
color-neutrality. I call the second assumption, anti-racism is behavior that prevents or 
counteracts the “weird” emotional effects of racism, or the Anti-Racism Assumption. This 
second assumption is linked to the tenets of control, parity, and niceness. Although these 
assumptions align with the paternal/maternal and “good versus bad” dichotomizing aspects of the 
pseudo independent schema of white racial identity (Helms, 2008, 2017), these assumptions are 
so strong that movement through multiple schemas, for example from contact to 
immersion/emersion, does not necessarily disrupt them.  
The assumptions are inherent to dysconscious whiteness because they are accepted as 
true without questioning any lack of evidence or logic for them. The protection of these 
assumptions particularly by white institutions and organizations increases a parent’s affinity for 
these assumptions, because they are familiar and endorsed by many other parents and people in 
their social spheres. The following examples demonstrate how parents’ attachment to two main 




Figure 4.10  
The Racism and Anti-Racism Assumptions 
 
Racism is Just “Weird” Behavior (or, the Racism Assumption). Although white 
parents themselves were exposed to many sources of information about race other than their own 
parents, a diversity of inputs does not necessarily present racism in contexts other than the overt 
interpersonal and behavioral. In fact, it is the interpersonal demonstration by white parents of 
silence on matters of whiteness and race that reinforces this first assumption, stemming from the 
tenets of innocence and wildcard color-neutrality. 
While describing when he first started to notice “racism—those types of things 
specifically,” Tim illustrated the racial-spatial divisions of neighborhoods in both the city where 
he grew up and the city in which he was currently living.  
It's funny, cause like I lived like pretty much middle class [Tim demonstrates his living 
location in comparison to lower and upper classes with hands] – couple miles [that way] 
was poor Black neighborhood, a couple miles this way was rich white neighborhood and 
I was in the middle and it was predominantly white, um, like white neighborhood, little 
lower income white neighborhood [over here], low-income Black neighborhood [over 
there]. And then this direction was like downtown. It's very similar to [current city name], 




it's lower income and it's not as like, it's not like that's just the Black neighborhood 
because it's [current city name], right but like, that's kind of how it was, and so our 
schools were the same way. 
 
Although Tim seemed to consider that the divisions he observed between “Black” and “white” 
neighborhoods during his childhood in the American South were a result of the intersections of 
race and class privilege, he eventually indicated that these divisions were a result of “how it 
was.” Tim’s assignment of a color to different neighborhoods fits with the explicit tenet of 
wildcard color-neutrality, suggesting that an essential quality of the individuals in each of those 
neighborhoods unrelated to race explains the divisions, rather than an intentional exclusion of 
“Black” from “white” or a power structure that divides people along racial lines.  
 Tim’s continuing commentary epitomizes his belief in how things are: 
I also thought about what causes that inherent division right? Culturally. You know, not 
just color, you know, but you know, black lifestyle and culture is different in a lot of 
ways, right, um, just in terms of like interests and what you're doing and it's almost like a 
tribal thing, right? It’s like there's this inherent division, whether it's us you know are 
different, you know what I mean? In so many ways we're the same but in culturally, there 
are differences. Um, you know, I wonder if that's like, where that just inherent sort of 
like, we hang out with people that we're kind of into the same kind of things we're into 
and um, so that's interesting. 
 
Tim characterizes the spatial divisions between Black and white as “cultural” and therefore 
“inherent” to each group. Further, Tim describes his exposure to “social awareness” of “that 
[racism]” through music in contrast to his parents as a source of learning: 
Apartheid was happening during that time [when I was in junior high], a lot of the voices 
that in the musicians and artists and people that I listened to were speaking a lot about 
[Apartheid] and so that really kind of, um, formed my sort of outlook on it. Less so my 
parents, I mean my parents didn't, I don't recall them really pushing that too much, I 
mean, you know, it wasn't- yeah, I don't know- there wasn't any kind of like—[I] 
certainly don't remember any kind of like racism, per se, in my family, even coming from 
like you know rural- some of my family is in the rural South, so I was aware of it, I 
remember that, I feel like in our family, there wasn't anything weird like that that 





For Tim, the individual experiences that affected the musicians he listened to reinforce a focus 
on the individual effect of racism rather than on whiteness as a system of oppression (McIntyre, 
2002). Tim is operating from a Contact schema (Helms, 2008) and has not yet internalized race 
as a construct that matters in his world. He also is acting from the exposure stage of the 
Developmental Social Privilege Integration model, pre-critical exposure (Bergkamp et al., in 
submission). Tim seems to have observed the outcomes of institutional racism and has seemingly 
had face-to-face racial interactions, yet he maintains racial neutrality by asserting the first 
assumption, racism is any behavior related to race that is “weird” or bothersome to anyone. 
Tim uses emotional discomfort as an indicator of racism, which reifies whiteness founded on the 
tenet of comfort by making racism conditional on the experience of a white individual rather 
than on the experience of a Black individual or group. 
In contrast to Tim, who was protecting his assumption about racism as “weird” behavior 
with the curriculum of whiteness, Bethany demonstrated how some parents question this 
assumption and move toward that weirdness. Bethany described how this questioning has 
influenced her parenting behavior in the context of the BLM movement and conversations about 
race: 
Yeah, and with the older kids, we've been talking about [BLM] more, um, because we 
were watching what was going on with in [the city where we live] the rioting and stuff 
like that and trying to have them understand, you know, what is this movement, what 
does this mean, um, we had a big like, parade, procession thing through our 
neighborhood. We live in suburbia, like, like [laughs], and having that happen was like a 
big deal. Um, it was a big deal. So, it was really weird to see all these - I mean, a good 
thing, that um that us being where we are that we saw something like this, so um, - but 
you know we were able to share that with the kids, like, we, I went out, we took the kids 
outside and were like, ok we're going to check it out we're going to see what's going on, 
um, but then they changed the march route and we missed it [laughs] - I could hear it, but 





Although Bethany’s efforts did not extend beyond the convenience of neighborhood 
access to BLM, she demonstrated an openness to engage her children’s curiosity about race, 
despite her own lack of comfort and familiarity with conversations about Blackness and 
whiteness. In this way, Bethany epitomizes the balancing act that white parents engage on the 
Affective Fulcrum, moving between protecting and questioning the assumption that racism is 
“weird” behavior. 
Anti-racism is Behavior That Prevents or Counteracts the “Weird” Emotional 
Effects of Racism (or, the Anti-racism Assumption). A corollary of the first assumption 
described above is the belief that any “weird” behavior related to race that might bother a white 
person, as Tim explained, is racist. A major fault of this belief is that nearly any behavior related 
to race could be considered “weird” under the curriculum of whiteness, because explicit mention 
of race has been largely absent from white patterns of language due to its prohibition under 
policies of whiteness (e.g., Exec. Order No. 13950, 2020, which merely made explicit what has 
long been implicit).  
For parents inculcated in the curriculum of whiteness, undertaking an agenda of anti-
racism is an unfamiliar task. However, when founded on the first assumption, anti-racist action 
can actually protect whiteness as it continues to follow the tenets of comfort and control. For 
example, Matthew describes his and Britney’s budding anti-racist agenda following exposure to 
the murder of George Floyd and BLM:  
[A]fter George Floyd we both read up pretty quickly and read the White Fragility and 
How to Be an Antiracist and all those kind of big books that were on the headlines. Um, 
you know, and kind of and then talked about what we were reading and what we were 
thinking and um, I don't think either of us, I think it was kind of an eye-opener for both of 






Although the BLM movement has had a commoditizing effect on consciousness such that 
Matthew and Britney are accessing resources that had previously been outside white habitus, 
their impetus for accessing these resources is to re-establish their position in the white hierarchy 
as “good” white people. Reading indicates conscientiousness, but it far from guarantees 
consciousness. I noticed a clue to Matthew’s attachment to and protection of the second 
assumption when he described his motivation for exposing his children to racial diversity despite 
living in a racially homogeneous neighborhood: 
So, I wouldn't say there's that many people of color other than Indian [in this suburban 
community] though. Um, and we don't have any people [of color] that we're like close 
[with] in our life, so, yeah, I mean it's one of those things that we'd like to find a way to 
have more exposure so [racial diversity is] not so strange and foreign to [our children]. 
 
Although his sentiments are conscientious, Matthew does not indicate that he has 
critically questioned why he and his family are isolated from people of color or how his choice 
of neighborhood reinforces that isolation. Matthew’s goal is to prevent his children from finding 
racial diversity “strange” and “foreign,” but not necessarily to increase their consciousness of 
whiteness. Matthew wants to question the anti-racism assumption, but his attachment to it is still 
too great. 
Again, not all parents so clearly protect this assumption and the accompanying 
curriculum of whiteness. For example, Krystal demonstrates a similar balancing on the Affective 
Fulcrum as Bethany. Like Bethany, Krystal is somewhat vague about her understanding of why 
she tries to be intentional about accurate racial representation through her child’s socialization. 
Krystal: I think that, yeah, I think [exposing children to racial diversity] needs to be an 
intentional choice. I think particularly as someone who identifies as a straight white 
woman, um, in a position of pow- of privilege, I think that if you don't, you know, we're 
all socially conditioned in the ways that we're raised, and so if you don't take a look at 
that and make it an intentional choice, I think you're just kind of going with the flow, um, 




society, and so we have to sort of pay attention to, you know, I don't think there's a way 
to do it without being intentional. 
 
It is not clear from Krystal’s explanation what “we have to sort of pay attention to,” but 
her implicit goal is to counteract the conditioned program of whiteness. Krystal makes clear her 
value to expose her children to racial diversity; however, like Matthew, although she recognizes 
her inculcation in the curriculum of whiteness as “going with the flow,” Krystal does not share 
any reflection on why the “flow” exists and what is at stake to exit that “flow.” In this way, 
Krystal is teetering on the edge between the internalizing racism and the evolving non-racist 
identity schemas (Helms, 2008). The emotional affect she conveys during our conversation 
suggests that she is uncertain of the foundations of her agenda other than what sounds like a 
countercultural alignment with her profession as an educator in a racially diverse school. As is 
described by other parents in this study, the motivation for anti-racism has the potential to 
occlude a clear understanding of the meaning and purpose of anti-racism to first increase critical 
consciousness of racism as an ideology within a racialized social system founded in whiteness. 
Krystal goes on to describe how the BLM movement has affected her parenting 
approach: 
I don't think [BLM] changed anything but I do think it has forced us to maybe amp up 
things that- it's like a good reminder that it's really important to address those things 
really young, because we've all been conditioned to just sort of I think, you know, we're 
living in a society that's institutionally racist and so I think it didn't really change the way 
we thought but I think it's just been, so much in the conversation, not just for me, I mean 
maybe that's part of it, is that, not only are we talking about it at home, but my daughter 
is a student in [the local public school] and they have a very intentional program around 
Black Lives Matter. 
 
Although Krystal, more so than any of the other parents in the study, was committed to an     
anti-racist agenda, her reasoning came across as circular and rhetorically incoherent  




“we’re living in a society” that is racist. For me, Krystal’s repetition of these phrases indicated 
her belief that she is a “good” person who is not herself a racist but a victim of an “institutionally 
racist” society. I believe her efforts to counteract this socialization by offering her children media 
that are realistically representative of the world outside their family territory are both valiant and 
rare among white parents. However, I worry for anyone, including myself, that either too much 
focus on racism as a societal-level issue that can be addressed through exposure to diversity or 
too much focus on racism as individual behaviors can be problematic.  
Commenting on Andy’s solution to The Candy Problem as it shifted from repairing to 
equalizing via refusing, Krystal stated, “I thought we might have gotten to sharing a little sooner, 
but I liked the, um, invention of a third interloper at the party.” Krystal illustrated a direct 
outcome of the anti-racism assumption—focusing on rigid equality to counteract any emotional 
imbalance that might result from inequality, which is key to children’s strategies throughout The 
Candy Problem. Krystal is also operating from the tenet of parity. 
Focus on targeting racism through behavioral reinforcement and change could possibly 
prevent reflection on how whiteness more broadly drives collective ideology and collective 
protection from vulnerability and change. Although white adults and children all need to change 
behavior founded in the curriculum of whiteness, doing so without understanding the attractive 
gravity of the curriculum of whiteness could be a case of reinventing a poorly-designed tool. We 
might still wield it from the tenets of control, comfort, innocence, parity, innocence, and 
wildcard color-neutrality, even if it looks slightly “new.” 
Dysconscious Whiteness Proliferates in White Parenting Territory Through Parenting Myths 
Each of the above Assumptions is mutually reinforcing of the other, which creates for 




their child’s behavior. This narrative does not map onto reality outside of white parenting 
territory. However, this narrative’s incongruence with reality is not of concern when the 
structures of power that benefit privileged parents belie its incongruence. This white parent 
narrative of control over racism by control over behavior both protects and is protected by an 
unexamined curriculum of whiteness (Allen, 1999; McIntyre, 2002).  
Within the undisrupted territory of the white parent, I discovered two predominant parts 
of this narrative that motivated parent reactions and explanations for their children’s behavioral 
strategies. I call these parts the Myths of Parenting. These Myths motivate parents’ attempts to 
control their children. They are, the Myth of the Good Parent and the Myth of the Woke Parent 
(see Figure 4.11). A Good Parent is a parent who protects their child and others from harm, or in 
this case from anything “weird.” Doing no harm also protects the parent’s ego, staving off shame 
of being a “bad parent.” A Woke Parent is a parent whose child is not racist. These myths are 
irreconcilable outside the territory of white parenting. Raising a non-racist child means 
potentially harming that child by venturing into “weirdness.” However, being a Good Parent 
means not venturing into “weirdness” that could potentially harm that child. In order for a parent 
to help her child develop critical consciousness, she must risk contradicting her assumptions 
about racism and anti-racism as well as the Myths of Parenting. In the case of irreconcilable 
parenting myths, dysconscious whiteness is still the path of least resistance. However, exposure 





The Myth of the Good Parent and Myth of the Woke Parent  
 
When a disrupting force, like BLM, pokes at white parents’ Assumptions and Myths, 
white parents encounter the Affective Fulcrum. They experience a crisis of incongruence 
between the intent of the parenting Myths and the effect of the curriculum of whiteness. White 
parents must decide whether they will continue to protect their assumptions and act in 
accordance with the parenting Myths or open themselves to a new curriculum.  
While protecting the two main assumptions about racism, parents in this study modeled 
the curriculum of whiteness. Parents overtly praised equal distribution of resources and stayed 
quiet about their own racial stress and discomfort at being vulnerable to implications of “bad” or 
“racist” parenting that would directly threaten the parenting Myths. It seemed that parents did not 
expect their children to observe their emotional reactions even without verbal explanations to 




The Affective Fulcrum as an Impetus for Consciousness 
There is some evidence that parents engage in behavior that might create an opportunity 
to relinquish dysconscious whiteness. When an experience implicates whiteness and creates 
confusion (Helms, 2008), or when a critical exposure (Bergkamp et al., in submission) reveals 
the incongruence of the Myth of the Good Parent and the Myth of the Woke Parent with reality, 
this experience offers a choice point for reflection. As Bethany in particular demonstrated with 
“the monkey” incident, a critical exposure newly introduces the Affective Fulcrum over which a 
parent must re-balance the emotional and attitudinal faltering they experienced in such a 
confrontation with reality. 
Even though no parents in this study actively engaged their children in sharing these 
moments of emotional and attitudinal faltering, the unspoken quality and intensity of these 
experiences was still present in their interactions. As the education scholar Caron Goode (2001) 
explained, “All interactions, whether verbal or nonverbal, are first felt by children. Then they 
apply their experience and language resources in attempting to fit what they are feeling into a 
familiar category for expression” (p. 56). Based on the tenet of comfort, there is no familiar 
category for expressing the experience of discomfort. Finding no linguistic explanation for their 
parents’ faltering, children encountered the Affective Fulcrum for themselves, and often resorted 
to any of the dysconscientizing strategies that occur during the Revelation Stage. 
Encounters with the Affective Fulcrum highlight the limitations of parents’ and 
children’s language to explain racism and whiteness. This intense emotional experience without 
the cognitive scaffolding to make sense of the experience of critical exposures (Bergkamp et al., 
in submission) reinforces children’s observations of the affective aspects of racism and whiteness 




how whiteness and racism work (which parents also lack) most often results in capitulation to the 
curriculum of whiteness and reversion to the earlier stages of Earnestness or Eagerness, which 
take on a decidedly rigid quality in their reverted state. Thus, as both children and parents 
demonstrated during the Revelation Stage, encounter with the Affective Fulcrum presents an 
opportunity for, but does not guarantee a shift into critical consciousness. Perhaps more so than 
children, parents need a “pedagogy for the elite” (King, 1991, p. 134) to help them scaffold this 
shift. However, a relational pedagogy for critical whiteness that attends to the interactive effects 
of attachment on white socialization will be most important. 
The Stakes: What are the Obstacles to Consciousness? 
Now that I have described white parenting territory in which dysconscious whiteness 
proliferates, how amplification of BLM has brought whiteness into relief, how children and 
parents enact dysconscious whiteness in everyday interactions, and how parents reinforce and 
support those actions, I will describe what is at stake for relinquishing dysconscious whiteness. 
As we saw during the Revelation Stage of grappling when some parents and only a few children 
demonstrated the opening strategy, movement toward consciousness is possible. But something 
thwarts that movement. In this section, I will reflect on the dilemma that white parents face, the 
fears they have for both their children’s psychological wellbeing and their parental integrity. I 
intend to show how white children’s understanding of whiteness, which parents perhaps rightly 
believe is not as nuanced as theirs, actually provides an opportunity for parents to provide 
healthy white RES. This section sets up the transition to Chapter V, in which I discuss the 
predominant literature on parents’ common approaches to white RES. 
Recall Karl’s initial description of the dilemma of dysconscious whiteness. He wanted to 




control over her racial socialization so that she in turn could do the “right” thing for racism, 
which would reflect positively on both herself as a growing white person and on his white 
parenting. Yet, because of this anxiety about doing things “right,” Karl had not yet tried talking 
with Tess about race and whiteness, thus he did not yet know what her “sensitivity” to racism 
was. This is an example of how parents perpetuate the Protecting Paradox that reifies rather than 
rectifies whiteness. As we witnessed throughout the interactions in The Candy Problem, the 
result of the dilemma about naming whiteness was often white parents’ silence on matters of race 
and whiteness, because they believed their integrity as parents was at stake. For children, the 
result of this dilemma was also often silence, because they believed the integrity of their 
relationship with their parents was at stake. 
Scholarship has shown that children do not merely adopt their parent’s racial attitudes 
(Hagerman, 2016; Loyd & Gaither, 2018). In middle to later childhood, kids have autonomy in 
many aspects of their ideological socialization as they move with increasing independence 
among home, school, peers, and the larger community. This growing autonomy that accompanies 
a developing understanding of race and whiteness offers hope that younger children’s identity 
schemas might be flexible enough to accommodate a curriculum for critical consciousness. It 
also offers evidence that parents’ fears of doing irrevocable psychological damage to their 
children or at least getting something irreversibly wrong with critically conscious white RES 
strategies are not realistic. If anything, the silent consternation that sets in for parents around the 
Affective Fulcrum is counterproductive.  
The findings of The Candy Problem described previously in The Struggle section suggest 
a more malleable socialization landscape for younger children. Children’s socialized strategies 




the curriculum of whiteness. They also concurrently demonstrated a minimally formed white 
identity. This gap between a child’s understanding of whiteness and their enaction of whiteness 
could be an antidote to what parents fear. 
What do White Children Think it Means to be White? 
All children in this study recognized that they had either “light” or “white” skin and that 
this differentiated them from the character in the cartoon who had brown or “dark” skin. Despite 
their recognition of difference and of which category they are a part, none could articulate what 
being “white” meant in an abstract sense. Some children strongly avoided identifying as “white” 
and preferred to use comparative descriptors to describe their skin color. In the following 
exchange between me and Tyler, his avoidance comes through in what is unsaid as he responds 
to my relatively simple question by referencing a friend that he has introduced to the cartoon. 
Lindsay: What color skin do you have? 
Tyler: Hm. We both have the same. 
Lindsay: You both have the same color skin? And what color is that? 
Tyler: [writing the word "same" on drawing with arrows pointing to Tyler and his friend.] 
Lindsay: What color skin do you have? 
Tyler: I have the same as [my friend]. 
Lindsay: You have the same as [your friend], and what color does [your friend] have? 
Tyler: He has the same as me. 
Lindsay: He has the same as you? Ok. What would you call it? 
Tyler: Same. 
Lindsay: How would you describe it? 
Tyler: Same. 
Lindsay: If it was just you, how would you describe your skin? 
Tyler: Hm. [looking at hand], a little bit light [pause]. 
Lindsay: A little bit light? 
Tyler: Yeah, like a light, like, uh, I don't know [moves away from cartoon again]. 
Lindsay: Ok, well, [Tyler], I'm curious, do you have any friends who look like Jeggie [the 
brown character]. 
Tyler: No, no I just have another friend whose name is [the same as my other friend]. 
Lindsay: And does he look like Jeggie or Kwip? Or someone else? 
Tyler: Uh, he has light skin. 
Lindsay: He has light skin. Ok, so he maybe looks a little bit more like Kwip? 




Lindsay: That's ok, we don't have to draw him. [Tyler], do you have many people at your 
school who look like Jeggie? 
Tyler: I don't know. 
Lindsay: You don't know? You haven't noticed? 
Tyler: Yeah. 
Lindsay: Maybe, you have not very many people at your school? Is it a small school? 
Tyler: No, it no, um, I have, no there's kids there's kids that are over ten. [Tyler starts 
playing with large equipment in the room – I redirect him]. 
Lindsay: So, [Tyler], are most of your friends like Kwip would you say? 
Tyler: Yeah, all, this is - most of - it was all of my friends have light skin. 
Lindsay: All of your friends have light skin? 
Tyler: Yeah. 
Lindsay: All right. Well, [Tyler], what do you think it means to have light skin? 
Tyler: All your skin is like this [points to own skin]. 
 
Tyler’s cognitive reasoning regarding the meaning attached to skin color is representative 
of the other children in this study. However, even children who understood themselves to have 
“light” skin by comparison to the brown character in the cartoon had an affective response to 
being asked about whiteness. Recall the interaction among me, Eliza, and her mother (in the 
section on the Affective Fulcrum) when I asked what Eliza thought it meant to have white skin. 
She had no words to describe anything other than a physical experience of feeling “warm,” 
which in itself conveyed her sudden discomfort with a conversation in which she had previously 
had so much to say. 
Common Interpretations of Children’s Racial Cognition Raise the Stakes 
The commonly held belief that children are too young to understand race and whiteness 
originated from research in early childhood on racial attitude development. Continued 
dysconscious whiteness is at stake if parents rely on this research to justify their avoidance of 
race and whiteness with their children. Aboud (2013) highlights how Piagetian theory predicts 
children’s early cognition is more flexible and adaptable to positive intergroup attitude 
interventions. However, Aboud’s research over decades counter-intuitively suggests the 




Problem who are dysconscious of their own whiteness might experience agnosia about the 
connection between having white skin and benefitting from racialized power structures. But they 
are neither agnostic about interpersonal skin color differences nor about their parent’s values 
related to identifying those differences. Like all of the parents in this study, no child referenced 
race or skin color until I either asked them which cartoon character they “looked” like or until I 
directly referenced the skin color difference between the cartoon kids. 
For example, earlier in the interview with Eliza, she described an incident that indicated 
she and her siblings had actively explored race by literally trying on a different skin color: 
Lindsay: Which [character] do you think you are more like? 
Eliza: I don't know because they're kind of the same size. 
Lindsay: Ok, so they're kind of the same size, ok. Is there one that you think you look 
more like? 
Eliza: I look more like Kwip because I do have white skin. 
Lindsay: Ok, so you look more like Kwip because you do have white skin. Is there 
anything else that makes you more like Kwip?  
Eliza: I have the same color of the shirt what he's wearing. 
Lindsay: Oh, you have a similar color shirt, yeah. 
Eliza: Not the similar color pants. I don't know. 
Lindsay: Ok. Is there anything that makes you like Jeggie [the brown character]? 
Eliza: Um, I do some, I do like, one time my sister made us makeup and it was so easy, 
we just got a paper and we just colored on it like, and then we had water and then we put 
it onto the paper, we did this in our room, and then we put it on we had heavy stuff over 
our door so nobody could come in. 
Lindsay: Oh. 
Bethany: [laughing surprisedly in background] 
Eliza: And then we, then I put like the black makeup, the black like lipstick on me, and 
then I put a black on my eyebrows just to make it look like a very black eyebrows. 
Lindsay: Ok, so you made your eyebrows really black and your lips really dark. 
Eliza: And then my sister said, that's a little too much black. 
Lindsay: Ok, huh. Yeah.  
Bethany: [inaudible question in background] 
Lindsay: How did you feel doing that? 
Eliza: I was still sleeping in the room where I used to. I was feeling a little scared. 
Bethany: Wow! 
Lindsay: Huh. 








According to Piaget and Inhelder (1969), children of this age are in the preoperational 
stage as they generalize the observable mechanisms of their subjective interaction to reality. 
Because Eliza could “try on” being like Jeggie, she might understand her subjective experience 
of having brown skin as comparable to Jeggie’s potential experience of having brown skin. 
Researchers of children’s cognition about race have generally interpreted children under age 8 to 
have surprisingly rigid attitudes and prejudices about race despite the incongruence between their 
attitudes and their behaviors (e.g., Aboud, 2013). But the interactive effect of grappling suggests 
the reasons for any rigidity are likely not just a product of children’s individual development. In 
addition to a developing cognitive understanding of the experience associated with skin color, 
Eliza also clearly demonstrated an affective response influenced by the all-seeing eye of her 
parents. In the emotional tone of her surprised response, Eliza’s mother, Bethany, confirmed the 
need for secrecy that Eliza had surmised. Of note, Bethany had been in the periphery during my 
interview with Eliza up until this point. Without an invitation to join our conversation, Bethany 
entered the interaction soon after Eliza’s description of her clandestine skin-color experience.   
If Eliza’s (or, recall Webber’s?) environment does not make race a cognitively explicit 
explanation for the current operations of reality but still conveys an implicit affective shift, 
according to Piagetian developmental theory, Eliza and Webber will avoid racial difference as an 
explicit reason for their observations while also conveying that affective shift. This could align 
with Aboud’s (2013) findings about the incongruence between children’s racial attitudes and 
behaviors. But this gap between children’s cognition and behavior should not be used ipso facto 




What is perhaps missing in the analysis of this gap is the interactive relational aspect of 
this socialization process. Based on what happened in The Candy Problem, if any recognition of 
racial difference triggers a strong response in a child’s parent, that child will likely avoid 
recognizing racial difference to protect that relationship from potential threat. Children will 
instead look to size difference or age difference, likely because this has been a more acceptable 
explanation for unequal resource distribution within their social spheres. Although racism is an 
abstract cognitive concept tied to developing attitudes and beliefs—what Piaget and Inhelder 
(1969) describe as affective development—“cognitive and affective or social development are 
inseparable and parallel” (p. 117). Rather than lacking the ability to comprehend the cognitive 
concept of race and whiteness, perhaps children have been deprived of the knowledge needed to 
develop a white identity to which they can assimilate their observable interactions with parents 
and peers.  
Discovering a Subsystem of Dysconscious Whiteness From the Process of Grappling, 
Underlying Assumptions and Myths, and the Curriculum of Whiteness 
Through my analysis of interactions among the children, me, and parents within the 
frame of The Candy Problem and the context of the BLM movement and the Trump presidency, 
I discovered a self-perpetuating subsystem of tenets, assumptions, myths, and behavioral 
strategies that maintain dysconscious whiteness among white children and parents (Figure 4.12). 
As a nuanced subsystem within the larger system of whiteness (McIntyre, 2002), the 
relationships among all of its components are complex. This complexity makes dysconscious 
whiteness difficult for white children and parents to perceive, which ensures its viability across 





The Parent–Child Subsystem of Dysconscious Whiteness 
 
Overview of the Parent–Child Subsystem of Dysconscious Whiteness 
My first discovery within the subsystem of dysconscious whiteness was the basic social 
psychological process (Glaser, 1978) of grappling with dysconscious whiteness. This process 
became clear from the aggregate of various behavioral strategies (e.g., repairing, equalizing, 
distancing, etc.) that children engaged to resolve a dialectical dilemma of dysconscious 
whiteness (consciousness vs. dysconsciousness).  
As I presented new challenges for children to grapple with in our interaction, (e.g., the 
reality of inequality and later, the reality of racial inequality), children moved toward 
consciousness. As children moved closer to consciousness, the emotional quality of their 
strategies shifted. These shifts were distinct enough to categorize children’s strategies into three 
stages: the Eagerness Stage, the Earnestness Stage, and the Revelation Stage. I named the stages 




Parents’ reactions to their children’s strategies also reflected the process of grappling and 
a strong attachment to two assumptions (racism vs. antiracism) and two myths (good parent vs. 
woke parent). These assumptions and myths reinforced parents’ and children’s attachment to 
dysconscious whiteness. Throughout the stages of grappling, my emerging understanding of 
these assumptions and myths that parents held illuminated the protective quality of children’s 
strategies. Children seemed to protect (a) the characters in the cartoon from emotional harm, (b) 
themselves from any implications that their own behavior could be harmful, and (c) their 
relationship with their parents. The protective motivation of these strategies was               
counter-productive to parents’ often-stated goals of raising critically conscious or at least  
anti-racist children. Thus, the box that contains these strategies is the Protecting Paradox Box of 
Dysconsciousness. 
Encompassing six distinct tenets of whiteness (parity, innocence, wildcard  
color-neutrality, etc.), is the invisible but stabilizing curriculum of whiteness in which 
dysconscious whiteness has taken root. Discussions of racial inequality initiated deviation from 
the curriculum of whiteness, especially in the Revelation Stage, and induced children’s 
uncertainty and parents’ discomfort. During the Revelation Stage, parents and children 
encountered an Affective Fulcrum that destabilized their attachment to dysconscious whiteness.  
The interactive effect of children’s strategies and parents’ reactions during the Revelation 
Stage is particularly important to understanding how dysconscious whiteness is socialized. 
Individually, each parent and each child approached the dilemma of dysconscious whiteness in 
the Revelation Stage in a way that seemed to move them toward the sphere of consciousness. 




arose between them motivated white parents and white children to grapple back toward 
dysconscious whiteness to protect themselves and their relationship. 
Raising White Children and Interrogating the Curriculum of Whiteness 
The process of grappling with dysconscious whiteness occurred within the basic social 
structural process (Glaser, 1978) of raising white children, or, raising. In order to understand the 
process of grappling, I had to understand what stabilizes and protects the process of raising from 
critical reflection. The invisible bedrock of dysconscious whiteness as it applied to raising was 
what I call the curriculum of whiteness. The place in which parents fertilize the curriculum of 
whiteness is the territory of white parenting. 
The Curriculum of Whiteness 
As a white person still developing my white racial consciousness, I am usually 
dysconscious of the beliefs that motivate my behaviors related to race and whiteness. From a 
social-cognitive theoretical perspective, how these beliefs are perpetuated intergenerationally is 
still not fully understood. Although I only glimpsed interactions between children and parents in 
a singular setting, the interactions I observed provided enough information for me to identify six 
of the beliefs about whiteness that directed these interactions. The beliefs did not seem to be 
grounded in a conscious pedagogy, but they were still part of a curriculum that children were 
engaging in with their parents, and which parents likely engaged in with their own parents.  
I called this curriculum the curriculum of whiteness. During a brief literature review to 
see if anyone else had endeavored to describe this curriculum, I found Allen’s (1999) “hidden 
curriculum of whiteness” (p. 1), which described the implicit moves and messages that direct and 
shape the process of white socialization and Black resistance that occurs within education. I also 




of white socialization and associated schemas that are a product of the interactions among the 
“rules of whiteness” (Helms, 2017, p. 718). Hagerman (2017) also illuminates “the implicit and 
explicit lessons of racial socialization” (p. 60) that some progressive white fathers engage when 
raising their white children. No literature that I could find described explicit tenets of this 
invisible curriculum as it manifests between white children and parents, thus I ventured to 
describe them as I witnessed them in The Candy Problem.  
The curriculum of whiteness in the context of this study is therefore the combination of 
several explicit and implicit tenets of whiteness that I observed during this study in patterns of 
language and behavior between the parents and children as well as in both implied and expressed 
policies or expectations about behavior.  
The tenets of the curriculum of whiteness that were illuminated by the processes of 
grappling and raising were: (a) comfort, (b) control, (c) innocence, (d) wildcard color-neutrality, 
(e) parity, and (f) niceness. These tenets aligned with and in many ways reflected a compilation 
of beliefs about whiteness that motivate white behavior as summarized by Cynthia Levine-Rasky 
(2002) in her chapter on critical whiteness studies (see in particular p. 322 which highlights ideas 
from Hurtado and Stewart, Christine Sleeter, John Gabriel, Alice McIntyre, and Frances Rains). 
Neither parents nor children were obviously aware of these six tenets. Both the strategies that 
children engaged and the reactions that parents shared during grappling were demonstrably 
related to these tenets of whiteness. As beliefs about themselves as white individuals, these tenets 
direct the behaviors of white parents and children without needing to enter into conscious 
awareness (Parker et al., 2012). The invisibility of these tenets protects them from conscious 
dissent and change, especially within the territory of white parenting. Just like gravity, the 




Parents themselves do not question the curriculum of whiteness because it is part of the 
naturalistic order of things (Allen, 1999; A. E. Lewis, 2004). In terms of a Southern 
colloquialism of my own white childhood, white parents employ the strategy of “If it ain’t broke 
[for us], don’t fix it.” However, and luckily for me as I interacted with participants in this study, 
parents did not expect their children to engage in a developmentally appropriate and adaptive 
process of RES via other inputs regardless of parents’ choices to introduce (or not) concepts of 
race and whiteness (Hagerman, 2018a; Loyd & Gaither, 2018). This parenting choice was a 
direct manifestation of the tenet of innocence, which my questions to children after the BLM 
movement contradicted. Although the BLM movement introduced the concept of race into white 
parenting territory that was the site of my study, the tenet of wildcard color neutrality allowed for 
new approaches to white RES that maintain the veiled tenet of control through apparently color-
conscious language (Abaied & Perry, 2021).  
As a white person habituated to the curriculum myself, I might not have discovered the 
processes of grappling and raising without the destabilizing effect of the BLM movement and the 
Trump presidency on this curriculum of whiteness bedrock within the white parenting territory. 
As I mentioned in relation to the effect of the social and political moment on this study, the 
parents who invited me into their homes (whether virtually or physically) also invited me into 
their parenting territory to participate in the process of raising their children. I could not have 
known that my co-participation in the process of grappling would reveal these explicit and 
implicit tenets of the curriculum of whiteness.  
Destabilization of the curriculum of whiteness that is the bedrock of dysconscious 
whiteness initiated the process of grappling. The white parent–child territory founded on this 




tested assumptions and myths about race propped up by the curriculum of whiteness that the 
BLM movement and the Trump presidency contradicted. White parents and children in this study 
encountered an Affective Fulcrum beyond the white parent–child territory that required parents 
to re-evaluate their major role as protector and children to re-evaluate the competence of their 
parents in that protector role.  
In summary, the territory of white parenting protects the relationship between white 
parents and white children and the curriculum of whiteness. Although parents and children each 
engaged in the process of grappling in their own ways, the interaction of these processes through 
my invitation of parents to observe their children made the entire process of grappling 
discoverable in the first place. This interaction also uncovered an important relational aspect of 
the process of white RES that, to my knowledge of the extant literature, is not clearly described, 
but which explains the gravity of the curriculum of whiteness and therefore the persistence of 
dysconscious whiteness. As I mentioned earlier, as children move toward consciousness, they 
move closer to the borders of white parenting territory and away from parental protection. A 
child’s movement away from parental protection triggers parental fear, which children often 
perceive as a threat to the relational integrity of their primary attachment. Thus, grappling is not 
only an intrapersonal process but also a relational process.  
Chapter Summary 
As white children engaged with The Candy Problem, they applied multiple strategies to 
the problem of an odd number of resources that could be distributed unequally between a brown 
cartoon kid and a white cartoon kid. These strategies exemplified six tenets of the curriculum of 
whiteness that are invisible to white children and parents within the territory of white parenting. 




engaged by grappling with dysconscious whiteness, and these shifts indicated distinct stages 
based on the emotional quality of these strategies. These stages were the Eagerness Stage, the 
Earnestness Stage, and the Revelation Stage.  
White parents’ reactions to their children’s strategies evidenced two Assumptions and 
two Myths that paradoxically reinforced these strategies. Parents’ reactions also had an 
interactive effect on children’s movement toward consciousness, particularly during The 
Revelation Stage. Children’s and parents’ encounter with the Affective Fulcrum, created by the 
emotional tension they experienced when coming to terms with the reality of racial inequality, 
was a key force in their movement. I observed more movement toward the consciousness sphere 
when children or parents were alone than I did when they were together. As they move away 
from dysconsciousness, white parents and children fear for their integrity, psychological 
wellbeing, and relationship. Commonly accepted scholarship on white children’s interracial 
attitudes suggests young children resist attitudinal interventions. Interpretations of this research 
bolster parental claims of innocence and justify exclusion of young children from learning about 
race and whiteness. Integrating an understanding of the effect of the parent–child relationship on 
socialization and of the stakes that parents and children perceive into any interventions will be 






CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
Guideline 5. Psychologists aspire to recognize and understand historical and 
contemporary experiences with power, privilege, and oppression. As such, they 
seek to address institutional barriers and related inequities, disproportionalities, 
and disparities of law enforcement, administration of criminal justice, educational, 
mental health, and other systems as they seek to promote justice, human rights, 
and access to quality and equitable mental and behavioral health services. 
(American Psychological Association, 2017, p. 4) 
Situating the Findings 
As an element of the grounded theory methodology, the literature I surveyed prior to 
engaging with participants did not encompass the literature that is relevant to the findings. 
Because Basic Social Processes (BSP; Glaser, 1978) are by nature relevant across subject areas, 
they will have applications that have been discussed by many analysts, in many ways, at many 
times. My goal in this chapter is to focus on the substantive areas to which grappling and raising 
are most relevant, which by my evaluation are white racial/ethnic socialization (RES; Loyd & 
Gaither, 2018) as it relates to white dialectics (Todd & Abrams, 2011) and white racial identity 
theory, consciousness, and attitudes (Helms, 2008; Leach et al., 2002).  
White Racial/Ethnic Socialization is Made Visible by Interracial Exposure 
White RES in early childhood is a smaller subset of the larger body of work that has 
attended to white socialization. Researchers in this now well-established area of study have paid 
significant attention to white children’s racial attitudes, particularly about out-group members 
and young children’s resistance to anti-bias messages (e.g., Aboud, 2013). Initially grounded in a 
unidirectional process of social learning described by Bandura (1977), more general 
understandings of socialization now accept a bidirectional and reciprocal process of social 
cognitive development based on modeling of beliefs, attitudes, and social norms through 
behavior that in turn reinforce or refute those beliefs, attitudes, and norms (Over & McCall, 




and apply their beliefs about that social behavior in multiple contexts throughout childhood 
development (Loyd & Gaither, 2018; Hagerman, 2018). More specifically, RES is the process of 
learning “about the social meaning and consequences of ethnicity and race” (Brown et al., 2007, 
p. 14). 
Brown et al. (2007) assert that the process of RES is “universal” [emphasis in original] 
(p. 15) for all families while the methods, meanings, and motivations for RES vary by race. 
Brown et al. also share evidence that RES is more likely to occur through active parent–child 
engagement when the situational context accentuates a child’s racial difference and there are 
more risks for not socializing. They suggest social learning theory (Bandura, 1977)—now social 
cognitive theory—is foundational to RES such that children develop socially normative 
cognition and behavior through dialogue, behavioral observation and modeling, vicarious 
reinforcement, and behavioral imitation. The main and most significant distinguishing aspect of 
white RES is that this dialogue is usually not explicit about white racial categorization (Brown et 
al., 2007) because of the naturalized structural superiority of the white social rank (A. E. Lewis, 
2004) and thus little need to prepare white children to navigate a society that favors their lives. 
Summarized by Hagerman (2017), “White racial socialization is theoretically different from 
racial socialization as it relates to children of color, for how children learn to navigate structural 
disadvantage is often different from how children learn to navigate structural advantage” (p. 61). 
This difference often means white adult parents do not talk with their children about race. Brown 
et al. (2007) found an exception to this in an interactive effect of white children and the percent 
of minority children in that child’s school. In other words, when white children were in a 





As this finding from Brown et al. (2007) highlights, whiteness can go uninterrogated until 
racialized social interruptions bring whiteness into situational relief (and even then, white 
identification is not guaranteed). Stepping outside of the literary sphere of white RES in early 
childhood, attention to fostering adult allies and accomplices via critical consciousness is 
emerging around the effect of an interracial relational process (e.g., Atkins et al., 2017; 
Spanierman & Smith, 2017; Suyemoto et al., 2020). These authors share a relational perspective 
with a historical body of work in sociology, education, and psychology that has contextualized 
white “racialness” (A.E. Lewis, 2004, p. 624) in relation to “other groups” who “have” race 
(Helms & Carter, 1993; Katz & Ivey, 1977; A. E. Lewis, 2004; Tatum, 1992). Even among 
growing studies of whiteness, there are much fewer empirical studies of an intra-racial process of 
understanding whiteness because whiteness is inherently self-protected (Helms, 2017). Despite 
the interracial focus of the majority of this literature or its application to interracial relations and 
racism rather than to intra-racially dismantling whiteness, it offers insights into early white 
socialization. 
Loyd & Gaither (2018) conducted a meta-analysis of the current field of RES in white 
youth through young adulthood and found twenty-three studies that assessed both direct and 
indirect socialization. Of these, eight were conducted during the early childhood period, all of 
which collected data by parent report. Loyd & Gaither confirm that most white parents, and 
white mothers in particular, simultaneously acknowledge the importance of a color-conscious 
approach for reducing racial discrimination and apply color-neutral and avoidant approaches to 
racial socialization. This aligns with more recent evidence that about 35% of a group (N = 165) 
of white parents of white children age 8–12 endorsed both color-conscious and color-neutral or 




color-conscious (Abaied & Perry, 2021). That one third of white parents use a combined 
approach to white RES is evidence of the stickiness of dysconscious whiteness via the 
curriculum of whiteness. The ever-adaptable tenet of wildcard color-neutrality and the 
commoditization of wokeness can combine to result in mixed messages about race that 
simultaneously protect parents and children from implications of racism and perpetuate racism as 
a structural system, ideology, and behavioral approach.  
Both Vittrup (2018) and Sullivan et al. (2021) highlight the tenet of innocence. In a 
socialization study of a group of white mothers (N = 107) of white children age 4 to 7, the 
majority explained that they do not discuss race with their children because they are concerned 
for making their child more prejudiced or that the child is too young to understand race (Vittrup, 
2018). Similarly, a racially heterogeneous sample of parents in a large study (approximate          
N = 1500) vastly misjudged the development of children’s abilities to categorize and process race 
(Sullivan et al., 2021). As the children who engaged grappling demonstrated and as has been 
demonstrated by other investigators of children’s racial ideology (e.g., Hagerman, 2017), 
children do not passively inherit and recapitulate social modeling (Loyd & Gaither, 2018). 
Children in fact show features of intergroup bias before age 5 (Over & McCall, 2018), much 
earlier than most white parents have been shown to discuss group identification in terms of race, 
if at all. 
Social Cognitive Theory, Interracial Attitudes, and Children’s Behavior 
In parallel to findings that children do not just passively adopt adult’s racial attitudes, 
studies have broadened understandings of social cognition from the original social learning 
perspective (Bandura, 1977) to include multiple environmental effects on children’s 




complexity, changeability, and multifaceted nature of intergroup thinking, feeling, and doing”  
(p. 707) to suggest that the alignment of children’s behavior with a discriminatory norm does not 
necessarily suggest a prejudiced attitude underlying that behavior. This evidence could support 
the finding from The Candy Problem that all ten children engaged nuanced behavioral strategies 
to address racial inequality that paralleled their parents’ explicit attitudes without demonstrating 
a nuanced understanding of race or whiteness. Essentially, children might not have any 
awareness of their attitudes or beliefs while still behaving in a way that could externally reflect a 
particular attitude and belief. Fortunately, a measure to test young children’s implicit   
attitudes—the preschool IAT—has been developed for children age 4 (Cvencek et al., 2011) that 
could be helpful to quantitative elaboration of this finding. As a measure with greater predictive 
validity of racially discriminatory behavior than explicit (self-report) measures, the preschool 
IAT has vast applications for the growing field of white socialization in early childhood.  
Olson et al. (2011; no relation to me) provide evidence for the influence of social 
cognition on young children’s behavioral strategies. In a study strikingly similar to the methods I 
used in The Candy Problem, Olson et al. (2011) found that white, multiply-privileged children 
above age 7.5 were more likely to try to rectify inequality of resources when the salient 
difference between groups receiving resources was specifically Black versus white race. Olson et 
al. primed children in two age groups—age 3.5 to 7.5 and age 7.5 to 11.5—with a story 
establishing a status quo of resource inequality between two groups without verbally drawing 
attention to the differences between these groups. The researchers then reset the story and asked 
children to distribute an odd number of resources (three cookies) between each group based on 
what they thought each group “deserved.” Although there was no significant difference in older 




either group received fewer resources in the priming condition, these children’s preference to 
give more to the group that had been shown to have less in the priming condition (to rectify the 
inequality) was statistically higher than when the groups in these priming conditions were either 
racially homogeneous or the Black group was replaced with an Asian group. In the racially 
homogeneous condition and Asian versus white group condition, both age groups (below and 
above age 7.5) were most likely to perpetuate the unequal status quo that was presented in the 
priming story.  
Olson et al. (2011) posited that this finding could have been due to more frequent 
exposure to environmental discourse on Black–white racial inequality and thus a patterned social 
cognition triggered specifically by exposure to a Black group. If exposure to egalitarian 
messaging outside the context of their study was a moderating factor of the observed difference, 
it would corroborate a social cognitive perspective on children’s Black–white racial behavior. 
However, Olson et al. did not concurrently investigate the racial attitudes of the parents of the 
children in their study, nor the sources of children’s potential exposure to race interactions, thus 
this explanation was not investigated.  
Olson et al. (2011) and I observed that some participants tried to distribute imbalanced 
resources equally by splitting them—a result that surprised all of us. This result provides 
additional evidence for the tenet of parity and aligns with the equalizing strategy in The Candy 
Problem. Although I did not prime children with a story to indicate the status quo, the white 
children in The Candy Problem seemed to integrate socially relevant topics of distributive and 
reparative justice into their strategies and solutions for addressing the potential for inequality 
between a Black and white individual. I did not do a quantitative evaluation of my results, but 




group based on the Olson et al. (2011) criteria, chose the repairing strategy or rectification 
approach described by the other authors. No children in The Candy Problem initially chose to 
favor the white character in resource distribution. This seeming discrepancy with the Olson et al. 
results suggests an opportunity for investigating the effect of other environmental sources, like 
older siblings or peers, on younger children’s behavioral strategies regarding inequality. Loyd 
and Gaither (2018) suggest studies of peer influence on white RES are absent in the literature 
they reviewed at the time.  
Regardless why children used a rectification approach in the Olson et al. experiment, the 
primary finding as described above provides support for the tenet of wildcard color-neutrality, or 
at the very least color-evasion (Neville et al., 2013), particularly in a Black–white interactional 
context among children. It could also provide support for Hagerman’s (2018a) assertion that 
children avoid behaving (verbally or nonverbally) in a way that could be interpreted as racially 
preferential and therefore racist. But what are children’s motivations for doing so? Are they 
purely self-interested? 
Olson et al. (2011) designed their experiment to test the influence of children’s 
observations of inequality on children’s choices when they are in a position to allocate resources. 
They founded their questions in the framework of system justification theory (SJT; Jost et al., 
2004), which maintains that adults are motivated to favor the social, economic, and political 
status quo and not only one’s self or group (Beierlein, 2014). Jost et al. (2004) assert that SJT has 
more holistic explanatory power for inter- and intra-group interactions than most identity 
theories because it encompasses the often-overlooked case of outgroup preference, particularly 
among minority groups. In this way, SJT extends and explains the results of Clark and Clark 




preference for the outgroup (white children) compared to the consistent ingroup preference 
expressed by young white children. In general, SJT predicts that, regardless of group 
identification and membership, individuals will favor the group in power and protect the status 
quo. 
In light of SJT (Jost et al., 2004), the array of responses that both Olson et al. (2011) and 
I observed invites further interrogation of SJT and how it might explain The Candy Problem 
findings. Children might take a rectification and repairing approach that seems not to favor the 
status quo from a resource perspective because it might actually favor the status quo from a 
power perspective. I believe this relates to the relational nature of the strategies I observed. 
Children in The Candy Problem were primarily focused on protecting the relationship between 
Jeggie and Kwip as well as the child’s relationship with a parent or parents. Valuing of the 
relationship instead of a resource distribution that might seem to be in one’s self-interest, as 
demonstrated in the repairing strategy based in the tenet of niceness, protects one’s position of 
power and access to resources over the long-term. Killen and Verkuyten (2017) point to         
self-favorability motivations among 5 year olds who demonstrate this prosocial,  
outgroup-favoring behavior in the presence of other ingroup members. 
A broader perspective on SJT supports the duality of the tenet of control and the effect of 
relational loss on one’s approach to the status quo. For example, Beierlein (2014) explains: 
System-justifying ideologies are often derived from a need of control. When people feel 
dependent on the system and have the impression that little can be done, they will be 
more likely to indulge in system-justifying beliefs. In turn, a sense of efficacy may buffer 
the negative social effects of system-justifying ideologies (e.g., the justification of 




Considering this dynamic, it seems a white parent—who himself feels helpless to make social 
change—would likely favor a system-justification approach when tasked with socializing a white 
child in a way that encourages self-efficacy. If self-efficacy is the currency of                    
system-justification or prosocial system-attenuation, and if one’s relationship to other ingroup 
members or especially children can foster self-efficacy, then the key to social justice agendas 
could lie in increasing white parents’ and children’s relational self-efficacy against system 
justification. 
A perhaps slightly more cynical interpretation of SJT bolsters a claim that I made in 
Chapter IV for the commoditization of “wokeness” during a social movement such as BLM. 
During such a social movement, the social admirability of individuals related to the norms set by 
the social movement becomes a resource for ensuring status. In a situation in which the outcome 
of distribution of resources by a group in power has implications for the continued acceptance or 
system justification (Jost et al., 2004) of that power by lower-status groups, it might be more 
beneficial for the group in power to use a prosocial or restorative justice approach to resource 
distribution so that they maintain their social admirability. As Jost et al. (2004) suggest, the shift 
among lower-status group members from outgroup to ingroup preference likely occurs when the 
motive to see the status quo as “good, fair, natural, desirable, and even inevitable” (system 
justification) no longer aligns with the motives of “ego justification” and “group justification”  
(p. 887). This explains why identity theories center group justification in the context of 
intergroup interaction and conflict. This could also be an explanation for Baron and Banaji’s 
(2006) general findings that explicit attitudes toward outgroup members among members of the 
high-status ingroup become egalitarian with age while implicit attitudes remain largely the same             




implicit and explicit attitudes among white individuals toward Black and white group members 
during BLM shifted toward an egalitarian position. These findings highlight an opportunity for 
further research on the movement of implicit and explicit attitudes in the context of social 
justification theory and social movements.   
Studies reviewed and summarized by both Killen and Verkuyten (2017) and Over and 
McCall (2018) suggest social cognition has a clear effect on children’s racial behavior. Whereas 
Killen and Verkuyten do not review studies that address the interactive effect of parents on 
children’s attitudes, Over and McCall do. Over and McCall propose that although there is 
evidence to support the independence of children’s attitudes from parents’—a stance 
contradictory to a traditional “blank slate” social learning perspective—an updated social 
cognitive theory should not abandon the idea that parent attitudes strongly influence child 
attitudes. Parents considering the predominating results from a generalized social learning 
perspective might understandably hesitate to engage in conversations about race and the deeper 
meanings of and reasons for discriminatory behavior as investigated by Abaied & Perry (2021). 
However, the more important interpretation of social cognition findings is that color-neutral, 
color-evasive, or altogether absent strategies to white socialization have an effect that is 
paradoxical to parents’ expressed intentions for reducing racial bias, prejudice, and 
discrimination (Loyd & Gaither, 2018). This explains The Candy Problem’s finding of the 
Protecting Paradox. That is, as parents strive to protect their child from developing racial 
prejudice and discrimination and themselves and their children from criticism for racism, they 
instead increase the likelihood of that development.   
Parents may intervene in socialization by many methods. The method most recently 




children, and if they do, how? Although dialogue is an important means of socialization that the 
preceding discussion highlights is lacking among white parents, it is not sufficient on its own 
(Hagerman, 2018b). Particularly salient to the findings during the Revelation Stage and 
especially related to bracing and the Affective Fulcrum, children can develop prejudice through 
observation of adult non-verbal behavior in intergroup interactions (Over & McCall, 2018). 
More specifically, children age 3 to 6 who observed “uneasy” non-verbal behavior of a white 
adult interacting with a Black adult judged the Black individual and other, unrelated Black 
individuals, less positively than in the condition of white “easy” non-verbal behavior (Castelli et 
al., 2008). This outcome suggests direct observation of interracial interaction affects children’s 
future interracial attitudes. Thus, dialogue is not the only influence on children’s social 
cognition.  
Social behavior is the observable outcome of attitudes and attributions based on beliefs 
(Parker et al. 2012). The consequences of social behavior in various environmental contexts in 
turn influences those beliefs in the reciprocal and inductive process of social cognition (Bandura, 
1977), a social “feedback loop” (Over & McCall, 2018, p. 7). Loyd & Gaither (2018) summarize 
that white RES primarily occurs through cross-racial contact, which motivates positive        
cross-group behavior as well as reappraisal and decentering of the white ingroup. Applying a 
social cognitive perspective to critical social justice goals highlighted in Chapter I, dismantling 
whiteness requires positive white socialization via multiple methods in multiple—not just   
cross-racial—environmental contexts.  
Based on the majority of existing empirical studies in youth, cross-group contact seems 
essential to increasing consciousness of white racial attitudes and behavior. I believe this was the 




However, I and other scholars wonder what will sustain this consciousness in monoracial 
childhood environments, especially considering that cross-group contact has a high potential to 
come from nonconsenting human sources (Hagerman, 2017). White parents who, with their 
children, cross out of the white parenting territory to offer their children cross-racial exposure 
can enact territorial colonization. In essence, white parents who profess an “anti-racist” agenda 
and direct children’s experiences to that end via passive cross-racial exposure without modifying 
exposures within their territory are more explicitly defining the boundary between Black and 
white territories and modeling the appropriation of nonconsenting Black territories for white use.    
This is yet another aspect of the dilemma of dysconscious whiteness that white parents 
face. The home context of white families in America is often racially homogeneous. 
Phenotypically speaking, biological children of mono- and homo-racial parents will have similar 
skin color to their parents and thus social membership in a shared racial category. Therefore, 
inherent to the process of white socialization between white children and white parents is the 
intra-racial construction of whiteness with or without explicit dialogue about whiteness. Thus, 
the parent–child dyad offers a unique intra-racial territory in which to investigate opportunities 
for critical consciousness of whiteness. Perhaps a cross-racial event is necessary to destabilize 
dysconscious whiteness and affect implicit attitudes (Sawyer & Gampa, 2018). But what forces 
operate within the territory of white parenting to motivate either perpetuation or attenuation of 
the status quo (Olson et al., 2011) and, perhaps more important for sustaining change, critical 
reflection on the beliefs that underlie the status quo?  
The Dilemma of Dysconscious Whiteness as a White Dialectic 
The dilemma of dysconscious whiteness that arises especially in the white parenting 




Abrams, a dialectic is a synthesis of two seemingly contradictory and dimensionally-opposed 
concepts. For example, The Myth of the Good Parent and The Myth of the Woke Parent 
represent a dialectical tension between raising a psychologically healthy child and raising a   
non-racist child that many parents see as mutually exclusive. Similarly, the Racism and  
Anti-Racism Assumptions of the parents in this study represent a dialectical tension between 
validating and invalidating the causes and effects of racism on both Black and white experiences 
across ecological levels. The continua represented by the parenting Myths and Assumptions 
discovered in The Candy Problem relate to the dialectics of Importance of Race/Racism, 
Understanding of Inequality, and Relationships (Todd & Abrams, 2011). However, The Candy 
Problem findings also suggest an additional dialectic specific to the parent–child dyad, which I 
will discuss in the section addressing what this study adds to the literature.  
The white socialization literature does not directly address Todd and Abrams’ (2011) 
concept of dialectics or Abrams and Todd’s (2011) update to acknowledge environmental forces 
that motivate movement along these dialectics. This is likely because Todd and Abrams 
proposed these dialectics in the context of white counselor training. However, a multicontextual 
and dialectical understanding of the white socialization process amplifies the explanatory power 
of the gravity of dysconscious whiteness to hinder positive white social development across the 
lifespan, and particularly in early childhood. In Chapter II, I presented a concern posed by Velez 
and Spencer (2018) for the challenge of taking a truly intersectional approach to identity 
research, which I also encountered in this project. As I have reviewed the literature, I now 
believe studies could address this challenge by integrating a dialectical approach to individual 
identities and consciousness with SJT (Jost et al., 2004) to understand behavioral motivation 




A dialectical understanding of the dilemma of dysconscious whiteness that arises while 
raising white children helps to explain children and parents grappling with dysconsious 
whiteness throughout the present study. The fallacy that a parent is either racist or not and either 
a good or bad parent produced subsequent fears that motivated parents’ attachment to the 
familiarity of dysconsiousness. Understanding these parent fears about an unrealistic 
dichotomous condition offers a potential bridge out of the isolation of white parenting territory 
and an opportunity for consciousness transformation (Abrams & Todd, 2011). 
Social Cognitive Development and White Identity Development as Dialectical Processes 
By this point in the discussion, I hope that it is apparent that parents’ behavioral choices 
in light of the dilemma of dysconscious whiteness directly and indirectly affect white children’s 
social cognition and behavior regarding racial inequality. Relationships between parents’ 
underlying beliefs and these behavioral choices is less well understood. Although Zucker and 
Patterson (2018) incorrectly assess that their study of the relationship between parents’ racial 
attitudes and racial socialization practices in white families is the first (see A. E. Lewis, 2004; 
Hagerman, 2016, for counterexamples), theirs might be the first quantitative analysis of parents’ 
racial attitudes based on white racial identity theory (Helms, 2008) explicitly in relation to 
parents’ self-reported socialization practices ex situ. Zucker and Patterson (2018) demonstrated 
that parents’ white racial identity schemas were nominally related to their purported messages 
about discrimination and/or egalitarianism. The authors’ findings instead suggest a greater 
correlation of socialization practices to a dialectic of the two broad categories of white racial 
identity development, Internalizing Racism versus Evolving Non-Racist Identity (Helms, 2008). 




claim that white racial identity is a dialectical and cyclical rather than progressive process as 
individuals at each white identity status can express and reject multiple schemas simultaneously.  
Considering the applicability of Helms’ (2008) white racial identity schemas, I 
unsurprisingly also found that parents in The Candy Problem verbalized these schemas as they 
described their strategies for raising white children. However, the accompanying concerns for 
post-hoc justification expressed by Rowe et al. (1995) as summarized by Leach et al. (2002), also 
suggest that children’s strategies throughout The Candy Problem just as easily map onto the 
information processing strategies described by Helms. A confound to Helms’ proposed strategy 
application based on ego development was uncovered in The Candy Problem. As previously 
discussed in the context of SJT (Jost et al., 2004), the strategies that children applied to The 
Candy Problem in the span of an hour could be related to most of the statuses Helms proposes, or 
they could be representative of a dynamic interplay between ego, group, and system justification.  
Keeping in mind the concerns for generalizability of white racial identity theory, I will 
highlight the possible overlap of this theory with the findings of The Candy Problem. Based on 
Leach et al.’s (2002) summary of the main structure of white racial identity theory, refusing as a 
strategy is closely related to the Contact status wherein white individuals deny, avoid, or claim 
obliviousness to racial information that induces anxiety. Similarly, distancing could be a 
manifestation of the Disintegration status wherein white individuals suppress information out of 
confusion and disorientation. The explaining strategy could be a twist on the Reintegration status 
as it employs a system justification approach, wherein white individuals distort information in an 
own-group-enhancing manner to explain an outgroup or egalitarian preference in resource 
distribution. Additionally, repairing could be an example of the pseudo independent status 




liberal agenda. Finally, bracing and opening could include aspects of the Immersion/Emersion 
and Autonomy Statuses, wherein white individuals search for racial standards and respond 
flexibly to racial material.   
Whether the parents’ expressed attitudes and children’s behavioral strategies were 
demonstrative of white racial identity theory or a dialectical SJT or both, parent attitudes and 
child strategies bidirectionally and constructively influenced each other. Continuing the 
application of a dialectical approach to The Candy Problem findings from the perspective of 
social cognitive development and white socialization, white parents’ relationship to the 
dialectical parenting Myths and Assumptions motivated children’s strategies for addressing 
racial inequality before children have developed an abstract and nuanced understanding of white 
identity. This might generalize to the effect of parents’ dialectical movement along a racist and 
non-racist white identity continuum on children’s strategies as they develop their own orientation 
to the curriculum of whiteness and white identity. This is a topic for future investigation that 
could have implications for parenting young children who are apparently in a period of pre-
identity development while they apply various white identity schemas modeled by their 
environmental contexts. One might hypothesize that children prefer a system justification 
approach due to the potential consequences of an ego or group justification approach on their 
relationships. 
Summary of Findings’ Overlap With Current Literature 
So far, I have discussed how The Candy Problem findings bolster and extend the current 
literature on white RES, consciousness, and identity from a social cognitive, system justification, 
and dialectical perspective. Although the area of white socialization research has been ongoing 




depth of application have much room for expansion. Studies of white socialization in early 
childhood comprise an even smaller subset of this nascent literature, and studies of white RES 
that investigate and interrogate in situ interactions between parents and children are fewer yet.  
Although Olson et al. (2011) applied a very similar study condition to what was 
presented in The Candy Problem and their results also demonstrated the equalizing and repairing 
strategies found in the Eagerness Stage, no studies to my knowledge have applied a qualitative 
approach that elicited young children’s explanations of these strategies, which were revealed in 
the Earnestness and Revelation Stages. Research on the process and outcomes of social cognition 
related to racial behavior in young children has demonstrated behavioral outcomes similar to the 
strategies children used across the three stages of grappling. However, this research has not 
explicitly posited or linked these strategies either to children’s beliefs about whiteness 
underlying their attitudes or a potentially shared belief system about whiteness that becomes 
dynamic in the interaction between white parents and children. Based on the alignments between 
The Candy Problem findings and the preceding literature, I will next suggest how these findings 
both illuminate and fill in gaps of this literature.   
What Does This Study Add? 
This study adds three concepts to the existing literature. The first additive concept is that 
white children and white parents co-develop strategies for expressing racial beliefs and managing 
the consequences of that expression in a relational dialectic process of white socialization. The 
second additive concept is that white children’s movement among ego, group, and system 
justification approaches to racial inequality in the context of power dynamics within their 
relationships suggests a critical period for parental intervention in positive white RES. This 




children. The final additive concept is that white parents’ and children’s dysconscious 
attachment to six grounding tenets of the curriculum of whiteness perpetuate a Protecting 
Paradox that reifies whiteness despite non-racist intentions. I posit some implications of these 
findings in Chapter VI. 
White Socialization is Relational and Dialectic in the Parenting Context 
Much of the white RES literature centers the interracial context and implications of white 
children’s development of racial attitudes and behavior. Historical social learning theory 
highlights the parent–child relationship in terms of the transmission of social norms and values, 
but neither it nor more recent instantiations of social cognitive theory applied to white RES 
explicitly attend to the intra-racial and relational context of white RES inherent to the          
parent–child dyad. My sense is the absence of an explicitly relational approach to white RES is 
not due to a foregone conclusion that parent–child attachment would of course influence social 
cognitive development, but instead due, again, to dysconscious whiteness. Surely, a social being 
is a relational being, but not all relationships have equal influence over social behavior. 
Scholars have described white socialization among white children as reconstructive and 
not just recapitulative of adult attitudes and behavior (Hagerman, 2016, 2018a; Loyd & Gaither, 
2018). Earlier literature on the implicit attitudes of young children shows they exhibit 
preferences for members of their own racial group (Baron & Banaji, 2006) while other studies 
suggest evidence for more complex prosocial behavior without attitudinal foreclosure (Killen & 
Verkuyten, 2017). The aforementioned study conducted by Brown et al. (2007) among a 
multiracial group of kindergartners and their families demonstrated that greater parental warmth 
was a situational correlate of RES. Yet, none of these studies have implicated the effect of 




In a literature search within the subject area of “white socialization,” the key word 
“relational” surfaced in three articles, only one of which investigated socialization practices 
between white parents and white children. The authors of this article referenced a literature 
specifically on emotion socialization, which they suggest “has been conducted from a 
Eurocentric perspective with primarily white, middle class, American mothers” (Parker et al., 
2012, p. 14) despite theories that parenting beliefs and practices related to emotional expression 
are embedded in social and cultural contexts. This Eurocentric perspective of emotion 
socialization highlights the dysconscious protection of whiteness that prevents examination of 
whiteness in white affective development and the relational interactions between children and 
parents that influence this development. 
Contrary to white parent fears that introducing racial group awareness will introduce 
racist beliefs and cause damage by inducing shame and discomfort for their children, Killen and 
Verkuyten (2017) suggest that developing a group identity and attitudes about racial group 
membership “may reflect the development of moral judgments and intergroup toleration” (p. 
708). Any discomfort that accompanies this process is perhaps integral to positive identity 
development, and does not necessitate unjust treatment of out-group members. The                  
co-development of white identity and positive affective judgements of ingroup and outgroup 
members refutes the parenting Myths and Assumptions that the white parents in The Candy 
Problem used to avoid talk of race and reduce their discomfort. 
Findings of The Candy Problem synthesize various concepts from white RES studies to 
suggest the dynamic, contextual, and reconstitutive process of white RES is also relational within 
the parenting setting. Although I did not investigate correlations between white child and white 




Vittrup, 2018), I witnessed the parent–child co-construction of racial meaning related to those 
attitudes. Children often updated their strategies for addressing racial inequality after witnessing 
parents’ physical expression of their affective experience, which no parents in this study verbally 
addressed to their children.  
In an unpublished paper, Perry et al. (2020) demonstrate that facilitated parent–child 
conversations about race decreases children’s implicit anti-Black attitudes in spite of white 
parental physiological stress and tenseness. An undiscussed implication of this finding is that the 
dialogic engagement between parent and child dispelled any potential fears that both parents and 
children might have had for relational rupture. Perry et al. measured physiological indicators of 
tension and anxiety for parents at single points across two conditions (subtle vs. blatant racial 
discrimination); however, they did not conduct pre- and post-dialogue measurements of these 
indicators for each condition, nor did they include a control condition in which parents did not 
engage in dialogue. Neither did Perry et al. suggest the cause of the parents’ anxiety, which 
parents might have been able to report. Perry et al. also did not conduct these physiological 
measurements on the children in their study.  
As Webber described during The Candy Problem, he was “nervous” about “both” the 
process of talking about race and about the content of that talk, suggesting an overarching 
concern for the relationship with me and with his parents. A quantitative investigation of this 
finding might include the physiological measurements that Perry et al. (2020) used, pre- and 
post-dialogue, in both parent and child, in addition to pre- and post-dialogue measurements of 
implicit attitude with the addition of a “control” condition without dialogue. It would be 




children in a parallel manner and what this might mean about the perceived stability in that 
attachment relationship related to racial dialogue. 
In addition to the relational gap in white RES research, I suggest there is also a dialectical 
framework gap in this literature. Mirroring this gap is a potential to enhance the white dialectics 
framework of Todd and Abrams (2011) with a relational/attachment dimension. I propose a 
relational dialectic representing three continua of (a) parents’ perception of control (or not) over 
a child’s beliefs about whiteness, which could be linked to (b) parents’ cognitive fusion (or 
defusion; Hayes, 2016) with the curriculum of whiteness and (c) children’s close (or distant) 
attachment to the parent(s). As parents in The Candy Problem described their reactions to their 
children’s strategies and their own attitudes about BLM, their grappling with the dilemma of 
dysconscious whiteness evidenced multiple shifts in their perception of control over their child’s 
behavior and a resulting shift in their cognitive fusion to the tenets of whiteness. These shifts in 
turn affected children’s literal movement toward or away from the parent and from the problem. 
Although the limitations of my self-reflection prevented consistent awareness of my own 
reactions to children and the effect of those reactions on children’s perception of our 
relationship, my relationship with the children I interviewed also affected children’s movement.  
I would venture to guess that the interplay between one, group, and system justification in 
grappling with dysconscious whiteness also relies on an attachment relationship dynamic. 
Wampold (2012) asserts “It is well established that belongingness is an evolved characteristic of 
humans and is essential for survival (Baumeister, 2005). Attached individuals are more mentally 
and physically fit than unattached individuals” (p. 446). Thus, if one’s dysconscious whiteness is 
representative of their belongingness, approaching consciousness could—indirectly,     




be added to the mix is for another study. However, it seems likely that a child’s evaluation of the 
“goodness” of their parent based on their white interactional relationship or the vicarious 
consequences (i.e., survival success) of that parent’s social behavior related to race would 
influence a child’s choice to perpetuate the status quo of whiteness. Just as an individual’s sense 
that the status quo is in (dis)equilibrium with the value of one’s self or the value of one’s group 
has implications for whether they choose to perpetuate or attenuate the status quo (Jost et al., 
2004), a child’s sense that the status quo is in (dis)equilibrium with the value of one’s attachment 
relationships could be a significant motivator for system-perpetuation or system-attenuation.  
The observation of movement along multiple continua within a relational dialectic 
dimension has cross-contextual implications for raising white children. So does the observation 
of movement among one, group, (relational), and system justification behaviors. I posit some 
preliminary ideas for application of these concepts within parenting and teaching spheres in 
Chapter VI.  
Early Childhood is a Critical Period for Development of Critical White Consciousness 
Although children under age 8 have been infrequently included in RES studies, results 
related to their social cognitive development have been interpreted in ways that have justified 
their exclusion from theories that attend to the development of racial cognition. The findings in 
The Candy Problem contradict historical socialization literature as summarized by Zucker and 
Patterson (2018) that children younger than age 8 lack the “cognitive capacity to perceive, 
comprehend, and internalize their parents’ attitudes” (p. 3910). The children in this study in fact 
applied an inductive process of social cognition that resulted in behavioral strategies that in many 




The difference between children’s cognitive “capacity” and adults’ is that children are 
less rigid than adults in their understanding of whiteness as they move easily among ego, group, 
and system justifying approaches (Jost et al., 2004; Olson et al., 2011). Although children justify 
their behavioral strategies in ways that seem to parallel the explicit attitudes of their parents, 
children’s ability to adapt these attitudes to apparently novel situations of racial inequality is 
evidence of greater flexibility to create new attitudes. This flexibility was most apparent when 
children and parents grappled with dysconscious whiteness separately. The interaction between 
parents and children intensified the experience of the Affective Fulcrum and led to bracing rather 
than opening. This poses a potential problem to critically conscious white RES within the home 
environment because parents’ consciousness development has the potential to impede children’s 
consciousness development. 
This potential for impediment merely amplifies the importance of intervention for both 
parent white RES and child white RES during this period. The default result of the affective 
interaction between parents and children around race and whiteness is avoidance, as both the 
previously reviewed literature identified and Webber and his mother Tara demonstrated. The 
preceding discussion has highlighted the paradoxical and negative effects of this avoidance.  
As Karl described at the beginning of Chapter IV, parent fears for psychologically 
damaging their children by talking about whiteness as a broad and violent construct often freeze 
parents. Many parents end up saying nothing. This fear, and its power to perpetuate silence was 
exemplified in a recent Atlantic article (Friedersdorf, 2021) illustrating a discussion between 
Conor Friedersdorf and Anastasia Higginbotham, author of Not My Idea: A Book About 
Whiteness (2020). Throughout the summarized email exchange, Friedersdorf (2021) repeats his 




He implied but did not explicitly explain that because children cognitively process information in 
a concrete way, they will associate their own skin color, and therefore a white identity, with 
violence, and forever hate that about themselves. Despite Higginbotham’s assertion that children 
ought to be given the opportunity to separate a white identity from a violent whiteness, 
Friedersdorf continually cites evidence for international coloniality (a broader construct that is 
manifested as whiteness in the United States) to counter Higginbotham’s claims about whiteness 
without citing evidence to justify his own claims about irreparable identity shame. Neither party 
in the dialogue suggests the possibility for dysconscious whiteness as an insidious subset of 
whiteness, which historical white RES practices have reified. Neither party highlights that there 
is empirical data to refute Friedersdorf’s claim that children are “too young.” Although 
Higginbotham tries to convince Friedersdorf that his fear and avoidance are based in 
[dysconscious] whiteness, neither party explicitly reflects on how this fear is self-perpetuating 
and leads to the lack of data that could be helpful to bolster either of their claims. Although 
Friedersdorf (2021) notes he eliminated some of their dialogue, he writes that Higginbotham 
wrote, “White kids need adults to help them sort out that being white is not the same as 
whiteness” (para. 21). As an observer of this discussion, I would suggest that Higginbotham 
might have also meant that white adults need kids to help them sort out what being white means, 
period.  
I agree with Higginbotham (Friedersdorf, 2021) that creating opportunities for children to 
be curious about whiteness with their own family members could help them shift dysconscious 
beliefs. I also agree with Friedersdorf that educating white children about dysconscious 
whiteness presents possible risks that would understandably frighten parents. However, in their 




beliefs—at least not in a publicly summarized discussion. I would wonder to both of them, even 
if this is where you are “content to stop” (para. 28), how would you hope other adults like you, 
with agency to set social norms for the children in your lives, continue the dialogue?  
Reflecting on the lack of environmental acknowledgement of parents’ fear and shame 
that allows dysconsciousness as I discussed in Chapter IV, parents will require institutional and 
other structural supports for approaching dialogue and environmental reorganization within the 
white parenting territory in spite of their discomfort or frustration with other white individuals. 
Understanding the tenets that underlie white racial attitudes and motivate dysconscious 
whiteness could be a helpful starting place.  
Six Tenets of Whiteness Anchor Parent–Child Dysconscious Whiteness 
Finally, this study identifies six tenets of whiteness (see Chapter IV, the Curriculum of 
Whiteness section) as they relate to raising white children. At the ever-present risk of making an 
inaccurate claim about a significant body of empirical scholarship, I suggest that this is the first 
time an empirical study has inductively identified six beliefs that white parents hold about 
themselves as white individuals and about their white children that they apply within the 
parenting context. As core beliefs, tenets underlie attitudes, which motivate behavior (Parker et 
al., 2012). The multicultural literature centers descriptions of white racial attitudes about 
individuals in non-dominant racial groups (e.g., Baron & Banaji, 2006; Greenwald et al., 1998), 
white cognitive processes used to interpret information about race and whiteness (Helms, 2008), 
and white ideology—a system of beliefs—about people of color (Bonilla-Silva, 2002; Neville et 
al., 2013), with the goal of understanding and addressing negative intergroup attitudes and 
behaviors (Killen & Verkuyten, 2017). There is still room for more data on white beliefs about 




supremacy, even as whites occasionally engage in prosocial and positive behavior toward 
outgroups (Jost et al., 2004; Killen & Verkuyten, 2017). 
Rather than proposing these tenets in opposition to the theories and concepts that already 
exist within the white RES literature, I suggest that these tenets help uncover a highly contextual 
process. The understanding of this process and how tenets of different curricula of whiteness 
support maintenance of dysconscious whiteness could be additive to existing theories along the 
dimension of intra-racial relationality as previously discussed. Naming these tenets as examples 
of some of the interactional rules that perpetuate a racialized social structure within a white, 
liberal, upper-class context offers potential for these tenets to be explicitly taught to and 
discussed among parents within these contexts early in the white RES process. Because these 
often-unquestioned-by-whites tenets are a significant part of the attractiveness of dysconscious 
whiteness, uncovering other tenets that might apply in other contexts of white parenting and 
making them visible to the white adults that use them has been a significant challenge despite 





CHAPTER VI: IMPLICATIONS 
Guideline 6. Psychologists seek to promote culturally adaptive interventions and 
advocacy within and across systems, including prevention, early intervention, and 
recovery. (American Psychological Association, 2017, p. 4) 
Now, What [do we do]? 
As a clinical psychologist in training, I often get asked how I apply my dissertation 
research findings to my clinical work. My immediate thought is, usually, “I don’t.” I can 
remember only one time when I have explicitly addressed whiteness in a therapy session. 
However, when I reflect on my favorite approaches in clinical work, I notice that I have actually 
been laying the groundwork for healthy white RES with children and parents even if I am not 
(yet) directly naming the tenets of whiteness and dysconscious whiteness. I am still engaged in 
my own reflective practice for evaluating when and how to bring critical consciousness of 
whiteness into my intra-racial clinical relationships as a demonstration of radical genuineness 
(Linehan, 2015), without the prelude of BLM or cross-racial contexts. I believe it is not a 
question of whether to increase critical consciousness of whiteness in these relationships. 
However, as I said earlier, this certainty is not always enough to motivate me as a white clinician 
to do so explicitly with white individuals. 
Build the Relationship 
As a white clinician who has most frequently worked with white children exhibiting 
emotional dysfunction and disruptive behavior and their white parents (who frequently exhibit 
variations of that dysfunction), my primary goal is to establish a strong working relationship with 
both parent and child. A sense of trust in the therapist increases the likelihood of behavioral 
change, because “people are likely to modify their behavior based on their relationship with 
trusted others” (Wampold, 2012, p. 446). Grounded in this relational trust, I have flexibility to 




explanation for one’s experience increases the likelihood of investment in psychological work 
(Wampold, 2012). This makes the task of making dysconscious whiteness conscious, well, 
tricky. If the individual’s personal and group values align with the status quo of dysconscious 
whiteness, an offer of dysconscious whiteness to explain psychological distress, even as a racial 
ingroup member, will likely be rejected until the value of our working relationship becomes 
equal to or surpasses the value of justifying that status quo.  
Social cognitive theory sets itself in opposition to a behaviorist explanation for behavior 
and aligns more with relational frame theory (RFT; Hayes, 2016). According to Hayes, RFT 
explains cognitive associations between stimuli and related targets. In the context of clinical 
psychological work, RFT suggests it is “necessary to analyze cognition in order to understand 
human behavior” (p. 875). Applied in a clinical psychological setting, RFT is the basis for 
several third-wave approaches to therapy that primarily target cognitive fusion and experiential 
(often emotional) avoidance. Working primarily from a blend of these approaches—Dialectical 
Behavioral Therapy (Linehan, 2015) and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy                 
(Hayes, 2016)—I often work with individuals to investigate their areas of cognitive fusion and 
dichotomous assumptions in order to encourage dialectical movement towards more adaptive 
thinking, emotion, and behavior. As a white clinician often dysconscious of my own whiteness, I 
frequently engage in tactics of experiential avoidance that perpetuate cognitive fusion to the 
curriculum of whiteness.  
Like the children in The Candy Problem, my strategies for addressing racial inequality 
are frequently reinforced by a sense that I have “solved the problem” (Hayes, 2016, p. 876), at 
least in the short term because my emotional and physical discomfort have temporarily 




developed around the perceived source of my discomfort and the range of behavior to effectively 
reduce my discomfort that I believe these relationships to be facts about the environment rather 
than my own construction. 
Radical Genuineness Requires Self-Consciousness of Whiteness 
In a clinical setting, I believe RFT has explanatory power for dysconscious whiteness. In 
response to the question, “Now, what?” I would suggest radical genuineness has significant 
applications for increasing consciousness of whiteness. I posited that some of the children in The 
Candy Problem anticipated invalidation by their parents when conversing about racial inequality. 
My relationship with the child, without their parent immediately present, offered an altered 
context from the context that perpetuates dysconscious whiteness. This context alteration is the 
premise of third-wave therapeutic approaches based in RFT. Radical genuineness is an 
application of shared experiential acceptance (rather than experiential avoidance) in an 
inherently altered context of the therapist-individual dyad or therapist–parent–child triad. The 
therapist uses radical genuineness to validate what is valid in the other’s experience by modeling 
self-validation in a shared experience. It is the highest level of validation described by Linehan 
(2015).    
In order for radical genuineness to be effective, it needs to be exactly what it sounds    
like: genuine. Therefore, as a tool of consciousness against the tenets of dysconscious whiteness, 
the therapist must themself work to increase consciousness of their own whiteness. Similarly, 
parents must work for critically conscious whiteness within themselves as they engage in the 




Parenting Critically Conscious White Children 
A desire to do the “right” thing, the parenting Myths, and the dual Assumptions all 
hindered white parents in The Candy Problem from experiential acceptance and interrogation of 
the curriculum of whiteness. Therefore, I am extremely hesitant to “prescribe” a critically 
conscious approach to raising white children. I fear that any prescription could lead again to 
cognitive fusion and experiential avoidance of anything not explicitly prescribed, and thus 
reinforce yet another problematic relational frame.  
With this caveat, I tentatively suggest that parents study the tenets of whiteness, reflect on 
how these show up for them and their children in everyday situations, and perhaps reflect on 
what seems to be at stake in relinquishing these tenets from the perspective of relational 
attachments (Hayes, 2016) and SJT (Jost et al., 2004). Building on the basis for RFT, I might 
also suggest parents alter the contexts in which they often experience dysconscious whiteness. I 
do not recommend parents use nonconsenting others to alter this context (Hagerman, 2017), nor 
do I recommend parents jump—or thrust their children—headlong into altered contexts even 
with consenting others without first requesting relational support from someone with whom you 
share whiteness. The risk of cross-racial exposure with nonconsenting groups or individuals for 
the purpose of building conscious whiteness is colonial violence (see Chapter V) and potential 
reinforcement of problematic relational frames. As I mentioned in Chapter IV, the absence of 
structural scaffolds to support parents who choose to shift from dysconscious whiteness makes 
that shift all the more daunting and continued experiential avoidance of white discomfort all the 




Teaching Critically Conscious White Children 
Although I did not investigate a teaching setting, the process of grappling with 
dysconscious whiteness is not unique to parenting. Teachers, counselors, extended family 
members, and community adults are all at some point involved in the process of raising white 
children. Although these adults will not all be white, many of the same suggestions I offered 
apply in application to white children’s process of grappling. For example, teachers can study the 
tenets of whiteness in order to better understand the attractive gravity they have for white 
children and parents (and even sometimes teachers who want to make things “fair”) and why 
they show up when they do in everyday situations. Ignoring these tenets runs the risk of leaving 
white children unprepared to navigate racial inequality and the effects of dysconscious whiteness 
in real life (“irl”). Teachers can also reflect on what might be at stake for white children and 
parents relinquishing these tenets in light of relational attachments and SJT. This reflection might 
motivate teacher’s movement along a familiar dialectic of frustration versus hope for change that 
Todd and Abrams (2011) described. Lastly, and because frustration can motivate experiential 
avoidance, I would encourage consenting teachers to construct the classroom and especially the 
teacher – student relationship as a context in which they can help alter the relational frames that 
perpetuate dysconscious whiteness for children, their parents, and perhaps the teacher themself. 
Summary of Recommendations 
Increasing consciousness of whiteness is a relational process. There is also much at stake 
for white parents and children who might choose to depart from the socialized curriculum of 
whiteness and a focus on raising only one’s own children. Hagerman’s (2018a) hope is that white 
parents shift their focus from valuing their individual child or biologically-related children to 




how their white child’s contexts might shape and reinforce narratives of white superiority. When 
it comes to raising white children, parents’ narratives about themselves as good parents or good 
people are in the balance, as Hagerman (2018a) also has addressed. Although this might seem 
petty or insignificant to groups whose self-narratives have often been questioned by structures of 
power, it is not an insignificant obstacle to making changes to those structures. In light of these 
conditions, it would be ineffective for white parents to truly grapple with dysconscious whiteness 
with their white children without support. White parents need help.  
The recommendations I make to build relationships with other white parents, to engage 
with a community that encourages consciousness of whiteness, and to reflect on personal fears 
related to moving away from dysconsciousness might be quite tall, especially considering the 
white color-neutrality of the majority of parenting policy. As I alluded to in Chapter IV, white 
psychologists have a governing body to direct their behavior, as do white teachers. But, what 
about white parents? The ecological distance between a white parent (on the micro-level) or 
white parents (on the meso-level) and any organization that provides them with parenting 
guidelines, much less practical oversight, is too wide. There are examples of parenting groups for 
Families of Color (Families of Color Seattle, n.d.) with emphasis on Mothers of Color. There is 
an example of a “‘Nice White Parents’ Discussion Guide” (Daniels & Gonchar, 2020) for 
parents to reflect on their assumptions about school and education. But where do white parents 
go to get support for white parenting?  
I can imagine there is trepidation to start a “white parenting coalition” grounded in the 
same fear that prevents parents from broaching conversation about race and whiteness with their 
own children, much less other white parents. The parenting Myths and Assumptions have a lot to 




governing body for white parents to perpetuate dysconscious whiteness if it is not (or even if it 
is) informed of the power of the curriculum of whiteness.  
However, the fear of doing something “wrong” should not be more motivating than the 
fear of continuing to do more of the same. Doing something different could very likely be 
harmful, but it would be less likely if that action is grounded in a perpetual self-reflection 
process. If we let social cognitive theory be our guide, then we will always get feedback on our 
social behavior. The problem comes when we ignore most sources of that feedback or avoid 
conscious socializing behavior altogether.  
I also want to acknowledge that changing white socialization practices will be difficult 
among parents who themselves do not identify any importance or urgency in racially socializing 
their white child(ren; Abaied & Perry, 2021). This is further evidence of the need for action on 
greater ecological levels to affect such change. As Sullivan et al. (2021) highlight, “To 
effectively communicate and educate about complex topics such as race, it is vital for adults to 
have a developmentally appropriate grasp of children’s developing knowledge states” (p. 399). 
Where, when, and how do parents learn about this development? Developmental psychologists 
perhaps in particular, but psychologists more broadly, are well-poised to advocate for changes in 
policy and educational practices that currently neglect to inform or shy away from informing 
white parents about the process and outcomes of white socialization practices. If color-neutral 
socialization in early childhood and different life chances among racial group members are both 
manifestations of dysconscious whiteness, then as leaders in supporting social and individual 
welfare, psychologists seem to have an ethical responsibility to understand the process of 
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